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MISSION OF THE ORDNANCE MATERIAL GROUP
The general responsibility of the Bureau of Ordnanice Materiml Gro-,? to the
Director of Ship Material, Joint Task Force ONE and to the Bureau of Crdnance was
to obtain all data possible concerning the effect of an atomic bomb explosion on
ordnance qiiipment and systems End on the fighting efficiency from an ordnerxce
standpoint of ships disposed about the target area at varying distances from the
blast.
The data obtained may be used for determining the chenges necessary to
ordnance quipmn..nt so that it will withstand blast, heat, shock and radioactivity
resulting from the explosion of a nuclear fission bomb.
The Bureau of Ordnance
Meterisi Group was specifically responsible for all matters pertaining to the
planaing, preparation, and coordination of activities concerned with material under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance. The group was aleo solely responsible for the inspection, for the collection rnd mssessmert of deta, for the analysis of results and preparation of reports concerning all phases of the atomic
bomb effects on meterial under the cognizance of tho Bureau of Ordnance. The
gooup had e further responsibility to furnish liaison and technicel advice and assistance to other eesbciated groups on ordnance matters.
PIAh'!NG
The types of ordnance to be included in the tests were limited in general to
those installed in the ships selected for the target array.
Most of the vessels
selected for inclusion in the tests were scheduled for decommissioning or for inclusion in the inactive fleet. Therefore the most modern'ordnance equipment had
not been installed in the target vessels.
In addition some items of the more modern ordnance equipment currently in demand for maintenance purposes were removed
from the target vessels ard insufficient quantities of certain equipments resulted in P lack of sufficiently wide distribution in the target erray to provide
complete data..
Time was not available prior to test "A" to install the most modern equipment in the targte. vessels.
Ordnance items of most recent design which
were not represented include: Fire Control Padar Equipment, Mark 26 and '4, Gun
Directors, Mark 38, 40, 54, etc. The construction of the items not included in
the tests resembles in general, that of similar equipment in the vessels of the
target array, therefore, comparisons will be possible based on the damage suffered
by equipment of sirilar design.
To be of value, data. on anv damage caused by the atomic bomb explosion to
ordnance (or other) equipment cr materiel must be sufficientl; precise to admit
of accurate analysis.
Visible dp~mage can be accurately catalogued by trained observers but damage to functional efficiency may be more elusive. This hidden
damage can be ascert4ined by measuring the operating efficiency of the instrument
by various means and also by checking it agsinst the previously recorded values
for the same instrument.
This type of test r-quires tiie and skilbfd operating
personnel.
The various units of the Bureau of Ordnance Material Group were instructed to devise standard inspection forms which would pc~rmrit recording the exact condition of the equipment including its furctional efficiency.
These forms
together with instructions for completing then' were published in the "Red Book"
(Instructions to Target Vessels Ordnance) which was distributed to all interested
personnel and activities.
In the instructions contained in the "Red Book"
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(Nission of TVe Ordnance Material Group, Continued)
--- considerable emphasis was placed on the fact that the "remarkb" column of all
the inspections forms was extremely important and that any unusual conditions of
the equipment should be carefully noted in the remarks column if that condition
could not be adequately covered in the form proper.
Many thousands of the inspection forms illustrated in the "Red Book" were distrit.ted to the tarret vessels.
It was early realized that the reduced complement of gunnery personnel in.
the garget vessels would influence adversely the ability of the shipl' forces to
obtain complete and accurate data on the condition of ordnance items before and
after the tests. Therefore, the Level Shipyards at which th-( target vessels were
being overhauled were instructed b,' the Bureau of Ordnance to obtain all possible
data on batteryý alignment, condition of guns and mounts, etc. Representatives
of the various units comprising the Bureau of Ordnance Material Group were sent
to assist the several yards in the preparation of the target vessels for the tests.
In addition to instructing and assisting the crews of the target vessels in
the completion of the ordnance forms this contact familiarized our personnel with
the equipment in the targ.t vessels so that subsequent inspections could be made
quickly and efficiently. Assistance was givern to the yards and to the target vessels in loceting and installing special equiiment and special munitions.
As far as possible it was desired to simulate actual service conditions of
ordnance equipment.
Consequently it was plarned to have some equipin,-nt energized
end operating during the tests. The plane for opereting equipment wereý made to
determ:ne the relptive susceptabilitý of opereting and nonoperating eou-pments and
therefore it was decided to energize and have in normal opera.ciWg curlition, at
varying, distances from the center of the crray, all types o fire control systems
and a.number of gun mounts.
The U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.S. PENSACOLA,
,.S.S.
WAINWRIGHT, U.S.S. PARCHE, U.S.S. SARAOGA, U.S.S. MUGFORfl,
U.S.S. WILSON, U.S.S.

RHII;D, U.SS. RALPH TA.BOT, U.SS. BRACKEIý, U.;.S. CORTLAK., U.S.S. CRITTEIDEN,
U.S.S. DAWSCN. and U.S.S. ANDERSON were design.4ted as operst~np shinR. T!- amount
of electrical power available was not sufficient in all cases to su;ply power for
all s~stems so it was decided that where two systems in the same sýrp were identical one should be energi ed ind one "secured".
Thus comparable could be obtained.
The following equitment w•:5 scheduled for operetion in test "ABLE":

Two Gun Dir-

ectors Systems, Mark 37, One Gun Fire Ccntrol System, M;ark 57, Two Gun Fire Control Systems, Mark 6Z, One Gun Director, Mark 34 System, Six Gun Directors, Mark
51, Two Gun Directors, Mark 33, Three Torpedo Directors, Mark 27, plus five 5 inch
mounts and seven 40 MN,mounts.
The U.S.S. MUSTIN was substituted for the U.S.S.
AKDERSON juet pijor to "ABLE" d.)y due to a.diesel generator casualty in the U.S.S.
ANDERSON.
The U.S.S. SARATOGA, U.S.S. PENSACOLA, U.S.S. P2TSYLANIA, U.S.S. WAINWRIGHT,
"and U.S.S. KUSTIR had one director system in each ship set up to maintain a constant relative bearing by means of a signal from the ship's master gyro compass.
The relative bearing selected permitted the director and mounts to point at targets previously specified b;:the Electronic Coordinating Officer and the special
groups.
The immediate preparation for test "ABLE" involved a rapid and comprehensive
examination of the equipment on all target vessels.
This was made by the personnel of the Ordnance Material Group just prior to test *ABLE" and definitely
SECRET
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(hiseeon of The Ordnance Material Group, Continued)
--- established the condition of the equipment.
Several errors in the reports by
the ship's forces were found and corrected by these inspections.
The preparation for test "BAi3RK was similar to that for test "ABLE" except
that some equipment was damaged and could not be repaired with the facilities available.
Wherever possible equipment was repaired between tests and every effort was
made to establish completely the condition of the equipment at the time of test
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Teot "A'
The above water detonation of the Atomic bomb in Test "A" did very
little
serious damage to the Ordnance Equipment on the target vessels.
It is regrettable however, that the actual position of the bomb at detonation
was so far from the planned position. The error in point of detonation of
approximately 600 yards tended to nudlity the carefully laid out distribution
of ordnance equipmeut which was designed to give a complete gradation of damage to equipment.
Ae a result the information obtained is not as complete as
ws originally intended.
The type of damage that did occur was of the type expected from blast
and as all ordnance gear is designed to withstand gun blast, most of the damage was of a superficial nature. Directional effects were noted in that
similar vessels equidistant from the explosion but
, different sectors received totally different amounts of damage.
In considering this factual
report of damage for design purposes it is well to keep in mind that while
present equipment may withstand the forces of the present Atomic Bomb, future
equipment must remain ahead of bomb development.
Another factor which is
present to a minor degree in the detailed damage- sections is the damage

caused by secondary fires on the target ships which occurred only because of
displays of inflammable Army Quartermaster equipment.
The most serious material result of the explosion was the lack of ship' s
power for operating equipment on the ARKASAS, NEVADA, INDEPEndENCE, SALT
LAKE CITY, PENSACOLA, and HUGHES all of which were within about 900 Yards of
the explosion. The power failure reduced the fighting ability of these vessels
to a minimum.
It im noteworthy that the repair of this damage by the Bureau
of Ships Machinery Unit within ten days greatly facilitated the inspections by
this group and provides an indication of the length of time necessary before
effective operation of ordnance equipment would be restored under emergency
conditions of this nature.
The second most serious failure was the damage to radar antennae which
greatly reduced the accuracy of the fire control systems concerned.
The need
for redesign of the radar anternae for greater strength is a primary result
of test "A".
It is noteworthy that modern rangefinders withstood this blast
with no internal damage and accurate ranges were taken after the explosion
without any repairs or adjustments.
The retention of rangefinders and the

continued stress on the training of rangefinder operators appears to be a
natural conclusion.
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GZIDAL DISSSSIOX (Continued)
Navy ammunition which is the only type observed by this goup, withstood the heat and blast without change except for dents due to blows apinet material objects.

The armor sad special treated stools show no ef-

fects as a result of Test PAN.
Torpedoes. mines and depth charge wesre not detonated by the blast or

heat of the bomb, but twelve torpedoes on the IMDMA)IMI either burned or
were detonated low order by secondary fires. All torpedoes on the AND3SO1!
and LANSON were located by divers and were found to be unexploded. Two of
the .LIADRSON's torpedoes were recovered for an analysis and this analysis
showed no damage that could be attributed to the effects of the bomb detonation except that the guide stud was stripped in each torpedo.
The aviation ordnance material vithstood the bomb effects better than
the aircraft on which it we installed and therefore redesigning is nit indicated at the present time.
The effect of the explosion on personnel Is not a direct function of the
Ordnance Material Group but it Is considered very probable that the personnel
would not withstand the effects of the atomic bomb air burst nearly as well
as the ordnance material which has, in general# been demonstrated to be more
resistant to the bomb effects than the platforms on which they are mounted.
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sar"io& damage to ordnance equipment in test "BW was restrict-'d to

a distance of 'bout 800 yards from th4 point of detonation except in thb case
of the NEW YO.W and SALT LALW' CITY.
The heavy equipment generally received
more damage t _n the light or mediam weight equipment.
This damage to heavy
equi pment sucta .., turrets, major caliber mounts, and directors is probably
due to the fact that they are heavy and for th.,t r"auon were not deldgned
with sufficiently strong restraining devices to prevent upward motion. The
shock from +he underwater detonation was of sufficient force and in such 'a
direction as to cause the heavy equlpmert to move vertically against the restraining devices, which p:cved inadequate.
This is evident in the breaking
of holding-down clips on the NEW YORK, NEVADA, PENSACOLA, %nd SALT LAKE CITY.
The 5"/38 mounts on the HUGEW showed a similar effect in that3 t",e trunnion
cap square holding bolts were strotoited by the upward tar of the guns.
It
is extremely interesting to note that no light weapons were damaged beyond
oper'tbility by teat "B" and the only damage to intermediate caliber guns was
in the HUGHES.
The fire control equipment received considerable damage on vessels within 700 yards of the bomb. The equipment on the HUGHES and PFNSACOLA was
Caxost completely inoperative but as the power plants on these vessels were
badly damaged the fire control equipmen- vculd not have been of any value,
The gunsights Mark 14 and 15 were generally not as severely damaged as in
Test "A" but about 20 to 25% of the sights sustained damage principally from
moisture and jammed ray filters.
Some gun directors on the HUGHES, PENSACOLA, SALT LAKE CITY, NEVADA, and
NEW YORK received serious damage, while the Gun Dire'Y:rs Mark 37 on the
PENNSYLVANIA received minor damage which would render the equipment inoperable
for about two hours.
The latter type damage is crpable of correction by a

minor redesign of the equipment.
some damage such as loss
little
sericas damage.

The Ii&At Gun Directorz Mark 51 received

ff sights and csrosirn but gene-,ally sustained

The radar aztennae damage war not as noticeable as in test 'A" but this
was par""ally due to tw. 4 estruction of antennae in tae early test and the
shortage of replacements for test "B".
The primary damage to radars was tube
breakage.
In general i,; can be stated that fire control radars more than
1500 yards from the detonatin were undamaged while all those closer than 800,
yards were completely
mperable.

SE CRET
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TEST "B"
The sharp line of demarcation between serious and minor damage to all
ordnance equipment is illustrated by the HUGHES and MAYRANT.
The former,
which was about 200 yards closer to the bomb but in another sector from the
latter, was reduced to a minimum fighting efficiency while the latter sustained only minor damage to ordnance equipment.
The ammunition withstood the test with practically no effects as no
ammunition was burned or detonated.
In fact, no ammunition was rendered
unfit for usage by the direct action of the bomb. The shock played havoc
with ammunition stowages within about 800 yards by displacing battens and
stanchions and allowing the ammunition to jar from its stowage into large
disorderly piles.
Some 8"/55 powder tanks on the PENSACOLA were torn by
the tossing about received from the explosion.
The underwater ordnance equipment in all vessels that remained afloat
was inspected and subsequently analyzed.
This equipment in general received little
serious damage.
Torpedoes on the HUGHES and some on the
MAYRANT were shocked from their tubes but two of the torpedoes on the
HUGHES were not thrown clear and remained hanging over the lip of the torpedo
tubes, Subsequent analysis of the two torpedoes remaining in HUGHES revealed
that they were badly damaged.
A special weapon of the torpedo type was sub-'
merged on the deck of the APAGON.
This weapon was recovered by divers and
was found to be severely crushed and inoperative.
The - iation ordnance equipment again proved itself stronger than the
airplanes on which it is used.
The ships armor 3uffered no damage what-soever.
The inspections were not as comprenensivo as those made in test "AN due
to the radioactivity. No power was a-eailable on m,'st of the target vessels
because personnel were not permitted to operate the necessary machinery due
to the radiological dangers.
Power from an exi.'rnal source war made available however during the inspections on certain imp..rtant vessels. F.irthermore, the ship's crews were not pernitted sufficient time on board t•eir
ships to make complete inspections and az a revilt the completion of the ordnance inspection forms was not requi,-ed but each vessel was required to submit
a general summary of the condition of the ordnance materi-il after test OB.,
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GKOM& DISCUSSION (Conz'd)

The inspections by the personnel. of the Ordnance Material Group were
made under difficulties as the radiological conditions of the vessels restiilAd
their inspection time on any vessel to short periods.
It must be
understood that at the end of these short periods the personnel had rereived
their dail/ tnleranme of radioactivity and were prohibited from further
inspections that day.
Further,,,,re, the total time for inspection of all
target vessels hal to be held to iL m1nimum to prevent exposure to insidious
radioactive elements ovez extended periods.

Representative samples of damaged equipment wero obtained for shipment
to selected ordnance activities wherever possible for analy-.is. This was
necessarily restricted by the fact that all topside equipment was more or
less radioactive and required careful decontamination before shipment. For
this reason the value of further analysis was carefully weighed in each case
to determine if the data to be obtained wezr wox"
w.
th risk involved,
The contamination of the veesels by radioactive materials necessitated
that decontamiation prc.ee~irea be tried, These measires were improvised
and by their nature were very detrimental to all topside ordnance equipment.
The use of high pressure suit water streams and lye removed grr*.e and paint
thus permitting unrestricted corrosion.
This might hý.°e been controlled if
persopnel had been acle to resw vl ee equipment but the radioactivity prevented any reboarding, by ship's companies for this yrppose. The lack of maintainance &.nd exuessive corrosion often made it impossible to distinguish between primary and secondary damage.
I. iz.t
be constantly borne in mind that
effective decontarination measures against radioactivity will certainly be a
necessary concomitant of future applications of atomic explosions.
This is
not a matter to be dismissed lightly but, rather, one of gravest concern from
a military view point. A careful ana thorough investigation of future decontamination measures should be made by the designers of ordnance equipment
with a view toward the design u; this equipment to withstand such measures.
This report is written entirely from the standpoint of Ordnance Material
but the personnel problem is one of great importance and relates directly to
the operabi "ty of ordnance equi•pant.
It is considered likely that all personnel in the severely damaged vessels would have been killed or seriously
injured by the shock throwing them against overheads and bulkheads.
Furthermore, the radioactive material which contaminates the vessels would probably
result in many fatalities. The probability of the ordnance material withstanding the atomic bomb in test "B" better than the operational personnel is
just as great as it was in test *A*.
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The twi. tests were very different in their physical aspects and results.
It is, thorefore, difficull to find a sound basis for comparison.
The following discussion covers all pbasoe on which sufficient material to available
to support %comp#at'son.
Test 'A$ cauvdamage t3 topside ordnance equipment of a type which
might he expected fror an air burst, I.e. blast and wind damage. with shook
amnu heat as se.ondary oonsiderations Insofar as their effect on ordnance equipment Is concerned.
iso radiopetivity did not affect the operability of
ordnance equipment itself.
Primar.- dnazag was to topside ordnance equl;omnt while below decks squipmsnt sustalný1d little
or no dage, as blalt and heat did not extend
belovw docka and 'he equipment was sufficiently sturty to withstand any shook
transmitted to It through the ship's structure.
ihile the qualities built
into topside oiJan•oo equipment to withstand ordinary gun blast undoubtedly
were responsible for the remarkable resistance of such equipment to blast
damage there was, in general, fairly extensive damage to the lighter ordnance equipment out to 1,000 yards and in some categories well beyond this
range. Director and gon shield& were badly dishedIn, many gunsights Mark
14 and 15 were damaged, radar antennae and their supporting structures vere
demolished and a number of stable elements and light guns were rendered inoperative.
Prom the observers standpoint on initial Inspection the damage
appeared to be quite extensive, but detailed Inspections and tests revealed
"t~t much loe actual damage had occurred. A number of the foundations for
the lthter
guns aud mounts wore distorted in vL2..,ng degree and it to consequeatly certain that battery misalignment resulted in some directox controlled batteries.
Iklosed directors an4 mounts, where the structure was
light. presented a battered appearance but enmination revealed that the
enclosing structure protected the mor4 deluate mechanisms housed therein.
Wherever the blast, with its attendant high velocity and pressure, stu"ck
at the normal to a flat surfaco, was "poaceted', or was refloeted against
my surface, the structures generally gavoe way unless heavy armor was eoooumteoed.. This phenomenon extended out to about 1,200 yards and out to
2,000 yards or nore a tremendous fvrce was exerted on 1zrgo flat surfaces.
YMe orientattoz, of such surfaoes to che direction of the center of detonation and the amount of shielding from adjacent structuro. had muh to do
wvth the amount of damage received.
Many open 5e, 30 and 40 IM received only superficial damage, but unless shieldirg frem adjacent superstructures was present the searing heat
generally fried the grease on such mounts out to 1,000 yarde
giving them
a poor appearance. At' such mjunts the probable effect on personnol from
blast ewd heat aloae is obvioun.
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I (Coatinued)

The Instrumentation reports, particularly those of the Bureau of Ordammoo,
the Burean of Ships, the 1aval Medical Researoh and Badiological Safety Group$
should be carefully studied In order to determine what probable effects on personnel would result from bie~t, heat and radioactivity at exposed ordnance locations.
It Is certain that ever lightly shielded structures furnished very
considerable protection from the blest and heat. It Is probable that heavily
armored structures furnished some protection from the direct initial bombardmont of neutrons and gaima rays from the Toot WA burst.
test 'Am damaged equipment farther out in the target array than did test
02° although this damage was primarily to topside equipment of the lighter
type. Test ED' damwged. equipment severely out to about 800 yards.
This damage was primarily caused by the violent motion transmitted through the hulls
of the vessels from underwater shook or from blows from the large weights of
water vhtch were a result of the waves created in the lagoon or from the deseonding water oasnado.
Of those factors, evidence spports the belief that
the action of shook waves was' by far the principal cause of damage.
It ts interesting to note that in Tost 030 there was a sharp band of domareation of serious damage such as might be expected in the case of conventional underater exploeivei where the force and resultant damage decreases
sharply (approximately exponentially) as the distance from the center of the
detonation Increases.
Theoe appears to be a very narrow 'band about the center
of explosion such that within the inner radius of the band very serious damage is experienced and outside the outer radius of the band little
or no damage Is experienced.
Vithin this narrow band, the damage observed falls off
with extrem sharpnoss from most serious damage to very minor damage. This
band limiting the &amge area appears to be determined by the stress at which
failure of most vital shipboard material occurs.
There was negligible damage from the air blast that acoompanied the underwater detonation.
Reavy topside structures and below-decks equipment sustained the most damage in Test "DO. Heavy director foundations and pedestals
were thrown out of alignment within the serious-damage area and below deck
ammunition stowages, including shell deck stowages of heavy projectiles, were
torn loose and the ammunition was thrown about.
hzoluding those in the U.S.S.
AVNS3NAS and the U.8.8. SABRTOM, which ships were sunk, only on* below-decks
plotting room, in the U.S.S. RUGHNS, was present within this area.
The below-d4cks ordnance equipment In this vessel sustained considerable damage.
While this to not sufficient evidence in itself to conclude that all belowdecks plotting rooms in thLs area would be severely damaged, a study of the
damage to bureau of Ships below-doeks equipment, would indicate that similar
damage to below-decks ordnance equipment Is a distinct probability.
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(Continued)

Again in Test 3"." there was no damage to ordnance equipment from radioactivity, but there was damage from the decontamination procedures employed
snd such damage must be taken into account in design if effective decontamination measures are devised. By far the most serious aspect of Test "B" is the
probable effects of radioactivity on personnel.
The radioactivity effects
covered virtually the entire array and were not confined within a sharply defined area as would be the case of shock damae to personnel. While in Test
"AO the radioactive effects may be described by the commonly used term "death
ray", effective to a certain distanie, the effects of Test 030 were more similar to a very persistent poisonous gas which has enveloped the ships. In
the former case shielding will probably be very difficult from a practical
ship-design standpoint, and a most careful study of the Naval Medical Research
and Radiological Safety Group reports should be made to ascertain the extent
of shielding required at various distances.
In the latter ease, while the
instantaneous Oray* bombardment is shielded by the water, residual radioactivity ranging from highly dangerous to lethal was encountered on the ships and
effective decontamination of topside areas would become immediately necessary.
A study of the Naval Medical Report, the Radiological Safety Report and the
Bureau of Ships Decontamination Report for effects on personnel as a result
of Test IBN Is

SIC

also indicated.

RET
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It is concluded from Tests "A" and "Pw, two atomic explosions far exceeding any known application of conventional explosives in warfare, that
redesign and strengthening of ordnance equipment, in common with other shipboard equipment, will be necessary to a degree which will withstand these
explouions at a distence to be determined by the Chief of Naval Operations,
having in mind the total strategical, tactical and material implic'tions.
It is further concluded that, unlike conventional explosives, which are generally localized in effect, these tests provided a basis of comparison of
damage to ordnance equipment with damage to all other shipboard equipment and
that on the basis of such total comparison the ordnance equipment stood u
very well.
This to as it should be, for it is obvious that the repulsion of subsequent attacks, whether conventional or otherwise, will be necessary regardless of any other damage a ship receives.
In fact, the strengthening
of ship's power plants as well as director and gun foundations against air
burst applications of the atomic bomb will be necessary to permit the remaining undamaged ordnance equipment to operate at greater than minimum efficiency and this is considered of primary importance.
Prom a design standpoint it is considered that the damage my be divided into two phases for both tests:
(a)

That which revealed weaknesses of certain equipment in comparison with all other ordnance equipment: such as radar antennae.
In addition to this type or included within it, is
thit dainge which relates closely to damage from conventional explosives. Thus, if a certain type of protection is
needed for conventional explosives it follows that the Atomio explosions may accentuate the need for this feature. An
example would be the case of protective shields, required
against conventional explosives for protection from fragmentation and against atomic explosives for protection from
blast, heat and radioactivity.

(bd

That type of damage in which all important shipboard covoponents sustained damage, including ordnance equipment.
Within this type should be included the total effects upon personnel and the design changes necessary to protect personnel.
Redesign to meet thia type of damage requires high echelon
planning and coordination among the several mg terial agencies
to dotermine that radius from the center of detonation of
present atomic explosives within which it ts impracticable
to pursue design changes without encroaching disproportionately upon present military characteristics of the vessels.
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Except for radioactivity and the most ivportant ramifications of this
new effect In warfare, the other phenomena of the atomic bomb explodions are
those encountered in conventional explosives, but to a far greater degree.
A mine for example, which detonated in very close proximity to a mingle shio
could well cause material damage to a portion of that ship similar to that
resulting from the atomic bomb, but the atomic bomb will cause such damage
to all
parts of many ships within a considerable area..
lragmentation, hoyever, was not of significant importance in Tests "A" and "Bl.
It is finally concluded that radioactivity, ,vh^h is laoking in corventional explosives, is such a new and important factor in its effect upon personnel, thtt
it may well out-weigh,tfrom a design standpoint, many of the
present design considerations and practices.
It is believed that radioactive effects and accompanying problems are undoubtedly the mosý important
finding of the test and too much stress cannot be placed on the need for study
and experimentation to counteract this factor.
The above is true although
radioactivity did not directly affect ordnance material.
Accordingly it

is recommended that:

(1) Weaknesses in present design, as discussed in this report, be
corrected as soon as practicable, wherever such correction does
not involve complete redesign of major equipment.
(2) Prior to undertaking any major redesign, all design, medical,
strategical and tactical agencies concerned should confer in
order to eetablish & minimum distance from the point of atomic
detonation beyond which all
important shipboard equipment and
personnel are to be protected and to remain operative.
When
this distance is established, the redesign of equipment shorld
be undertaken in close collaboration among the several deesig

agencies.

The data in this and other parts of the Joint Task

lorce report should be used as a basis for such changes as
may be indicated.

(3) As a result of Test O35, a program be instituted to study ahock,
shock mountings and shock resistant materials to minimise this
type of damage.
Specific recommendations concerning the various types of ordnance equipment are included in their appropriate section of this report.
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TEST "A"

The Atomic bomb air burst produced an explosion similar to that which
would !ýe expected from the detonation of 20,000 tons of TNT. This similarity applies to the total. energy releasee in terms cf heat, light and kinetic energy, but this similarity doesn't necessarily apply to pressures, shock
waves and general destructive effects as the explosion rates and the mass of
the explosives are greatly dissimilar. The radiological effects of the fission
bomb alt' burst on target vessels is much less evident than the effects from
the underwater explosion. This is due to the fact that all fission products
and other radioactive material from the air burst were carried aloft by the
air current and dissipated over a large area. The initial radiation which
accompanied the explosions, however, was much greater from the air burst than
from the underwater burst due to the shielding effect of the water in the
latter case.
PFEESSUITZ:
Peak pressures encountered in the air blast were in the range of 2000
psi near the center of the burst and fell off rapidly in the first few hundr'ed yards to below 100 psi. At the outer edge of the target array,, peak
pressures were from 1 to 3 psi. The peak pressures had a duration of from
1/2 second near the center of the burst to 1 second at the outer edge of
the array. The peak pressures fell off rapidly and dropped off to below atmospheric pressure in a little more than a second.
WIAD VELOCITIES:Wind velocities up to 100 miles per hour were encountered near the center of the blast but, dropped off to about 10 miles per hour near the outer
efge of the target array.
TEST "B"
The underwater atomic bomb explosion produced effects which might be
similar to the simultaneous explosion of 15,000 tons of TNT below the water
and 5,000 tons of TNT at the surface of the water. A column of water roughly 2,000 feet in diameter was thrown to over 5,000 feet altitude. The explosion was accompanied by the development of a cloud containing radioactive particles, which enveloped the entire array. Radioactive effects from
the underwater explosion were extremely marked.* The high residual radioactivity of the targets may be attributed to the fact that the fission products were held in the column of water thrown up by the explosion,. which
then fell back on many of the target vessels and deposited these products
on the target ships and to the absorption of radioactive material by water
in the lagoon.
S

C R E; T
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TEST "B",

PRESS UFES
Air peak pressures in Test "B" were cons'derably less than those encountered in Test "A", amounting to 15 psi at a few hundred yards from the
center of the burst and dropping to 1 psi near the outer edge of the array. ouch peak pressures had a time duration similar to that of the pressures encountered in Test "A", namely 1/2 second.
Water peak pressures

encountered in Test "B" approached 7000 psi at mid depth and 5000 psi at
the surface within 1000 yards of the point of detonation. Surface and mid

depth pressures fell off to less than 400 psi at the outer edge of the array and were approximately equal. Water peak prissures were of a duration
of less than a millisecond a-.d dropped off to near zero in a few milliseconds.
WIND VELOCITIES
Wind velocities - Test "B" were less thau those encountered in Test
"A", however exact ratios are not available at this time.
It is regretted that a more ietailed account of the physical effects
of the fission bomb explosions cannot be portrayed in this report but all
exact data on the resulting physical phenomena are the express furction of
the Instrumentation Groups and will be included in their reports which will
be of higher classification.
It is significant, however, that of the effects noted, all except one, radioactivity, are those normally encountered
in the use of conventional explosives, but of much higher magnitude.
The radioactivity, is a new and extremely serious problem which cannot be minimized due to its effect on personnel.
The tests have demonstrated that radioactivity had no effect on ordnance material but its effect on operating personnel requires that it 'e fully studied in correlation with bla3t, shock, and other effects in connection with the design of
ordnaince equipment.
The study should particularly include an analysis of
the effects of radioactivity on the animals placed in the target vessels.
It is believed that an interesting comparison may be made of the effects
on animals in ordnance locations at various distarnes from the center of
detonation and the measurement of radioactivity in similar lonations.
Some
deduction as to the effect of shielding from heavy and light armor at various distances may then be possible from such a study.
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TEST "A"

INSTRUMENTATION
PLAINI NG
It was eavly understood that complete and accurate instrumentation
of ordnance eq-ipment and areas essential to the stowage, handling or
opAration Qf ordnance equipment would be necessary to analyse the results
Instrumentation data had to be ga'thered for
of thw ter' effectively.
"•Irect correlation with the dam&ge observed after the atomic detonations
and for application to changes in ordnance design and operation.
The Bureau of Crd•.nco Material Group, however, possessed no
instruments of its own and was not responsible for the design, installation,
or operation of any instruments. Phenomena. such as shock, acceleration,
blast, static pressure, temperature, and gamma ray and neutron density were
axticipated aad a record of their value at ordnance locations wos of primary
intarest. To cover the instrumentation needs of the Group, a close liaison
was maintained with the various Instrumentation Groups which were procuring
data which would be applicable to ordnance material.
The respective instrumentation groups were requested to make
measurement of blast, acceleration, temperature and radiation at approx.imately one hundred ordnance locations selected by the Ordnance Material
Group. Time-intensity information was requested in preference to peak
readings.

The Air Blast Committee agreed to supply the Ordnance Material Group
with one hundred foi3meter gauges, provided this group would be responsible
for the location of the foil pots. The Air Blast Committee agreed to
install the foil, read the gauges, and evaluate the results,
The foilmeter is essentially a cylindrical pot covered by a double
face plate, perforated by a set of holes of various diameters. Between
the two plates is an aluminum foil. The foil stretched across a given
hole bursts under a certain blast pressure, which must be greater for holes
of smaller size.
It is a peak reading air blast indicator.
Gauge pots were installed at
Ordnance M¶aterial Group Personnel
five of these pots were foiled at
"being unfoiled due to lack of the
required for internal locations.

Pearl Parbor and Terminal Island by
in one hundred and two locations. NineBikini prior to Test "A", the remainder
special type of compartmented face plates

Six of thesi gauges, none of which were in entirely sealed locations,
gave significant readings in the ABLN Test.
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Twenty.three of these pots were refoiled for measurement of blast
in Test "B".
All of those refoiled were on vessels close to the center
of the array where sufficient blast to give readings at internal gauges
was expected.
The Air Blast Committee also had available a number of Free Piston
Gauges to measure blast, and agreed to place three at internal ordnance
locations but due to the difficulty of installation and the pressure of
work, only one was installed.
measurement of shock and blast at five locations (gun shields and
turret tops) was also requested of the Air Blast Committee and the
Committee placed at each of these locations four foil
gauges and two
groups of five crusher gauges.
TW

.&TURE ME ASU'P.N1S

The Bureau of Ships Instrumentation Group agreed to furnish
temperature paint specimens at all
the locations requested and plaques
of temperature pellets at representative locations.
The temperature
paint shows definite chonges of color depending on the maximum temperature to which it is subjected.

The Ordnance Material Group, to relieve the Bureau of Ships
Instrumentation Group of the burden of distributing paint to many
locations, obtained small metal plates on which the paints were

applied.
Two-hundred thirty-three of.these plates were distributed
by the Ordnance Material Group.
The Bureau of Ships Instrumentation
Group distributed temperature pellets and temperature paint at numerous
locations as well.
After Test "A", of the temperature plates recovered, sixty-seven
showed sufficient change to warrant further analysis and all
of these
plates were in exposed locations.
Final analysis of all
temperature
measurements will be included in the Bureau of Ships Instrumentation
Group report.
Thirty-seven of the tenmerature plates were specially distributed
by the Ordnance Material Group for Test "B".
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TBST "A"

RADIOACTIVITY MEASUP M(NTS
The Fadiological Safety Group furnished packets as described
below, which were distributed at more than two-hundred ordnance
locations for Test "A", and one-hundred locations for Test "B".
Each packet contained one casualty film badge, one personnel film
badge, a sulpher pellet and a phosphorous pellet.
The film gives
a measure of gaama radiation dosages while the pellets measure
neutron dosages.
Distribution and onllection of these packets were handled by the
Radiologlcal Safety Group and the evaluations of the films and pellets
will be made and reported in the report of the Radiological Safety
Group.
To obtain further infrmation concerning radiation density at
ordnance locations, twenty-five lead piles were distributed by the
Naval Medical Research Group. Film, buried in various depths of lead,
give an indication of the radiation density. The lead piles were built
by the Naval Medical Group at the suggestion of the Ordnance Material
Group.

STATIC PRJSSU2P

T

To obtain information concerning static pressure at ordnance
locations, a list
of thirty-nine locations was submitted to the Bureau
of Ships Instrumentation Group requesting installation of static pressure
gauges.
The Bureau of Ships Instrumentation Group agreed to install as
many as could be spared up to forty and to read and analyze the data.
Thirty.-four peak pressure gauges, three pressure time cylinders, and
one pressure time recorder were placed at seventeen different ordnance
locations for Test "B". Collection and analysis of this data will be
accomplished and reported by the Bureau of Ships Instrumentation Group.

ACCILM-OMETER MBAS W NTS
To determine accelerations experienced by ordnance equipment the
Ordnance Material Group initiated, through the Bureau of Ships Instrumentation Group and the Naval Research Laboratory, a design of a peak-reading
accelerometer.
This instrument measures peak acceleration by indenting
an aluminum sample with a hardened steel point. The diameter of the
indentation is a measure of the acceleration.

SIcR2T
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(Cont Id)
Wit! the close cooperation of the Bureau of Ship. Instrumentation
Group, the N•aval Torpedo Station, Alexandria, Vo. built fifty of these
gauges. Locations were chosen with technical aivice of the Bureau of
Ships representatives and base plates were located by the Ordnance
Group at Pearl Harbor and Bikini.
Porty-one accelerometers were located for Test "A" and forty-four
accelerometers for Test "3B. For the secon. test saveral old locations
were eliminated and new ones added. The changes were made to obtain
more information below decks wnere the accelerations were expected to be
of major significence.
The aluminum samples from these accelerometers were collected.by the
Bureau of Ships Instrumentation Group and the results will be included in
their report.
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UEST -"A" LOCAkTIONS 0FPi

PRBS3U1 ATTD PRE3SURN ,TI? BUCORDZR§
B3-33 USs A12ANSAS
Circle dock, No. 2 Nurret
Flandling room, No. 6 Turret
Gun chamber, No. 3 Turret

Both positive pressuru Pnd vacuum gages.
Positive pressure gage reinforced mount,
Positive reinforced,

BB-36 TJS3 IVADA
Fandling room, No. 2 Turret

Positive and vacuum gages.

IM.300 PRINZ SUG39

Gun chamber, Turret 3
Projectile handling room
platform.

Positive reinforced,
Positive.

23..34 USS N,.7t YORK

( , chamber, No. 3 Turret
Handling room, No. 3 Turret

Positive reinforced.
Positive,

=D-.410 USS HUGHIS

Small arms armory

Two positive gages.

DD-413 USS MUSTIN
No. a Mount

DP-4,i

TSS

Positive and vacuum, both reinforced.

WRIGHT

No. 2 .iiount
Ammunition handling room

Positive and vacuum, both reinforced.
Positive.

BB-38 USS PE' ""vLVANIA
Magazine
Gun room, go.
Handling room,
Gun Director,
Gun Director,

Positive.
Positive reinforced,
Positive.
Positive reinforced.
Positive,

1 Turret
No. 7 5"/38
Mk. 37, Port
Wk. 34, No., 2

CAP-25 USS SALT LAKE CITY
Handling room

BB (JAP) NAGATO
Gun chamber. No.

Positive.
1 Turret

Positive reinforced,

CV-.3 USS SARATOGA

Gun mount 5"/ 3 8 No. 5
Gun Director Rk. 37
Iandling room, 5"/38 No. 6
Handling room, 5"/38 No. ?

Positive reinforced.
Positive reinforced.
Two positive gages.
Positive.

S--S305 USS SM4.U
?orwvrd torpedo room

Positive reinforced.
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FRISSURV AIM PR~ESSUR TIME R~gaRDZR3
(Cont'd)
APA.-6, USS BLADEN
INo.

Two positive gages.

2 Cargo hold

APA-87 USS NIAGARA
Two positive gages.

No. 2 Cargo hold

DD-.404 USS .I!IND
Handling Room No.

Preusure time recorder.

4
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TEST "A" LOCk.!2ON O ACOMLEROMICTRS
CA-24 US FINUSACOLA

Mk. 63 CFCS; base underneath 4k. 51
director, port side,
Nk. 33 director rangefinder U bracket,
Base of Mk. 33 director.
Mk. 51 director on deck on braces etbd
on shell tray # 1 turret (also one near
shell tray # I turret)

CA-25 USM

'Year shell trav
On shell tray #
Mk. 33 director
Mk. 3 director
Mk. 51 director

3.3.13

SALT LAKE CITY

8SS
PI2.SYLVANIA

# 1 turret.
1 turret.
base.
inside on frame.
aft underneath on brace.

9"/38 twin mount inside on deck.
14k. 34 gun director top of director.
Mk. 3? director top of shield.
Nk. 37 director right of control off!cer.

3D..6 tTSS EMVADA

140/45 turret shell tray; # 2 turret.

DM-408 USS WILSON

5"/38 base aft (two)
2ase of 14k. 51 port gun director (40 MM).
Underside of stbd 40 4M gun platform.
Mian deck over beam just inboard of base of
port torpedo tube.
T)eck beside port and etld Mk. 27 torpedo
tube (two).
On NRL bracket in Nk. 33 main bettery
director,
Deck beside armored tube just below W. 33
Director,

DIM.404 USS REIND

After brace, armored tube rain director Nk. 37
INL bracket Mk. 37 director.
Crosebraces port side Mk. 37 director.
Torpedo director foundation port side..
Torpedo racks port side outboard.
Underneath Mk. 51 director starboard,
Starboard. 40 MM and Port 40 Mk (two).
After 5"/38 turret.

DDM390 USS RALPH TALBOT

Outside wing of bae of Mk. 33 director.
Underneath base of Mk. 51 director forward of
bridge.
Beside base of torpedo director Nk. 37 stbd.
wing of sigial bridge.
U bracket of Nk. M3 director port side,
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(Cont-'d)7
Large I beam inside Mk. 37 director.
Base of torpedo director Wc. 37 forward,
of bridge.
3ase of starboard 40 WA Mount.

DD-411 USS .NDERSON

Pass of # 3 gun aft.

APA.-57 USS GILLIAM

# 2 hold.

APA-63 USS BLADZN

Frame 109, wvathor deck.

D"-367 USS IAMSON

Inside ý1I-5" Mount,

DD-390 USS RALPH TALBOT

Inside #1-5" Magazine.

DD-..389 USS MUGFORD

Inside #.-5" Magazine.

DD-410 USS HUGFMS

Inside Gun Director Mk. 37.

DD.-404 USS RHIND

Inside #2-5" Zqndling Room.

CVL-22 USS INDEP311DENCS

Central Stbd. Hangar Dock.
Forward Magazine.

BW-36 USS NEVADA

Inside # 1 Turret.
Inside # 1 Magazine.
Gun, Director I4c. 37 inside shield.
Inside 5"/38 Twin Mount.

"B.0-38 USS PEN1MSYLVANIA

Inside # 1 Turret Magazine.
Inside # 2 Turret 14"/35.
Inside Aft Port 5"/78 Twin Mount.
Gunfire Control System Mk. 63 - Internal
Hk. 51 Pod.
Inside Forward Stbd. Twin Mount 5"/38.

CAP-25 USS SALT LAKE CITY

Inside # 1 Turret.
Inside # 1 Magazine.

USS LST 661

On Deck.

SS-305 USS SKATE

Conning Tower.
Forward Torpedo Room.

SS-784 USS PARCHE

Cigarette Deck.
Conning Tower, Control Room.
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APA-EO USS SANVER

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA-61 USS BAhRROW

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA-63 USS BLAZDE

On dock, hold or magazine.

APA-64 LISS BRACKEN

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA-65 USS 3RISCOZ

On deck, hold or magazine.

APAv.A6 USS BRULR

On deck, hold or magnzine.

APA-68 USS BU'TT

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA.-70 USS CARTBJD

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA-71 USS CATRON

On deck, hold or magazine.

AP.-73 USS CLDUEU

On deck, hold or magazine.

APA-7 U'SS CRITTUND

On dock, hold or magazine.

APA..83 USS FXLLMORI

On deck, hold or magazine.

hPA-87 US$ NIAGARA

On deck, hold or magazine.

DD-367 USS LAMSON

Deck amidships, #1-5" mount, Handling room,
magazine, main deck fantail. Mines and depth
charges, main dock fantail, torpedo exploder@.
torpedo shacks, torpedo detonators, main deck
stowage, torpedo, center line tube superdeck,

DD.368 USS 7LUSSER

Deck amidships, #1-5" mount, handling room,
magazine, mines and depth charges, main deck
fantail, torpedo detonators, main deck stowage,
torpedo forward centerline tube superdeck.

DD.-71 USS COWYNGEAM

Deck amidships, #1-5" mount, hnndling room,
magazine, mines and depth charges, main deck
fantail, torpedo exploder*, torpedo shacks,
torpedo detonators, main deck stowage, torpedo,
forward centerline tube superdeck.

DD-389 USS MUGPCRD

Deck amidships, #1-5" mount, hand ing room,
'mgazine, mines and depth charges, main deck
fantail, torpedo exploder", torpedo shacks,
40 mm mount, near after mount, torpedo detonetors,
main deck stownee. torpedo, after starboard.
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MD-390 usa RAIP1 TALBOT

Dock smidship, #1-,5" mount, handling room,
magazine, mines and depth charges, main eleck
fantail, torpedo exploders, torpedo shacks,
40 mm mount near after mount, torpedo detonators,
main deck stowage, torpedo, aftar stbd. tube
main deck.

DD-404 MS$ RHIND

Deck amidship, #1-5" mount, handling room,
magazine, mines and depth charges, main deck
fantail, torpedo exploders, torpedo shacks,
40 mm mount near after mount, torpedo detonators,
main deck stowage, torpedo, after stbd. tube
main dock.

DM-41O USS IUMCS

Gun Director, Mk. 37 outside director shield,
gun director Mk. 37 inside director Mk. 31,
beside Mk 14 sight, torpedo director Ak, 27,
beside director.

D11.411 USS ANDERSON

Gun Director
Gun Director
Director Mk.
director Mk.

DD-413 USS MUSTIN

Deck amidship, #1-5" mount, inside handling room
magazine, Gun Director Mk. 37, outside director
Gtin Director Wk. 37 , inside director, Gun
Director Mk. 51 beside M0. 14 gun eight, Gun
Director Mk. 51 beside Mk. 14 gun sight,
torpedo director Mk. 27 beside director, mines and
depth charges, on main deck fantail, torpedo
exploders, torpedo shacks, torpedo detonators,
normal maindeck stowage, torpm do, forward C.L.
tube superdeck.

DD-419 MSS WAIVURIGHT

Gun Director
Gun Director
Director Mk.
director Mk.

Nk.
Mk.
51,
27?

37, outside director shield,
37, inside director, Gun
beside Mk. 14 sight, torpedn
beside director.

ft. 37, outside director shield,
Mk. 37, inside director shield, Gun
51 beside Mk. 14 sight, torpedo
27, beside di-ector,
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TA"ST "AA LOCATIONS FOR MEASUREIGNT OF RADIOACTIVITY
(Cont'd)
CV-3 USS S&RATOGA

Forward magazine central stbd. hangar deck
amidships flight deck, Gun Director, Mk. 37
outside director shield, Gun Director Mk.
37 other system-outside director shield, Gun
Director, Mk. 37 inside director shield, Gun
Director, Mk. 37 inside director shield, Gun

Director, Mk. 51 8 systems, beside gun sight,
#1-5"/38 twin mount, inside mount beside guns,
Torpedo loaded in FlIght Deck, Torpedoes,

Stowage compartment 3 planes - Stack on flight
deck,
deck.

Rockets,

forward hangar deck aft hangar

CVL..22 USS INDEPENDENCE

3 planes on flight deck, Rockets, stack on
flight deck forward hangar eack, forward
magazine, hangar deck, forward magazine, Central
Stbd, hangar deck, Amidshipa flight Ieck, Torpedo
loaded in flight deck, toripedoes, Stowage deck.

BB-34 USS !W YORK

#1 Turret, inside magazine handling room,
plane,

top # 3 turret.

BB-36 USS NEVADA

#1 Turret,
catepult.

BB-35 USS ARKANSAS

#1 Turret, inside magazine handling rnom near
catapult.

BB-38 USS PENNSYLVANIA

#1 Turret, inside wmgazine handling room near

inside magazine handling room near

catapult, Gun Director Mk. CA outside director
shield.
Gun Director, MK. 34. inside director
shield. Gun Director, Mk. 37 outside director
shield. Gun Director, Mk. 37 inside director
shield. Gun Director, Mk. 51, Mod. 3 beside
Gunsight.
Gun Director, Mk. 51 beside gun sight,
(other system). Gun Director, Mk. 51, third
system beside gv.4 eight.
Gun Director, •k. 6.1
external of Grn Dix;otr, Mk. 51 Pedestal. Gun
Director, Mk. 66 (other system)external of Gtu
Director, Ylk. 51 pedestal.
Gun diractors, WQ.
63 (bo.th systras) irternal of Gun Director, Mk.
51 pedestal.
Turret 14"1/35 # ilAside turret over
trays. Turret #3 1411/35 inside turret ý-rer trays.

Twin Mount 51t/38 for'ward, starboard i'iside.
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CA-24 USS PENSACOLA,Magazine

1OR

i4A_,7ý,
OF R•IUI0Q 1,,TIýTIY

Handling Ro; Gun Director, Mk. 51 beside gun sight. Gun
Sight Mk. 14 (4systems) beside gunsight. Gun

Fire Control Systems externae2 of Mk. 51.
Mk. 03 (2 systems) pedestal.
Gun Fire Control

Systems internal of ik. 51 Mk. 63 (2 systems)

pedestal. #1 Turret 84/55 over trays i4 mounts.
#1 Turret 80/55 outside near mounts. +4 Turret
8"/55 over trays in mounts. #4 Turret 8"/55
outside near mounts. Plane on catapult.
CA-25 USS SALT LAM CITY

#1 Turret inside Magazine Handling Room,
Plane on catapult.

IX-300 PRINZ 2UGZN

Turret #1 Main Deck inside handling room.

BB-Jap NAGATO

#1 Turret on Main Deck beside Turret.

USS LST 52

On Deck.

USS LST 661

On Deck.

USS LST 220

On Deck.

USS LST 545

On Deck.

SS-308 USS APAGON

5" Mount - Near Mount - Torpedoes - Bridge
Cigarette Deck - Conning Tower
Forward Torpedo
Room - Muzzle of Open Stern TUbe.

SS-335 USS DENTUDA

5" Mount - i4ear Mount - Torpedoes - Bridge Cigarette Deck
Conning Tower - Forward Torpedo
Room - Stern Torpedo Room - Muzzle of Open
Stern Tube.

SS-305 t'SS SKATE

5" Mount - Near Mount - Torpedo - Bridge Cigarette Dock - Conning Tower - Forward Rooma
Stern Room.

SS-384 USS PARCHN

5" Mount - Near Mount - Torpedo
Cigarette Deck - Conning Tower-

Stern Room.

Bridge
Forward Room-
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SS-386 USS PILOTPISH

5" Mount - Near Mount - Torpedo - Bridge Cigarette Deck - Conning Tower - Forward Room-

Stern Room.
8S-384 USS SKIPJACK

Torpedoes - Forward Room - Stern Room

SS-203 USS TUNA

Torpedoes - Forward Room - Stern Room,

TOTAL:
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LIST OF TEST "A" INSTALLATIONS OF LEAD PILES
APA..57 USS GILLIAM

# 2 hold.

APA-63 USS BLADEN

Frame 109, weather deck.

DD-.367 USS IAHSON

Inside #l-5" Mount.

DD-390 ItSS RA.LPH TALBOT

Inside #1-5" Magazine.

DD-389 USS MUGFORD

Inside #1-5" Magazine.

DD-410 USS HUGHES

Inside Gun Director Mk.

DD-404 USS RRII,0

Inside #2-5" handling room.

CVL-22 USS I 11D P

D; I C3

3?.

Central stbd. hangar deck,
Forward Nl.azine.

BB-36 USS NEVADA

Inside
Inside

I Turret.
1 Magazine.
a

Gun Director Mk. 37 inside shield.
Inside 5"/38 Twin Mount.
BB-38 USS PENNSYLVANIA

Inside # 1 Turret Magazine.
Inside # 2 Turret 14"/35.
Inside Aft Port 5"138 Twin Mount.
Gunfire Control System Mk. 63 - Internal

1k. 51 Pedestal.
Inside fwd.

CA-25 USS SALT LAKE CITY

etbd. Twin Mount 5"/38.

Inside # 1 Turret.
Inside A 1 Magazine.

USS LST 66]

On Deck.

SS-305 USS SKATE

Conning Tower.
Forward Torpedo Room.

SS-74 TJSS PWCHE

Ciyarette Deck.
Conning Tower, Control Room.
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EST "B"LOCATIO

OF P•

MSU

TjKE CYLINDERA
DD-413 USS ?USTIN
Gun Director, inside.

Vacuum gauge and positive gauge,
both reinforced.

DDI-404 USS RflI.fl
Vacuum and positive gauges, both
reinforced.
Pressure Time Recor&er.

Gun Director, inside.
Handling Room # 4.
IX-.,0 PRINZ XUG3N
Gun Room. Turret B.

Vacuum and positive gauges, both
reinforced.

1B•.34 USS NEV YORK
No. 5 Gun Chamber.
Plane on deck port side.

Positive Reinforced gague.
Pressure time cylinder.

BB-36 USS NEVADA
Positive reinforced gauges.
Positive reinforced gague.
Positive reinforced gague.

Stbd 54 Gun, frame 82.
'urret 4 2, officer's booth.
Stb(i 5" Gun, frame 56
BB-3W USS ARKANSAS
Gun Chamber, Turret # 2.

Vacuum and positive gauges, both
reinforced.

CV-3 USS SARATOGA
No. 5 Gun Mount
Plane TBM-32 on flight deck
Torpedo racks, hangar deck,
frame 189.

Positive reinforced.
Pressure Time Cylinder.
Pressure Time Cylinder.

BB..Jap NAGATO
Two positive gauges.
Pressure Time Cylinder.

Gun Chamber Turret No. 4
Gun Turret No. 4, frame 252

BB-38 USS PTSYLVANIA
Turret # 4, officer's booth.

Two positive gauges.

Foruard main battery director.
After main battery director.
TOTAL: 20 Peak Pressure Getsges.
3 Pressure Time Cylinders.
I Pressure Time Recorder.

Vacuum and positive gauge.
Positive gauge.
Total: 17 Locations.
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DD-408 USS WILSON

5"/38 Base Aft (two).
Base of Mk. 51 port Gun Director (40 MM).
Underside of Stbd. 40 MM gun platform.
Main deck over beam just inboard of ba'e of
port torpedo tube.
Deck beside port and stbd. 14k. 27 torpedo

Tube (two).
On BRL bracket in 19. 33 Main Battery Director,
Deck beside armored tube just bejow Mk. 33.
Dr"-404 USS RHIND

After brace, arrored tube main director Mk. 27.
NRL bracket Mk.. 37 Director.
Crossbrace port side 1ýr. 37 Director.
Torpedo Director foundation port side.
Torpedo racks port side outboard.
Underneath Ik. 51 Director starboard.

Starboard 40 MM and port 40 MM (Two).
After 5"/38 Turret.
DD-390 USS RALPH TALBOT

Outside wing of base of Mk. 33 director.
Underneath base of Mk. 51 Director forward of
bridge.
Reside base of torpedo director Mk. 27 stbd.
wing of signal bridge.
U bracket of .k. a3 director port side.

CV-3 USS SARATOGA

# 1 TuLrret on &.n trunnion 5"/38 stbd. fwd.
Mk. 51 Director on yoke: port amidships.
Inside forward Nk. 3? director frame,

CAP24 US3 PENSACOLA

Mk. 6,1 CFCS; base underneath Mk. 51 Director,
port side,
Base of Mk. 33 Director.
Mk. 51 Director on deck on braces, stbd,
On shell tray # I Turret.
Frame 19, A-507-A, rib in front door, stbd,
side of hull (radar spaces).
Mk. 33 Director rangefinder U bracket.
Frame 21, second deck, A-203-IL, port side of
barbette # 1 turret.
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TIOST "B" LOCATOLS OF ACCBLXROaTZS
CA.25 USS SALT LAXI CITY

On *hell tray # I Trrret.
Nk. 33 Director Base, ir3ilde on frame.
Nk. 51 Dirictor Aft, underneath on brace.
A-511 3/4-1.1, frame 27, 'race fvd. bulkhead.
Door to ihell deck. turret # 1, let. platfors
fr. 26, AF-308-L.

13B-36 USS •.•ADA

5"/38 Twin mount inside on dcok.
14"/45 Turret shell tray, + ? turret,

B1.38e USS PWNSYLVANIA

5"/38 Twin mount inside on dock.
1k. 34 Gun Director, top of director.
Mk. 37 Director, right of cmtrcl officer.
Main deck, frame 82, on overhead I 1eam,
frame 82 stbd. side, 15 feet inboard.
On frame 82, 3rd deck overhead, I beam,

emounittion passageway.

S-&-C-R-Po.T
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TEST "BO LOCATIOS FOR MBYASBURDMT OF RADIOACTIVITY
RPA-60 USS BANNM

f 2 hold, first platform.

APA,81 USS BhAROW

# 2 hold, first platform.

APA-63 USS BLAIMN

On Deck.

APA..65 USS BRISCON

# 2 hold, first platform.

APA-66 USS BRULE

4

# 2 hold, first platform.

APA-?0 USS CARTF1WT

4

APA.-77 USS CRITTZEDZN

# 2 hold, first platform.

DD-402 USS MATRANT

j 1 5" Mount, frame 32.
# 1 handling room.
Magazine,
S1
frame 37.

DD-37?

Same a* DI)-402.

USS COMTNGHAM

DD-389 USM MLTGrORD

2 hold, first platform.

# 1 19"Mount, frame 32.
4 1 handling room.
# 1 magazine.

Torpedo shacks, frame 121.
40 kM Mount.

DD-360 USS RALPH TALBOT

Same as D34-389.

DDI-404 USS RHIND

Same as DD-389.

DD-410 USS HUGHNS

Inside Gun Director Mk. 27, frame 60.

DD-413 USS MUSTIN

# 1 5" Mount, Frame 30.
# 1 handling room, frame 25.
# I magazine, frame 3?.
Inside Gun Director Mk. 27.
Torpedo shacks, frame 105.
Tor',edo director, Mk. 27.

DD-419 USS WAIN•RIGHT

Same as DD-413.
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CV-3 USS SARATOGA

BB-34 USS M~W YORK

Forward magazine, frame 65.
Control Stbd. Hangar Deck.
Inside forward W. 37 Director, frame 77.
Inside after 4k. 37 Director, frame 120.
Torpedo stowage compartment, frame 139.

# 1 Turret.
1 V amzine.
SI

Hanedling Room.

3B-36 USM NHEVADA

Same an BB-34.

BB-.33 USS ARKANSAS

Same as B.-34.

3B-38 USS PENNSYLVANIA

1 Turret Inside.

S1 Magazine Inside, i..421-X.
1 Handling Room.
Inside Gun Director Hk. 34.
Inside Gun Director Mk. 37.
Inside # 2, 14"/35 Turret.
Inside # 3, 14"/35 Turret.
Inside aft port twin 5"/38.
Inside forward stbd. twin 5"/38.

CA-24 USS PENSACOLA

# 1 Magazine, AP-411-N, frame 22.
# 1 Handling room, frame 22,
Beside Gun Director Wk. 51.
# 1 Turret 8"/55, frame 22.

+ 4 Turret 8"/55, frame 118.
CU-25 USS SALT LAKZ CITY

IX-300 US3 PRINZ IUGEN
SS-308 USS AYAGON

1 Turret.
SI Magazine.
# 1 Handling ream,
"B" Turret,

inside.

"030 Handling room, Inside, frame 147.
Forward Torpedo Room.

Stern Torpe lo Room.
Conning Tower.
Bridge.
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"BO LCATION~S PORII : ZA9-URBMT OF RADIOACTIVITY

SS-3&35 USS DEL1TtTDA

SAM'S as SS-2308.

SS-30AS USS SKARTE

Same an SS-308.

SS-384 USS FARMB

Some as SS-308.

SS.-386 USS PILOTFISE

Same as SS-308.

SS-1'R4 USS SXIPJACK

Sayiie as SS-.108.

SS.-2f3 USS TUNA

Sams as SS-308.
TOTAL:
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CONCLUSIO.NS ANDRECOWNDATIONS
The Instrumentation program requested by the Bureau of Ordnance Material Group in vprious ordnence locetions was instigAted with the foreknowledge that such information would be vitally necessary to design planning for future ordnance equipment and in re-designing present ordnance
equipment to better withstand the effects of a near-by atomic bomb detonation.
It io concluded from test results that the instrumentrtion data will
be of prime importance in regard to the following design aspects:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

To prepare specifications for improved design where such is necessary befeuse of damege results contained in this report.
For comparison with similar data on exterior loait'nns to determine the extent of re-design necessary in purely ordnance locations - e.g. a light gun shield which partially €cllapsed, damaging minor interior equipment, might be conuidered adversely
in comparison to a near-by open mount which sustained no damage
but which was subiect tn ýith blast pressures and heat sufficHcwever, instrumentation would
iont to "fryN the grease thereon.
undoubtedly rever1 tlw personnel at the oren momat would suffer
cesualties from blast an6i heet, whereas those Inside the lightly
shielded mount would hwrv been lartely p•-otncted.
to personnel from all. types
For determining tne relptive prottion
of radio activity provided by the various degrees cf shielding afforded in interior odnance locetions thus pointing the way in future protection of operating gunnery personnel.
For determining what shook mounbiags or shook absorbing strength
types of ordnance equipment.
is required in all
For dete'.m.ning the shape and contour of ordnance equipment necessary to withstand the blast pressures encountered and to prevent pocketing of radioactive material.
For determining that radius in horizontal distance from the conver
of both types of atomic bomb detonation within which it is impractical to furthtr strengthen ordnance end other equipment dua to
weight factors and the law of diminishing returns •nd thus, further determining the tactical distance between vessels in atom
bomb defense formations.
To provide a basis for design coordination between the 1ureaa of
Ordnance and other vitally interested bureaus and design activities.
To point the way to improved metallurgical bnd mAterial studies,
nov required for future ordnance design.
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A. General.
1. Planning.
Tile Ammunition and Explosives Research Section of the Bureau

of Ordnance In anticipation of the approval of Operation CROSSROADS began
laying plans for the test of explosives during the early days of January,
1946. Varly in January, 1946, each of the Ammunition Research Sub-Sections
of the Bureau of Ordnance was asked to make known its suggestions for
material and equipment under its cognizance with a list
of recommonded
ammunition and explosive items to be tested in Operation CROSSROADS.
The initial
prepared by members
Bureau of Ordnance,
Powder, Projectiles,

plans for exposing explosivg to the atomic bomb were
of the High lmxplosives Research Sub-Section of the
in February, 1946, with the aid of the sub-sections on
Propellants and Fuzes.

The initial plans specified the loading of a limited number of
vessels with samples of the newer developments in munitions,
Specially
loac.d projectiles with inert loads and live fuzes were to be provided
by the Burepu of Ordnance.
In this manner the effect of the Atomic Bomb
on Fuzes would not be masked by the detonation nf a large high explosive
charge.
This Bureau was also to provide munitions loaded with high
eiplosives but containing no fuzes.
The munitions loaded with high explosives (loaded and plugged)
would test the sensitivity of the filler, without being dependent upon the
action of the more sensitive fuzes.
Originally a limited number of each class of material was to be
placed in selected ships, so that the vessels would not be endangered by
mass detonation of large amounts of ammunition normally contained therein.
The newer types of projectiles, rockets, propellants, explosives aad fuzes
were to be tested in this manner.
After the initial plans were prepared covering many taes of
am-munition, a conference was held with representatives of Aray Crdnance,
Army Chemical Warfqre Service and Army Engineers.
It was found that
considerable duplication existed, end therefore, the listo of thasc groups
were compared and those items which were of mutual interest ware assigned
to one group. This coordinration -permitted a greater variety of explosivea
to be tested and prevented duplication.
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1. Planning (Cont'd),

1When the. target ship array for Test "tAn was dete.,nined it was
decided that -the high expIosive items unfuzed, . oed.ed ond. plugged, would
be exposed in the holds, in the magazines, in the ready service lockers
and certain items on deck in target vessels ranging from the center of the
array to the periphery.
In this way the effects .f the Atomic Bomb would
be obtained at varying distances, and under varying conditions of shielding.
Similarly other target -essels were selected to carry the blind (plaster)
loaded and fuzed items. These vesselq were selected also to give a graded
series of distances from the point of deton.tion of the Atomic -omb.
The decision by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (February, 1946) to
include service ammunition in quantities from 10% to i00% of the war-time
allowance, occasioned some change of plans relative to placement of the
special test ammu~nition.
However by placing the test ammunition aboard in
locations other than these occupied by thp service loads, it was believed
possible to secure the datn necessary for the evaluation of the effects of

the Atomic Bomb on these newer types of ammunition,
Later, on arrival at Bikini, it was found that certain of the ships
previously selected for special high explorives were also being used as
instrument-.tion ships.
In orier not to endanger the delicate instrament.,
the bombs (L & P) were removed and placed on board other ships which
cerried fewer instruments.
In the rearrangement the series of distances
from the center of the array were maintained so that graded effects could
be studied.
2. Prelimi-Aary Preparation.
After the Unit was completely organized it

was temporarily

divided into several groups and these were sent severally to Terminal
Island, Port Chicago, San Francisco, Califwnia, and Pearl Harbor. T.H.,
to aid in ibtaining Pnd shipping to the target vessels the service and
special arini~nition required for Operation CROSSROADS.
The representatives
of the Explosives Unit acted also as representatives of all
Units of the
Ordnance Material Group at the above ndimed Naval Stations.
At Port Chicago the U.S.S. ARTEMIS (AKA-21) was loaded with special
Navy and Army Ammunition.
Part of this ammunition was delivered to the
target vesseln at Pearl Harbor, T.H.
On the arrival of the ARTIVIS at Bikini
she wn.s used as an ammunition stores ship and as a collecting point for Navy
ammunition and fuzen selected to be returned to the United States for special
tests.

S-2- C-R-B-T
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2. Preliminary Preparation (Cont'd),
In order to provide information of a character useful to the
Initial. Boarding Teams, salvage tugs and fire-fighting parties, the
Unit prepared detailed ammunition ]my-out plans.
These plans showed
the location in eanh target vessel of all Army and Navy ammunition
These plans were of particular value to the Initial
and explosives.
Boarding Teams for inspection of the target vessels after both Tests

AaO2J and BAKER.
3c. 'iip

Preparation.

When vessels were assigned to the Target Vessel Group by the
Chief of Naval Operations, the Commsnding Officers of the vessels were
instructed to adjust their war time allowance of ammunition to the
assigned percentage, i.e.,
from 10% to 100% as specified by higher
authority:
The task of these ammunition transfers was accomplished by the
Ship,'s force at the nearest naval ammunition depot, the greatest load
being secured from the Naval Ammunition Depot at Seal Beach, California
while the larger target vessels were based at Terminal Island.
On instruction from the Bureau of Ordnance the ships were issued
"fleet returns" ammunition to fill

out their assigned complement of service

ammunition.
This ammunition had been returned to the ammunition depots by
,7&arius vessels at the end of hostilities,
This ammunition was composed
of mixed lots of service rounds all
of which were in exellent condition,
from e stability and stowage safety standpoint, but which were not approved
by the Bureau of Ordnance for firing since the history and lot numbers were
not well known,
By use of this ammunition the Bureau of Ordnance was able
to test service rounds without expending large amounts of new and expensive
materials.
Prior to departure for Bikini, while in West Coast Ports or Pearl
Harbor, T.H., the target vessels were placed in readiness for the display
of various special test munitions,
Special Test Munitions as outlined below were delivered to vessels

upon arrival in Pevrl Harbor, T.H. except for a few vessels which were
assigned special operational duties and delaying the delivery of some
special munitions until they reached the Bikini Area.
These remnant
deliveries were small token amounts consequently, no delays were encountered.
Speiial Aerial bombs, aerial mines, aerial torpedoes, Jet Assist
take-off Units, and floating mines, were secured tc the target ships by 3/8
inch diameter special plow steel wire straps and j inch pad eyes welded to
the decks.
Various lengths of wire straps were prepared and the necessary
#elding of pad eyes was accomplished by the Naval Shipyard, Pearl Harbor.
S-Z- C-R-Z-T
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S-B- C-R-14-T
3. Ship Preparation (Cont'd).
Aircraft rocket heads, and ship's armament munitions were
stowed in the normal stowage in the ammunition handling train. On the
SAIBTOGA and the NAGATO special Test Aviation Munitions were displayed
on the topsides, both assembled and unassembled.
The Commanding Officers of Target Vessels or their 3unnery
Representatives were thoroughly acquainted with applicable CROSSROADS
Forms and every assistance to the vessels was given whsre necessary.

On ships having no competent aviation or mine personnel, munitions
were cared for and prepared by members of the Ordnance Material Group.
Prior to Test "A" and to Test "B",

last minute inspectionn of

displayed ammunition were made to ascertain complete readiness.
ft. Details -of Am~initiou Loadings and Placement.
The loading of Pmmunition and explosives aboard target vessels
was divided into two phases.
(a) 10 to 100% wartime service allowance of ammunition was
loaded into target vessels as directed by the Commander.
Service allowance ammunition was
Joint Task Force ON-.i.
loaded in both magazine and ready service stowage in the
percenta,7es shown under each vessel's loading list.
(b)

Special test ammunition and explosives, were placed so as
to determine the effect of the tests on this class of
This emmunition was
material from e design sta.ndpoint.
placed aboard vessels at the request of the Niavy Bureau
of Ord-nince.
Ammunition as used herein includes depth charges, mines,
torpedoes, bombs, pyrotechnics, and rozckets is well as
In general, the older t.,pes of material
gun ammunition.
the service allowances.
and fleet returns were used to fill
Newer types were in general, represented in the special
test ite-ms. Since msny identical ammunition items are
used by both services, the (A-N) series of items were tested
only by one service in order to prevent duplication.
Reports on Ammunitt on and Chemical Warfare items which were
placod on test by the Army Groups are not included in this
Reeports on these items are being prepared by the
report.
appropriate Army Groups and these reDorts should be consulted
as necesspry.

S-M.C-RP 3 -T
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LOADING DETAILS:
Given below to a loading list
for those
vessels which carried UNay Ammunition and Explosive items.
Each list
is subdivided as follows:
(a)

Service Allowance:
by percentage wartime service
allowance, not by individual item.
(b) Special Test Ammunition:-. Iavy Items Only,
(c)

Type: BATTI"SHIPS
(1)

U.S.S.

ARASAS

(BB-.13%)

Test "A"400 yards,
Test "F"- ?00 yards. (SUNK)
(A) 50%' Service Allovpnce of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition.

1. Navy Items,
One Airplane (VOS)
G.P.

loaded with 1 100 lb

bomb BL (Fuzing: AV.aOWAl Nose, AN-

M1IOA2 Tail) and 10. rounds-

30 cal. per

gun.

8 - proj, 12"/50, A.P., L & p, 4 each
turrAt # 1 and # 3.

8 - proj, 12"/50, A.P. BL (Fuzing: M2I..-l
BDF) 4 each turret # 2 and # 4.
32- proj, l2"/50, H.C., L & P, 16 each
turret # I and + 3.
12- proj, 12"/50, H.C., BL (Fuzing: M&4P-I
BDF, 1-M29-3 PD.F., MK 55 - 0 A.D.F.) 6
each turret # 2 and + 4,
80 - pro 4 , 5"151, H.C., L & P, 20 Fwd.
stbd. A. at, 20 Aft stbd. mount, 20 Fwd,
port mouv-t, 20 Aft port mount.
40 - proj, 5"/51, H.r. BL (Fuzing: MK29.3
PDF, MK23--15 B.D.F.) 20 each center
casemate port end starboard.
5 - COhrgee, pourder, VY"/50, (SPCG 3P23)
Red, turret # 4.

S0 - Charges, powder, 5"/51 (SPCG 8823)
Mount + 4.
24 - Fuzes,
deck turret
24 - Fuzee,
Shell deck,

Mech Time, proj, MKS0, shell
# 2.
point detonating, proj. Mi29-3,
turret # 2.

S-c--R-:E-T
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YORK (BB-.34)
(2) U.S.S. TI
Test "A" - 1900 yards.
Test "B" - 1200 yards.
(A) 10% Servtce Al'owance of Ammunition.
(B) Spenltl Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:
100 lb
One Airplane (VOS) loaded with 1
G.P. bomb, BL (Fuzing: A14-NK219 Mod 3 Nose,
M-115 Tail) and 10 rounds - 30 cal. per gun.
8 - proj. 14"/45, A.P., L & P 4 each turret
#1 and #3.

8 - rroj, 14"/45, A.P. BL (Fusing:

=1-I

B.D.F.) 4 each turret #2 and #4.
32 - proj, 14"/45, H*C., L & P, 16 each
turre', #1 and #3.

12- proj, ]4"/45, H.C., BL (Fuzing: MK48-1
B.D.F., W20,23- P.D.F.), KK55-.0 A.D.F.) 6
each turret #2 and -#4.
S- Charges, powder, 14"/45, (20 bags),
(SPCG 8821) Red,

turret 44.

40 - proj, 6"/51, BL (Fuzing: MK29-3 P.D.F.,
MK54-0 A.DoX., M28.-15 B.D.F.), 20 each
center casemate port and stgrboard.
80 - proj. 5"/51, L & 2, 20 each of 4
mounts, Forward Stbd, Forward port, Aft Stbd,
Aft Port.

2C - Charges, powder, 5"/51,

(SPCG 8823)

Red - Mount # 4.

24 Fuzes, Ilech Time. proj. MK 50, Shell
deck turret #2.
24 Fuzes, point detonating, proj, M.• 29-3,
shell deck turret #2.
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(3) u.S.S. NEVADA (BB-.6)
Test "Al' - 600 yards.
Test "B" - 1000 yards.

(A) 66 2/3% Service Allowance of Amuunition.
(B) Special Test ArLmuniLion.
1. Navy Items.
One Airplane (VOS) loaded with 1 - 100 lb
G.P. bomb, BL (Fuzing: AN-M103A1 Nose,

AN-MI00A2 Tail) and 10 rounds - 30 cal.
per gun.

8 - proj, 14"/45, A.P., L & P, 4 each
turret #1 -nd #3,

8 - proj, 14"/45, A.P., BL (Fuzing: MX 21-1
B.D.F.) 4 each turret +2 and #4.
32 - proj, 14"/45, H.C., L & P, 16 each
turret #I and #3.
12 - proj, 14"/45, H.C., BL (Fazing: 1K 48-1
B.D.F., MK55-0, A.D.F., Uk 29-3 P.D.F.) 6
each turret #2 and #4.

5- Charges, powder, 14"/45, (SPCG 8823)
(20 bags) turret #4.
80- proj, 5,/38, AAC, L & P, 20 each of
4 mounts, forward starboard, forward port,
Aft Starboard, Aft Port.
70- proj. 5"/38, AAC, 3L (Tuzing: HK 50
M.T.F., MK 28-15 B.D.F.) 15 each mount,
forward stbd, aft port.
15 - proj, 5"/38, AAC, BL (Fuzing: MK53,
VT, HK 28-15 B.D.F.) 8 Forward starbcard
mount, 17 Aft port mount.

20 - Charges, powder, 5"/38,

(SPOG 8823)

Aft Stbd mount.
24 - Fuzes, Mech Time, proj, MK 50, shell
deck turret #2.
24 - Fuzes, point detonating, proj, MK 29-3,
shell deck turret #2.
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(4) U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA (BB..3)
1800 yards.
Test "A"Test "B"- 1200 yards.
(A) 50% Service Allowence of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:

"Two Airplines (

$) each loaded with

1 - 100 lb G.P. bomb, BL (.vuzing:

AN-..!

219-3 AN-M1O3Al "ose, M 115 - AN.-MlOOA2,
Tail Respectively).
8 - proj, 14"/45 A?., BL (Fuzing: MK21-1
B.D.F.) 4 each turret #2 and #3.
8 - proj. 14"/45, A.?., L & P, 16 each
turret #1 and +3.
32 - proj. 14"/45, H.C., L & P. 16 each
turret #1 and #3.
12 -- proS,

14"1/45.

H.C.,

B.L.

(izln~g"

MK 4P-1, B.D.r., MK 55-0 A.D.F., MK 29-3
P.D.F.) 6 each turret #2 and #3.

5 - Charges, powder, 14"/45,
Red,

(20 bags),

(SPCG 8823)

turret #3.

80 - proj. 5"/38, .UC, L & P. 20 each
of 4 mounts, forward stbd, forw-ard port,
Aft stbd, Aft port.
, .- Droj, 5"/38, AkC, BL (Fuz!ng: MK 50
MTF, MK 28-15 B.D.F.) 15 each moant
forward stbd, aft port.

15 - proj, 5"/38, AAC, BL (Tuzing: MK 53
VT, MX28-15 B.D.F.) 8 forward stbd mount,
7 aft port mount.
24 - Fuzes, Mech Time,
deck turret #2.

proj, MK 50, shell

24 - Fuzes, point detonating, proj,

W< 29-3

shell deck turret #2.
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- -C-R-L-T

(d) Type: CARRIXRS
(1) U.S.S.

SARATOGA (CV.4)

Test "Am" - 2700 yards.
Test "B" - 500 yards. (SUNK)
(A) 66 2/3% Service Allo,-ance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition.
1. Y.Nav Items.
6 - Rockets, 5."0, HVAR, Assembled, inert,

(Puzing: Mk 6 heads, 'M 149 Nose, Mk 164
Base) flight deck fr. 25 port.
8 - Rockets, 5."0,

EVAR,

Assembled,

(IFzing: Mk 149 nose, Ik 164 base),

inert,

on

stbd V.F., Flight Deck.
6 - Heads, Rocket, 5."0, Inert (Fuzing:
W. 149 nose, Mk 164 base), hgr. deck, fr.
164 stbd.
1 - Rocket, ll."75, Assembled, Inert, (Fuzing:
3 Mk 157 base) Flight deck port V.?.
5 - Rockets, 11."75, Aesembled, Inert,
(Fuzing: 3 Mk 157 base) Flight deck, fr.
63, port.
5- Bombs, G.P., 500#. Inert, (Puzing:

A--M ?P43 "Tose, AP-MK 230 "lod 6 Tail)
Hgr. deck, fr. 80 - 82 stbd.
8 - Bombs, ... D.B. 350#, Inert, (Fuzing:

AN-MI0q1. Nose, AN-qMK 2110 Mod 6 Tail)
Flight deck, fr. 30 - 40 Port.
7 - Bombs, A.D.B., &504, Inert, (Fuzing:
AN-MK 219 Mod 3 Yose, AN-MK 2,30 Mod 6 Tail),
Hgr. deck, fr. P0 - 82, port.
3 - Mines, Aerial, MK 24, Inert I - VTB
flight deck, 1 - Hgr. deck fr. 164 port,
I - Mezzanine deck.

3 - Torpedoes, Mic. 13 & Mods, Inert, live
deton-.t'r, 1 - VSB flight deck, I
mezzanine deck, I m-azines.
8 - Aircraft with 10 rounds of Ammo per gun,
Flight deck.
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AL•,

(d) Type: CA RRI1RS

(1)U.s.3. S.A TOGA (CV-Z)
Test "'0Teit "B" -

2700 yards.
500 yards.

(Conttd).
(SMM)

4 - Rocket-,, 11. "75, Assembled, Inert
(Fuzir' 3 1k 157 bace). Hgr. deck fr.
165 stbd.
I - Bomb, G.P., 500#, Inert, (Fuzing:
AN - M10AI 'Nose, AN - M•M2A2 Tail) Flight
Deck, 7'P
!?ort.
I - Bomb, G.P., 500#, Inert, (Fuzing:
AN-M1O3AI Nose, M 116 Tail) Flight deck,
VTB Port.
I - Bomb. G.F., 500#, Inert, (Fuzing:
OTh-M101A-3 Tail) Flight
AN-M107Al Nose,
deck, VSB stbd.
1 - Bomb, G.P., 500#, Inert, (Fuzing:
AN.-M1OQAI Woes, M 116 Tail) Flight deck,
VSB stbd.
3 - bombe, G.P., 500#, Inert, (.I•iing"
YaO3AI N•;e, A -.. M101A2 Tail) Flight
ANdeck, fr. 69- 61, stbd.
G.P., 500#, Inert, (MF7ing:
3 -Bombs,
ANIL 0.A1 Nose, 1! 116 Tail) Flight Deck,
61 etbd.
Fr. 596 - Aircraft with 10 rounds of Ammo per &un,
figr. deck.
40 - ProJ., 5"/38, AAC, L & P., 20 each
mount farward and Fft.
15 - Proj., 5"1/38, AAC, BL (Puzirg: MK 50 I TF,
MI 28-15 B.D.F.) forward mount.
_ VT,
5 - Proj., 5"/38, AAC, PL, (Fuzing: 11 53
MK 28-15 B.D.F.) forward mount.
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(d) Type: CKMIMhS
SU.S.S.

I- !mAEnI NE

Test "A"-

(CV1.P-.>)

700 yards.

Test "B" - 1200 yards.
(A) 66 2/3% Service Allowance of An'aunition.
(B) Special Test Aommunition.
1. Navy Itoms:
S- Mk 13 Torpedoes complete, inert except
live detonator, 1 - VSB Flight Deck.
Torpedo stowage, Hgr.
I - Hgr. Deck. I
Deck.
3-. Wvk 24 Nines, inert except live detonator.
. - VTB Flight Deck. 1 - Hgr. Nck.
I - M'agatine.
Aircraft with 10 rounds of ammo. per gun,
8Flight Deck.
6 -

Aircraft with 10 rounds of ammo.
Hangar Deck.

per gat,

rT
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(e)

Type: CUISERS
(l) U.S.S. PK.NSACOLA (CA-24)
Tect "A" l- 600 yarde.
Toet "B" - 700 yards.
(B)

Special Te-it Ami,:L, ajt-lnu.
I.

'Favy Items;

(¢G0)

One At--•-n

genrrI ?tr'm~

:'GA;'

:,nee

n,
per Lz
10 *- ?rr,.,

w,',d
ith I - TZ40 lb.
fuzing: &1;MIOO3A
Tail: and iU rounds N)0 cal.
'crMb QITL)
b'

A..,
$r/55, 10loded

and plugged,

q1.,,/55,i0L, (.Fuzing: i•k21-l BDF
,Loh tuirret 7ý Ln
4
30 - ProJ.. 3"/Cb, H.0., !or. dd aLA plugged,
P - Fro

each Lurr'ýt A' vnd +3,
air:E8Proj.,
131/55, A.C., _RL
12- 15

BKF; MK55-0 ADF; v:29.-3 PuFP)

6 each

turret t4j2

(red)
li,
10 - Charges powder, 6'f"/o,
turret #4.
AC4 ioidcd ,'x.d on',ged,
80 - ProJ., 5"/2,,
After port.
40 each wount, ftvar; !
Proj., 5"t/26, AAC, ý6,, (Fuzing: MK50
MTF; IEUA..0 A.D.F.; MK2b--i5 A•.D.F.),

0-

a1xi aft mount.

vTNF; 'v,( 54-0 A.D.P.; MX 2t-iZ B.D.F.),
stbd. &:t mount
(U box)
Fuzes, pr.j., Mechanical Time,
NK 50-0, shell leck turret +"2.
24 - Fuzes, proj.,, Point Detonating, (U box),
MK 29-3, shell deeo. turret #2.
24

(2) U.S..

-

SALT

-Am CITY

(CA-2t3)

Test "A" - 1000 yardsTest "B" - 1200 yards.
(A) 10% Service Allowance of Amnrxnition.
(B) Special Test Aim=urit!on.
1. Davy Items:

(1l1 items identical to U.S.S. PENSACOLA
with addition an follows:)
1 - Guided Missle,

STV,

"BUMBLEBER,

inert,

Boat Deck, port. fr. 115.
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(f)

Type: DESTRO0S
U.S.S. AND21SON (DD.4l1)
(1) U.S.S. STACK (D1-406)
Test "A - S00 yards. (SM1)
yards.
1200
"A"Test
ynrds.
1800
Test "B"(A) 100% 'ervice Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition: None.
(2) U.S.q. IUGHES (DD-410)
Test "A" - 800 yards.
Test "B" - Q00 yards.
(A) 66 2/Z% Service Allowance otf Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Anmunition: None.
U.S.S. WAIINRIGHT (DD-419)
Test "A" - 2200 yards.
Test "A" - 3600 yards.
T--t "B" - 2800 yards.
yards.
800
Test "B"
of Ammunition.
Allowance
Service
(A) 50%
(B) Special Test Items: None.

(3) U.S.S* MAYRANT (DD-402)

(4) UtS.S. WILSON (DD-408)
Test "A" - 1600 yards.
Test "B" - 1500 yards.
(A) 50% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition%
1. Navy Items:
2 - Torpedoes, Mk. 27, special inert.
1 - Torpedo W. 27, inert, fpntail.
1 - 'Torpedo Exploder Mk. 10-Z, tcrpedo shack.
1 - Torpedo Exzploder Nk. 6.5, torpedo shack.
3 - Torpedo Detonators Mk. 7, normal stowage,
3 - Torpedo Detonators Mic. 9, normal stowage,
separate from :*-. 7.
1 - Torpedo Booster 14k. 2, maeazine space,
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(5) U.s.s. LAMS0

(I3D.367)

U.SS. CoNN

Test "A" - 9 0 0 yards.
(StJNZ)

Test "A"
Test "B"

1

(DS.-.u1)

3100 yards.
W 75Ou
yards.

.ss.RHIND (D-404)
Teot "A" -.1000 yards.
Test "F"1
P200 yardo.
(A) .0,4 Service Allows'nce
of Ammunition.
(B) 3pecisl Test Ammunition:
1. Navy Items:
Torpedoes,
I -

Tube I (
Torpedo,

Xk. 15S- - Mod a Special Inert

& R)

Mk.

2?, Inert,

fantail port side,

Main deck.

I - Torpedo exploder, WC 6-5, Torpedo
Shack
main deck (LAMSON fr. 190)(RHII=.

1-

1-

CONYNGHAM fr. 120).

Torpedo exploder, ISi. 10-.3, torpedo
shawc
mair. deck (LAMSON fr. 190)(RpII1=

COxyV{A.M fr. 120).
Tnrrpedo bociter, Mk. 2, small arms
locker
(LAMSON A-204.A,

fr.

36)(CONY1NGRM

I).-308..M, fr. 175)(RHIm
fr. 185).
3-- Torpedo detonatc 8, Xk. 0.43114,
9, port and etbd
11de main deck under aft deck house
over•..
head. (COuYnGYAN P&S main deck galley
Z-

Passage Way fr. 61),,
Torpedo detonators, Mk. 7 (LAMSON
under
20 X1 Noun' P&FS ide fr.
90)( CcNYNGHAM
under bridge fr. 61) main deck
galley
(RHIEp Det. stowage fz. 65,
port side).

80 - Proj., 5"/38 AAc, loaded and
plufted,
Mount
20- ProJ., #1.
5"/38, AA. BL (Fuzing: MK 50 MTF;
W. 2P8-15 BDY) Mount #2.
15

Proj., 5"/38, AAC, BL, (Yuzing:
MX 53
VTNF; Mg. 28-15 BDF) M ount
#2.
40.
Proj., 5"/z8 WP Loaded, Mount
#4.
20 - Charges, Powder, 5"/38,
SPCG 8892,
Mount 4k.
IDepth Chg., Mk. 6, Inert, (Live
Booster
& Dot) Fantail Rack.
I - Depth Chg., Wk. 8, Inert,
(WivQBooster

& Dot) Fantail Rack.

6 - Depth Chgs.,
I -

tk. 9, Inert, (Live Booster
& Dot) Fantail Rack.
Depth Chg. VS. 14, Inert, (Live
toonter

& Det) Fantail Rack.
i1nclodure (D) to Director Ship Material
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(6) U.S.S. TRIPPM (DD-403)
Test "'A"
Test "B" - 1200 yards.

U.S.S. MUGFORD (DD-339)
Test "A" - 2900 ybas.
Test "B" - 2500 yards.

U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DD-3O0)
Test "A" - 1200 yards.
(A)
(B)

Test "B" - 1700 yards.
10% Service Allowance of Am-nirnition.
Special Test' Amrmnition.
1. Navy Items:
2 - Torpedoes, Mk. 15 Mod. ,3, SpeciLLl Inert

(TRIPPE Tube 1 L&R)(MUGFORD-RALPH TALBOT
tube 3 L8R).
1-

Torpedo Mk.

27,

Inert,

fantail, port side,

1 - Torpedo exploder X-:. 6-5 (MUGFORD torpedo
smhack,

fr. 130)(RALPH TALBOT torpedo

shack, fr. 120).
1 - Torpedo exploder Mk. 10-3 (MUGFORD
torpedo shack, fr. 130)(RALPH TALBOT
3.

3

1

60

torpedo shack, fr. 120).
Torpedo detonators, Mk. 7 (MUGFCRD rig
70)(RALPH TALBOT dot.
stowage, fr. 67?stowage, fr. 66).
Torpedo detonators, Nk. 9 (MUGFORD No. 3
handling room, fr. 140)(RALPH TALBOT
66).
dot. stowage, fr.
booster,
AK.
2 (MUGFORD small
Torpedo
arms locker D-207-M, fr. 173)(RALPH
TALBOT small arms C-D-309, fr. 175).

Proj., 5"/38, AAC, Loaded and Plugged,
Mount #l.

Proj., 5"/38, AAC, BL, (Fusing: MK 50
MTF; MK. 28-15 BDF) Mount +4.
15 - ProJ. 5"/38, AAC, BL, (Fuzing: MK 53
VTNF; MK 28-15 BDF), Mount # 4.
30- Proj, V"/38, VP Loaded, Mount #1.
15 - Chgs, Powder, 5"/38, SPCG 8823, Mount #1.
1- Depth Chg. .4k. 6, Inert, (Live Booster &
Det), Fantail Rack.

20-

1 6 I -

Depth Chg, Wk. 8, Inert, (Live Booster &
Det), Fan tail
Rack.
Depth Chgs, UK 9, Inert, (Live Boosters &
Det's), Fantail Rack.
Depth Chg, Mk. 14, Inert, (Live Booster &
Dot), Fantail Rack.
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(7) U.S.S. MUsIn• (DD-413)
Test "A" - 2400 yards.
Test "B" - 1500 ynrds.
(1) 10% Service Allowrnce of Ammunition.
(B) Special Tect Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:
60 - Proj, 5"/38, AAC, Loaded and

Plugged,
Mount fl.
25 - ProJ, 5"/38, AAC, BL, (?uzingi MK. 50
YTF

30-

Prowl,

'T.

28-15 BD)P),

Mount #4.

5"/38 WP Loaded,

Mount #2.

15 - Charges, Powder, 5"/38, SPCG 8823,
Mount #1.
1 - Depth Chg, t 6, Inert, (Live Booster
& Det), Fantail Rack.
1 - Depth Chg. Mk. 8, Inert, (Live Booster
& Det), Fantail Rnck.
6 - Depth Chgs, Mk. 9. Inert, (Live Booster
& Dot), Fantail Rack.
1 - Depth Chg, Mk. 14, Inert, (Live Booster
& Dot), Fantail Rack.
1 - Smoke Tank, (unfilled).
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S-E-C-R-]ý-T
(g) Foreign Shipe:
1. PRINZ EUGEN
Teot "A" - 1000 yards.
Test "B" - 1800 yards.
(A) Service Allowance.
8" projectiles and powder.
Turrets 1, 2, 3, 4.
4.1" Fixed Rounds Port & Starboard, Amid ships
Magazine.

(Total ammunition approximately 63% war time load
of 8" and 4.1").
(B)

Special Test Ammunition:-

None.

2. N&GATO
Test "A" - 900 yards.
700 yards. (SUNK)
Test "B"(A) Service Allowance Japanese.

16.1" Projectiles (AP and Common).
(B)

4 Magazines Forward and Aft.
25 mm Fixed Rounds, Amid Ships.
Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:
I - 500# G.P. Bomb, L & P, fr. 205 upper deck, stbd.

1 - 500# G.P.. Bomb, L & P, fr. 75

upper most deck,

Port.
1 - 350#, A.D. Bomb, L & P, fr. 215, upper deck,
stbd.
1 - 3150# A.D. Bomb, L & P, fr. 20, upper most deck,
stbd.
1 - W'arhead, L & P, fr. 2C0, upper deck, port.
Warhead, Loaded, fr. lSo3, upper most deck, stbd.
1
1 - Warhead, Loaded, fr. 145, upper most deck, port.
1
Mine, Mk. 6, Inert, fr. 170, upper most deck,
%tr

.

1 - Jato Unit, Loaded, fr. 180, upper most deck,
port.

28 - Rocket heads, TNT Loa&ed, base of mainmast,
boat deck.

3. SAKAWA
Test "A" - 300 yards. (SUNK)
(A) No service ammunition available.
None.
(B) Special Test Ammurition;-
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(h) Submi.rinest
(1) U.S.S. TUNA (S$-?.0,)
Tout "A" - 2200 yards.
Test "B" - 1700 yards.

U.S.S. DENTUDA (Ss..n5)
Test "A" - 2100 yards.
'est "B" - 1200 yerds.

U.S.S. PARCHc
(SS-384)
Test "A" - 1200 yards,
Test "B" - 1400 yards.
(A) 100% Service Allowance

US.S. PILOTFISH (SS-396)
Test "A"- 2400 yards.
Test "B" - 300 yards. (STUNK)
of Ammunition.

(B) Special Test Ammunition:
1. Navy Items,
2 - MK 28 Torpedoes (BL & F)

1 - MK 27 Torpedo (BL & F)
2 - MX 18 Torpedoes (L d P)
2 - MK 16 Torpedoes (BL & F)

(2) U.S.S. SKATS (SS-305)
Test "A" - 400 yards.
Teot "B" - 800 yards.
(A) 66 2/3% Service Allowance
(B) Specirl Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:
2 - MK 28 Torpedoes (BL
1
XK 27 Torpedo
(BL
2
MK 18 Torpedoes (L

2

of Ammunition.

& F).
0 F).
& P).

MK 16 Torpedoes (BL & F).

(3) U.S.S. SKIPJACK (SS-184)
U.S.S. APAGON (SS-308)
Test "A"l
1200 yards,
Test "A" - 1000 yards.
Test "B"
1000 yards.
1
Test "B"600 yards. (SUNK)
(A) 50% of Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Amimrnition.
1. Navy Items:
I - MK 33 Torpedo (PL).
2 - MK 28 Torpedoes (BL & F).

1 MX 27 Torpedo
(BL & F).
2 - MX 18 Torpedoes (L & P).
2 - MK 16 Torpedoes (BL & F).

(4) u.s.s. sEAnamN (ss.iqr)
(A) 100% Service Allowance of Amm-inition
(B) Special Test Ammunition. None.
Test "A" . 1900 yards.
Test "B" - 1200 yards.
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(1)

Tye?APA
(I) U.S.S.

CARLISLI (APA-..9)

Test "A*" (StUC)

300 yards.

U.9.J. CRIT'!,"#!T'DEN (APA,77)
Test "A" Test "B" -

500 'irdl.
1400 ynrds,

U.S.S.

(A)
(B)

GENNVA (APA-96)
Test hA" - 3100 yards.
Test "3"
1800 yards.
100% Service Allowance of Ammunition,
Special Test Amnunition,
1. Navy Items:

2-

500# G.P. Bombs (.M".64)(L & P), 1 in
Troop Ammtuition hold, fr. 65 S; 1 On

upper deck, fr. 02 S.
350# Depth Bombs (ANS-54-1)(L & P), 1 in
Troop Amimunition Hold, fr. 65 P, 1 on
upper deck, fr. 32 S.
2 - HVA Rocket Heads (L & F), 5" Proj. Stow.,,
fr. 159 S.
2 -

5-

(on CRITT3h4D.N ONLY)
Incendiary Clusters (AlNM-12)(Loaded)
Stowage aft of fr. 125.

(2) U.S.$. BARROW (AP.61)
Test "A" Test "B" -

1300 yards.
1800 yards.

Ammo.

U.S.S. BUTTE (APA-68)
Test "A" - 2000 yards.
Test "B" - 2500 yards.

U.S.S. GASCONADE (APA.eS)
Test "A" - 2800 yards.
(A)
(B)

Test "B" 700 yards.
100% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:

2

HReads, Rocket, 5".0, MK 10-9, BL (Fuzing:

MK 173 VTNF; No BY'), 5"/S8 projectile
stowage aft,
3
Heads, Rocket, 5." 0, Mk 5-.,
BL (Fuzing:
MK 149 Nf; MK 164 BF), 5"/38 projectile
Stowage Aft.
5 - Bombs, Indendiary Clusters, AN-Ml2, Leaded
and Pused individually, C-201-L Centerline.
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(s) U.S.sc."'J

t u•Ti)

U~.S.S.

FLLMO`1ý' '%AFA.,9,)

Test "A" - 290) yirh.-.
Teit "A" - 2500 ynrds.
Test "]3"- 1400 yards.
Test "2" - 1900 yards.
(A) 505 Servlte Allowance of Amr., nition.
(B) Speci.l "n,•t Amunlt on.

1. Navy Ite.mins:

2, .omb,
GP, 500*, 8L, (Fuzi-"
AN-LQMISA1
Nose: AN-MI.IA2 Tail), Upper deck, Fr. 31 stbd.
1-omb, GP, 50o,0,
?I, (Fuzirng: AN-1403Al Nose;
14-1S16 Tail), TrooD Ammunition Stow., Fr. 64-66
stbd.
1 - 13omb, AC Depth, 350#, BL, (Puzing: AN?103A9 Nose; AN-M1C230 Mod 6 Tail). Troop Ammo.
Stow., Fr. 64-66, Port.
1- Bomb, AC Depth, 3504,, BL, (Puzing: A;.-MK 219
Nose, AN-ZE 230 Mod 6 Tail), Upper deck, fr. 31
Port.
I - Head, Rocket, 5".0, ý5,. 5 Mod 1, PL,
(Fuziig: MK 149 NF; 1•C 164 BF), 5"/38 Proj. Stow.
Aft.
1 - Heas, Rocket, 5".0, ME l1--9, BL, (Fuzing:
ME VTNF, No 1F), 5"/38 Frolectile Stowage Aft.
1 - Mine, IM 6, Inert, (Live Detonrntor), Upper
Deck fr. 32-36, stbd.
1JATO Unit, Loaded, Upper Deck, fr. 45-46,
Port.
(4) U.S.S. BRACT21N (APA..-64)
Test "A" - ?200 yardr.
Test "B" - 1800 yards.
(A) 50% Service Allowance
(B)

S-r- C- R-F TL

U.S.S. BLADEN (APA.63)
Test "A" - 2800 yards.
Test "3" - 7300 yards.
of Ammunition.

73pn,ýIsl Test Ammiinition.

1. Navy Items:
1- Bomb, GP, 500#, BL, (Fuzing: AXN-MlO3A1 Nose,
1L4.l16 Tail), Upper deck, fr. 31 stbd.
1 - Bomb, GP, 500#, BL (Fuzing: ANN-M0.%U1 Nose,
A.U.MlIlA2 Tail) Troop Ammo, Stow. Fr. 64-66, stbd.
1- Bomb, AC Depth, 350, BI (Fuzing: AN-MIO3AI
Nose; A'.-&C 2,0 Mod 6 Tail) Upper deck fr. 31 port.
1 - Bomb, AC Depth, 350#, BL, (Fuzing: &N-1M4 219
Mod 3 Nose, AN-MX 230 Mod 6 Tail), Troop Ammo.
Stow. Fr. 64-66, Port.
1 . Head, Rocket, 5."0, "'K 6, Mod 1, BL (Fuzing:
NX 149 Noue: !a 164 Base), 5"/38 Projectile
Stowage aft.
1 - 'lead, Rocket, 5." 0, Mod 9, •L (Fluzing: 173
VTNT; 'o BY) 5"/38 Projectile Stowage Aft.
1 - Mine, IMK 6, Inert, (Live Dot). Upper Deck,
fr. 72-36, stbd.
1 - JATO Unit, Loaded, Upper deck, fr. 45-46 Port.
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(5) U.S.S. 3RISCOE (APA-65)

U.S.S. NIAGARA (APA--?)

Test "A"1700 yards.
Test "A" - 4000 yards.
Test "B" - 3.100 yards.
Test "B"
3100 yards.
(A) 10% Service Allowance of Amounition.
(B)

Special Test Ammunition.
'.
Navy Items:
I - MK 6 Mine (BL & F), Upper deck, fr. 32,
stbd.
1- JATO Unit (Loaded), Upper deck, fr, 45,
port.

(6) U.S.S. BA"N10R (APAyrs60)
Test "A" - 1400 yards.

Test "B" - 2100 yards.

(A) 10% Service Anlowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items.
1 - Bomb, GP, .500#, Loaded and Plugged, Troop
Ammo. Stowage, fr. 57-60, stbd,
I - Boum, GP, 500#, Loaded and Plugged, Upper
deck, fr. 32, stbd.
1 - Bomb, AC Depth, 350#, Loaded and Plugged,
Troop Ammo. Stowage, fr. 57-60, port.
1 - Bomb, AC Depth, 350A,&, Loaded and Plugged,
Upper Deck, fr. 32, port.

2TNT,

(7) u.s.s.

Heads, Rocket, 5." 0, Mk 10 Mod. 9, Loaded,
5"/38 Projectile Stowage Aft.

OORTLAlq

(AP.A,.-.)

U.S.S. r'ALLON (APA,..si)

Test "A" - 3200 yards.
Test "A" - 1400 yards.
";st "B" - 3600 yards.
Test "B"500 yards.
A' 100% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(0) Special Test Ammunition: None.
(8)

U.S.S. GILLIAM (APA.-57)
U.S.S. DAWSON (APA-79)
Test "A" - 100 yerds.
Test "A" - 900 yards.
(SUNK)
Test "B" - 1P00 yards.
(A) 50,4 Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition: None.

(9) U.S.S. BRULE (APA, 66)

U.S.S. CARTZRMT (APA.?o)

Test "A" - 1000 yards.
Test "A" - 2000 yards.
Test "B" - 800 yards.
Test "B" - 2800 yards.
(A) 10% Service Allowance of Aumunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition: None.
S--

C-R-:L.T
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(j) Tye: L.S.T.
(1, U.S.S. L.S.T. 52
Test
at

1800 yards,

U.S.S. L.S.T, 661
Test "A" - 2500 yards.

Test "B"
1800 yards.
Test "B" - 2500 yards.
(A) 10% Service Allownce of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:
5 - Heads, Rocket, 4."5, MK 10.0, W.P. Laded,
Reedy Service Locker, Fantail.
-

(2) U.S. L.S.T. 220
Test "A" - 2300 yards.
Test "B"
2300 yards.
(A) 10i Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Specia&l Test Ammunition.

1. Navy Items:
Heads, Rocket, 4.5", MK 10-0, W.P. loaded,
Ready service locker,

Fantail.

(3)U.S.s. L.S.T. 545
Tes

"A"!-

4200 yards.

Test "B"A 4200 yards.
(A) 50% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B)

Special Test Ammunition.
1. Navy Items:

5 - Heads, Rocket, 4.5", MK 10-0, W.P. loaded,
Ready Service Locker,

(4) U.S.S.

L.S.T.

Fantail.

133

Test "AN
Out.
Test "B"
700 yards.
(A) 100% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition:None.
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(k) Type: L.C.I.
(1) U.S.S. L.C.I. 327
(A) 10o% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B)

Special Test Ammunition:-

None.

U.S.S. L.O.I. 615
(A) 100 Service Allowp.nce of Ammunition,
(B) Special Test Ammunition:None.
(2) U.S.S. L.C.I. 332
(A) 10%iService Allowance of Amiiunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition:None.
U.S.S. L.C.I. 329
(A) 10% Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B) Special Test Ammunition:- None.
U.S.S. L..C.I. 549
(A) 10ý -orvice Allowance of Ammunition.
(3) Special Test Amiuimnition:-

None.

U.S.S. L.C.I. 620
(A) 10e Service Allowance of Ammunition.
(B)

Special

Tm

eet Ammunition:-

None.

S-Z-C- R-LT
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4. Ship Inspections.
The procedure for inspecting ammunition and explosives fell
into three phases and was identical after both Test "A" and mest "B"
in determining damae to ammunition and explosives.
Phase one was the hurried and more or less superficial
inspections made of ammunition and explosives on-topside and weather
decks by the "a-plosives or Bomb Disposal Officers on the Initial
Boarding Teams.
Reports of these officers, largely verbal, gave the
Explosives Unit the fl.rst indication of damage and potential hasards
to be encountered.
Phase two of the inspections were mande by the gunnery officers
of each target vessel as they returned aboard after the tests end made
the initial phases of the commandIng officers preliminary Inspection.
These officers ha'd been requested to immediately notify the Explosives
Unit aboard the U.S.S. WIL4RTON if marked changes were observed in
ammunition or ammuinition stowagei.
In the cases where changes had
occurred and expecially after Test "B", members of the lbrplosive Unit,
boarded the vessels most affected and made additional inspections and
photographs of damage.
Phase three of the inspections were carried out by teams made

up of members of the Explosive Unit who viiited each tsrget vessel and
thoroughly inspected all ammunition and explosives aboard, in company
with a repreqentative of the gunnery department.
At the time of these
inspections fuze and powder samples were obtained and transferred to the
U.S.S. AJAX or the U.S.S. ARTEMIS for testing and shipment to the
appropriate activity in the United States,
The reports of
made by the Commanding
Forms No's 66, 67, and
mented, when necessary,

the condition of ammunition and eaplosives were
Officers of the t.rget vessels on CROSSROADS
68, where applicable.
These reports were suppleby additional report forms, notes and especially

photographs, made by the Exploaives Unit Inspection teams.

From the data contained in these reports and supplemental data,
this final report has been prepared.

S-E-C-•-3- T
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5. Special Inspections and Tests.
In anticipation of the need for rapid tests of questionable
smokeless powders and in order to determine their safety in storage,

special heat test apparatus (134.5oC)(constant temperature bath) was
installed in the U.S.S. AJAX (AR-6).
By the use of this equipment
powders were tested in a period of about one hour and the relative
safe-3ife in storage ostimated with a reason.tble degree of accuracy,

The usual surveillance test at 65.50C was also used as a further
check on the more rapid method. lersonnel with long experience in
the manufacture and testing of smokeless powder were employed by the
Explosives Unit to conduct the surveillance tests in the U.S.S. AJAX
and to make special examin! tions or inspectInns of suspected powders

that were required.
Pollowine Test "A" and sgrnin after Test "B", a representative
number of the specially fuzed projectiles (BL & F) had their fuzes
removed and these fuzes, tagged with date, name of ship and shipboard
location, were returned to Naval Ordnance Laborgtory, Washington, D.C.
for analysis and detailed study by the Explosives Investigation
Laboratory.
Similarly, sainples of powder, both from that specially
supplied for these tests and from the usual 4ervice allowance were
selected for return to the United States for detailed study of the
delayed effects of the radiations, if any. The samples wers returned
to the Naval Powder Factory, Indian Fead, Maryland.
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a. ULTS-OF TEST_"A"
A careful examination of all target vessels which remained afloat after
Test "A"j, revealed that no ammunition or ordnance explosive of any kind
detonated or burned as a direct result of the Atomic Bomb. An examination of
photographs made at three-second intervals after the air burst indicated that
a secondary explosion occurred in the vicinity of the ANDERSON (600 yards from
blast).
This explosion occurred about three seconds after the blast and photographs show smoke streamers similar to those produced by pyrotechnics and
tracers. Several examinations of the ANDERSON were made by divers and they
found no indication of any detonation of explosives.
All of the torpedoes
originally present were located and identified and fourteen of the original
twenty-four depth charges stowed on deck were sighted by the divers. Much
loose ammunition, both 40MM and 5" powder and projectiles were scattered on
the bottom near the vessel (See Photograph DACR-T241-11, Exp. / 2).

MFECTS OF BLAST OR SHOCK
The noticeable damage from the blast was confined to the materials which
were exposed on weather decks of certain vessels. Certain ready service boxes
on various ships near the blast were bent or torn loose from their foundations.
Shock damage was minor and only resulted in occasional dents.

There follows a list of all vessels which sustained any significant shock
damage to anmunition or ammunition stowage. Vessels not appearing on this
list sustained no dwmage, either primary or secondary to ammunition or
ammunition stowage.
The vessels listed below are arranged in the order of distance from the
point of detonation of the bomb with approximate yardage to the vessel shown
as horizontal distance from a point directly below the bomb burst.
U.S.S. GILLIAW (APA 57) (Sunk) 100 yards.
Containcd 50% Service Ammanition with no special test ammunition.
No
effects observed by divers examination, which would indicate explosions
on this vessel. Fxaminaticn of photographs taken at 3 second intervals
after the burst show no indication of ammunition or pyrotechnic explosions.
Ex. Jap SAKAWA.

(Contained no ammunition) (Sunk)

U.S.S. CARLISL

(AFA 69)

300 yards.

(Sunk) 400 yards.

This vessel contained 100% service ammunition allowance and had 1-500 lb.
G.P. bomb (TNT) unfized, and 3-350 lb. Depth Bomb (HBX) unfuzed on the
deck, with other special items in the hold. By examination of photographs
taken at 3 second intervals after the burst it appears that a secondary
explosion occurred in the vicinity of this vessel.
Smoke prevented the
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positive indentification of the exact place of this secondary explosion.
(See Photograph DACR-T2-11-11. Exp. /2).
U.S.S. SKATE (SS 305) 400 yards
The topside ammunition stowages, both 5" and 40MM were badly twisted, so
that they could not readily be opened. No damage to the ammunition which
(Photographs AACR-92-1778-4,
was stowed in these magazines was observed.

8, and 9).
U.S.S. CRITTENDEN (APA 77)

500 yards.

Contained 100% service allowance of ammunition.

One 500 lb. aerial bomb,

general purpose, AN-M6A Al, TNT loaded with shipping plugs in place, was
secured to the deck with 5/8" wire strap, located on the 01 deck, frame
32, starboard. This ship was struck by terrific blast causing the deck
to buckle under bomb. The bomb was unsecured and blown 12 feet aft and
7 feet inboard causing slight damage to the tail fin. Indications of excessive temperatures were not present on the bomb casing. Tail fin retraining ring and shipping plugs removed easily showing no damage to their

respective thread lines. (See Photographs BACR-81-906-A; AACR-60-145-4;
AACR-60-145-5; and AACR-98-1960-1)o One 350 lb. aerial depth bomb, AN-Mk.
54, Mod# 1, HBX loaded with shipping plugs in place, was secured to the
deck by a 3/8" wire strap, located on the 01 deck, frame 32, port side.
Blast effect opened the sister hook of the securing wire strap allowing
the depth bomb to be thrown inboard 6 feet. The depth bomb received
extensive damage to tail fin and the complete bomb showed signs of excessive temperatures (i.e. discoloration of preservative paint on the
No other damage visible. (See Photographs
tail fin and bomb casing).
BACR-81-906-2; AACR-60-145-6; and AACR-60-145-7).

u.S.S. ANDERSON (DD 411) (Sunk) 600 yards.
This vessel contained 100% service allowance of ammunition with 8 torpedo
warheads (TNT) and 24 depth charges (TNT)on the main deck. By examination
of photographs taken at 3 second intervals after the burst it appears that
a secondary explosion occurred in the vicinity of this vessel. However,
several careful examinations by divers show no indication of the detonation
of any explosives. All torpedoes were located and identified, while 14
of the original 24 depth charges were sighted. Much loose ammunition both
40MM and 5" are scattered on the bottom near the vessel. From available
evidence it is concluded that no secondary ammunition explosion of any
proportions occurred on this vessel. It is possible that a minor explosion
of small calibre ammunition or pyrotechnics may have occurred.

u.s.s. INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22)

700 yards.

The effects of shock and blast on this vessel was confined to munitions
located on the flight and hanger decks. All aircraft ammunition on planes
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or on the decks was rendered unserviceable due to structural damage.
No secondary explosions occurred. The 4004 stowages along the gun
sponsoons, port and starboard, were in a completely jumbled condition
due to failure of the battens. No damage occurred to the ammunition
contained in these stowages, since the 40MM was contained in protective
tanks, rather than in clip stowage.
U.S.S. HUGHES (WD410) 800 yards.
One 5"/38 AA projectile (VT fuse Mk. 53) was thrown to the deck of mount
#2 from the loading tray. The fuze was broken by the fall. No other
effects due to shock were observed.
U.S.S. LAMSON (DD 367) (Sunk) 900 yards.
Contained 50% service allowance ammunition. There was no indication of
secondary explosions on this vessel, either from photographs taken at 3
second intervals after the explosion, or from diver's examinations and
underwater photographs.
Ex. Jap NAGATO 900 yards.
One 350 lb. aerial depth bomb, AN-Mk. 54, Jod. 1, HBX loaded with shipping plugs in place, was secured on a bomb skid Vk. 1, Mod. 1, with a
3/18 wire strap, located on the upper most deck, frame 20, starboard
side. Due to blast effect the sister hook used for removing slack from
the wire strap was straightened allowing the bomb with skid to become
unsecured. The bomb was dumped from the bomb skid and blown forward
6 ft. Visual examination showed no damage had occurred to the bomb.
Wooden decks in the area were slightly icorched by heat of the "A"
bomb, however, preservative paint on the depth bomb casing showed no
Indications of abnormal temperatures. The depth bomb accessories were
not affected.
(See Photographs BACR-76-131-10; AACR-2539-2; AACR2539-3; AACR-2539-4).
OnO 500 lb. aerial bomb, general purpose, ANM6-4A-l, TNT loaded with shipping plugs in place, was secured on a
bomb skid Mk. 1, Mod. 1, with a 3/8" wire strap, located on the upper
most deck, frame 74, port side. This bomb was moved 5 inches forward
with the bomb skid because of the failure of deck planking to withstand the blast shock of the "A" bomb.

Slight damage was suffered to

the bomb's tail fin from the blast. The possible disfigurement of the
tail vane by falling pieces of superstructure was eliminated because
no marks were visible that would accompany a sudden blow. Wooden deck#
in the vicinity were slightly scorched by the "AW bomb heat but no signs
were visible that woudl indicate excessive heating to preservative paint
on the 500 lb. bomb casing. (Photographs BACR-76-131-12; AACR-2539-5).
One jet assisted take-off unit, 12ASIOOE, potassium perchlorate asphalt,
and oil loaded, without igniter was secured on a bomb skid Mk. 1, Mod.
I with a 3/8" wire strap and located on the uppermost deck, Frame 180,
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port side. The Jato Unit showed no indications of damage from heat
or blast of the "A" bomb, however, bits of debris fell upon the unit.
(See Photographs BACR-76-131-9; AACE-2539-6).
HEAT EFFECTS
Primary Effects:
The flash temperature generated on ammunition atowages caused no fires
and only one magazine thermometer located in the ready service boxes showed
Of particular interest is the fact that
any abnormally high temperatures.
although the paint on the thin (1/8") flash shields on the ready boxes had
the cuter coating of paint blistered, the inner paint surfaie was unaffected.
In the ready service boxes which sustained marked paint blistering there was
no increase in the temperature inside the box, as measured by the maximum,
minimum thermometers.
The greatest danger from the ammunition aboard the target vessels was
due to secondary fires. Below is given the details of all vessels which
showed any significant heat effect, either from the primary effect of the
"A" bomb, or from secendary fires ignited by this burst.
Yardage shown is the approximate horizontal distance from the point
directly below the burst and the vessel-

U.S.S. SKATE (SS 305) (400 yards)
Paint on the 40MM and 5" ammunition topside ready services lockers was
The temperature inside these magazines registered
scorched and blistered.
(Photographs
normal on maximum, minimum thermometers contained therein.
numbers AACR 92-1778-7, 8, and 9).

U.S.S. CRITTENDEN (APA 77) (500 yards)
The paint on the body of a 350 lb. depth bomb, loaded with HBX, (unfuzed)
This bomb was also thrown about 6 feet by the blast. No
was blistered.
(Photograph number (AACR 60-145-6).
serious damage to bomb.
U.S.S. PENSACOLA (CA 24) (600 yares.)
The direct action of the bomb flash was to blister and peel the paint
No excessive temperature
from the ready service 5"/25 boxes, amidships.
was recorded on the inside of the boxes, nor was the ammunition visibly
The effects of a seconddamaged.
(Photograph number AACR 87-2539-7).
ary fire due to inflammable Q.M. stores on the after weather deck are
shown in Photograph number AACR 92-1778-2 and 3.

U.S.S. NEVADA (BB 36)

(600 yardis)

Effects of the heat or flash of the "A" burst was confined to blisterTemperatures therein
iag the paint on topside ready service boxes.
were normal.
(Photograph number AACR 97-1535-7).
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U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE (CVL-22)

(700 yards)

The heat effects ,were confined to the burning of HEX loaded torpedo
warheads in the after torpedo stowages. This fire was secondary in
origin and came from umknown sources. The HBX burned nompletely
without detcnatinga Some low order explosions occurred due to
external heat on the torpedo air flasks.

Ex-Jap BB NAGLTO

(900 yards)

The wooden deock of this vessel was scorched around the jato unit and
the HEX loaded 350 lb. depth bomb. The paint on these munitions was
not blisterod. (Photograph numbers AACR 87-2539-4 and 6).
U.S.S. SaT: LAX1 CITY (CA-25) (1000 yards)
The paint on the 5"/25 ready service boxes was blistered. However,
no abnormal temperatures were recorded inside the boxes. (Photograph

numbers AACR 87-2539-8 and 9).

•

U.5.S. FALLO. (APA-81) (1400 yards)
The paint on the after 511/38 powder ready service box was blistered*
The doors were knocked open by the blast and some of the ends of the
powder tanks dished but the cartridges were undamaged. The temperature
in this box rose to 1240 F. (Photograph numbers AACR 876-2450-1 and 2).
U.6.S. *2 Y= (BB-34) (1900 yards)
A secondary firs in Armu Quartermaster materials amidships caused th6
3"/50 ready sorvice boxes to be overheated* Temperatures of over
1500 F. were recorded and the ammunition was scorched.
numbers AACR 87-2540-3 and 4).

(Photograph

MATERIAL Fg SPECIAL STUDY. TEST "A".
Ammunition from those vessels which sustained the greatest irradiation,
shockp or other effects due to Test "A", was selected for special study.
Below are given the details of these explosive components which were selected
for return to the United States for special study by various ageu.ies.
(a) Projectile Fuzes.
Fuses were selected and removed from the specially blind loaded and
fused projectiles, which had been exposed in topside locations, either
in ready service positions, or in the trays of enclosed gun mountso
These fuzes were selected an having received the severest irradiation
and shock of any of those exposed during test "A"W These fuses were
shipped for further study to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Washington,
D, C.
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PROJECTILE FUZES REUNED TO UNIT1)

STATIS (TEST "A")

Fuze
No.

Vesseel

Teel Loc

1

21

1

1

48

1

"

"

"

1

48

1

"

"

"

1

21

1

"

1

21

1

"

"

5

28

Mode.

"

"

1

29

3

"

"

"

1

29

3

"

"

"

5

29

3

"

"

"

1

48

1

1

21

1

1

48

1

1

21

1

2
2
3

29
50
50

3
2
2

3

53

5

2
1
1
2
1
2

29
29
21
28
48
29

3
3
1
1
1
3

USS ARKANSAS (BB 33)

n

Turret #4, Shell Deck,
From 12" A.P.
Turret #2, Shell Deck,

From 12" H.C.
Turret
From
Turret
From

#4, Gun Chamber
12" H.C.
#4, Gun Chamber
12" A.P.
Turret #2, Gun Chamber
From 12" A.P.
Ready Service Casemates

W

"

5"/51 H.C.

Turret #4, Gun Chamber
12" H.C.
Tu-r.t #2, Gun Chamber

12" H.C.
Ready Service Casemates
5" H.C.
T-hy of Turret #2
8" H.C'
Tray of' Turret#
8" A.P.
Tray of Tui:." #4
8" •.•
Tray of 'uarret #4
8" A.P.
#2 Shell Deek (Boxed)
2 Shell Deck (Boxed)
Ready Service Amidship

USS PENSACOLA (CA 24)
"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"

5"/25
Ready Service Amidship

5"/25

"
"

"
"

"
"

USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
"
"

*

"
"

"
"

"
"
"

'

"
"

Turret
Turret
Turret
Turret
Turret
Turret

#2
#4
#4
#4
#2
#4

Tray,
Tray,
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

8" H.Co
8" H.C.
Deck, 8"
Deck, 8"
Deck, 8"
Deck, 8"

A.P.
H.C.
H.C.

H.C.
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PRO0JECTILE ZUZB§-RETURN=

T0 UNITED STATES-(TEST "A") (c2td

Fuze

Lo.

M

!

Tet Lo

Vessel

Qn

2

29

3

4

29

3

USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA 25) Turret #2 Gun Chamber
8" 11H.C.
"
"
"
"
"
Ready Service Main Deck

1

21

1

USS PENNSYLVANIA (BB 38)

1

48

1

1

29

3

1

21

1

5"/25 H.C.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

1

"

"

"

"

48

1

"

"

"

1

29

3

"

"

3
3
3
3
3
3
1

50
53
28
50
53
28
21

2
6

1

48

1

I

29

3

"

"

N

"

1

21

1

N

"

"

"

1

48

1

"

"

N

"

1

29

3

"

"

3
3
3
3
3
3

50
53
28
50
53
28

2
6

N

N

"

N

"
"
"

"
"
"

N

"

"

"

N

"

"

N

"

N

"
"

"

"

"

"

N

"

*

"
"

"

"

10
2
6

1
1

10
2
6
10

"

"
"

"

"

"
"

USS NEVADA (BB 36)
"

N

"
"

Turret #2 Gun Chamber
14" A.Pe
Turret #2 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Turret #2 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Turret #4 Gun Chamber
14" A.P.
Turret #4 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
T"
Turret #4 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Inside Mount #1, 5"/38
Inside Mount #ib 5"/38
Inside Mount Ia, 5"/38
Inside Mount #8, 5"/38
inside Mount #8, 5"/38
Inside Mount #8 5"/3CO
Turret h2 Gun Chamber
14" A.P.
Turret #2 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Turret #2 Gxu Chamber
14" H.C.
Turret #3 Gun Chamber
14" A.P.
Turret #3 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Turret #3 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Inside Mount #1 5"/38
Inside Mount #1 5"/38
Inside Mount #1 5"/38
Inside Mount #8 5"/38
Inside Mount #8 5"/38
Inside Mount #8 5"/38
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TEST "A" (Cont'd)

FRO=ET!LEFUZES RETURNED TO UNITED STATES (TEST-,AN)

CCont'd)

Fuze
i

Mrk

Mod.

1

21

1

1

29

3

1

48

1

1

21

1

,

,

,

1

29

3

"

"

"

Weasel

Test Location

USS NEW YORK (BB 34)
#"
"

"

N

"

"

"

"

"

Turret #2 Gun
14" AePo
Turret #2 Gun
14" H.C.
Turret #2 Gun
14" H.C.
Turret #J4Gun
14" AP.,
Turret #4 Gun

"

Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber

14" fi.C.
1

48

1

"

"

"

2

29

3

"

"

"

2

28

10

"

"

"

4
4
4
2
2
2

50
53i
28
56
53
28.

2
6
10
2
6
10

"

Turret #4 Gun Chamber
14" H.C.
Ready Service Casemate

"
N

5"/51 H.C.
"

Ready Service Casemate

5'"/51 H.C.
USS SARATOGA (CV 3)
•
"
"

"

"

USS RALPM TALBOT (DD390)
"

"

"

" "
" "

Inside Mount #5, 5"/38
Inside Mount *5, 5"/38
Inside Mount #5, 5"/38
Ready Service Mount #4
Ready Service Mount #4
Ready Service Mount ;%4

Fuzes were taken from each of the following vessels, RHIND, (DD 404),
MUSTIN (DD 413), MUGFORD (DD 389), CONYNGHAd (DD 371), MAYRANT (DD 402),
as follows:
2
2
2

50
53
28

2
6
10

inside 5"/38 Mount #2
Inside 5"/38 Mount #2
Inside 5"/38 Mount #2

(b) Bomb and Rocket Fuzes.
Fazes were selected and removed from the plaster loaded bombs and
rocket bodies, which were exposed during Test "A" on the open decks
of certain vessels, or which were suspended from the racks of certain planes carried on the target vessels.
The following list
gives the details of the location and exposure of the selected fuzes.
These fuzes are to be shipped for fArther study with the projectile
fuzes to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Washington, D.C.
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BOOB AND ROCKET FUZES RETURNED TO UNITED STATES (TEST "A") (Cont'd)
No.

Fuze iark

2

ANMl03A1

2

ANM1OIA2

6

Mark 146

1
1

AMN1O3AI

Vessel

Test Location

USS SARATOGA (CV 3)

"

"

" "

"

" "

USS PENNSYLVANIA (BB 38)

Suspended on
Deck, Frame
Suspended on
Deck, Fiame
Suspended on
Deck, Frame
Suspended on

Plane,
90.
Plane,
90.
Plane,
50.
Plane

Flight
Flight
Flight
(Catapult)

Suspended on Plane (Catapult)
S ipended on Plane, Frame 135,

"

1

ANMIOOA2
ANMO3Ai

1

ANd1OOA2

"

1

ANM10A2

USS NEVADA (BB 36)

1

ANMI3JAl

1

Ml1

1

ANMIO3AI

USS NEW YORK (BB 34)
"5 "
"
" "
USS CATRON (AkA 71)

1

ANMIOIA2

"

"

"

"

On Main Deck Mounted in 5C0#

1

ANW219-3

"

"

"

"

On Main Deck Mounted in 350#

1

ANMK230-6

"

"

"

I
I

Mark 173
Mark 149

"
"

'

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

Main Deck
Suspended on
Main Deck
Suspended on
Main Deck
Suspended on
Suspended on
On Main Deck
G.P. Bomb.

Plane, Frame 135,
Plane, Frame 130,
Plane (Catapult)
Plane (Catapult
Mounted in 500#

G.P. Bomb.
Depth Bomb.
On Main Deck Mounted in 350#

Depth Bomb.
"
"

5"/38 Ready Service Aft.
5"138 Ready .Service Aft.

"
"

"

USS FILLMORE (APA 83)
2
1

1
1
1

ANMIO3AI
M116
ANMd230-6
Mark 173
Mark 149

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Same as for USS CATRON
(APA 71)
From Bomb on Main Deck
From Bomb on Main Deck
From Boiab on Main Deck

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

5"/38 Projectile Stowage Aft.
5"/38 Projectile Stowage Aft.

USS BRACKEN (APA 64)

USS BLADEN (APA 63)

Same as for USS BRACKEN
(APA 64)
NOTE: The damage sustained by the fuzes on the planes was due to being
struck by adjacent objects as the planes were damaged.
No other
effects on any fuzes were noted.
(c) Smokeless powders.
In order to provide means of obtaining rapidly, a relative measure

•EC IE T
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of safety for smokeless powders, the Ordnance Material Group conducted German accelerated surveillance tests (134.50C) aboard the
U.S.S. AJAX.
By this test, coupled with visual egamination, violet
paper tests and standard surveillance tests (65.5 C) it was possible
to quickly ascertain the safety of smokeless powders exposed to the
action of the "A" Test. In the table below is given the results of
the German tests at 134.5 0 C. The powders listed herein were secured
in sufficient quantity so that at least one pound of each sample
was shipped to the Naval Powder Factory, Indianhead, Maryland, for
study of the effects of irradiation. These samples represent a
series of powders taken from the most exposed locations. The SPCG
powders are those supplied especially for this test by the Bureau
of Ordnance.
Other powders are those issued to the ships as part
of their service allowance.

Index No.

Minutes to Change
Violet Faver at 124,501

Location

=p

SPDN 3378

USS ARKANSAS (BB33)

SPOG 8823
SPD 7856
SPDN 7715
SPDN 4941

USS
USS
USS
USS

ARKANSAS (BB33)
ARKANSAS (BB33)
NEVADA (BB36)
NEVADA (BB36)

SPCG 8778
SPCG 8823
SPD 3908
SFDB 9950

USS
USS
USS
!'S

NEVADA (BB36)
14"/45 In Turret #4
PENSACOLA (CA24) 8"/55 In Turret #4
PENSACOLA (CA24) 8"/55 In Turret #2
PENSACOLA (CA24) 5"/38 Ready Service

SPDB
SPFG
SPDN
SPDN

7079
8774
3444
3198

USS
USS
USS
USS

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

SPDN 5995
SPDN 5405
SPDN 6626
SPDN 2876
SPDN 6542
UG220.
TEI.45
SPDN 6378

USS
USS
USS
USS
USS
USS

NEW YORK (BB34)
SKATE (SS305)
SKATE (SS305)
SKATE (SS305)
IdHIND (DD404)
MHIND (DD404)

3"/50 Ready Service
Main Deck
12"/50 Turret #4
12"/50 In Turret #2
40MM Clipping Room
5"/38 Handling Room

7075 Minutes
35-35
70-70
45-50
45-45

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

#8
30-35 Minutes
30-35 Minutes
70-70 Minutes
95-100 Minutes

Main Deck
YORK
YORK
YORK
YORK

(BB34)
(BB34)
(BB34)
(BB34)

USS BUTTE (APA68)

Enclosure (D)

14"/45 Turret #2
14"/45 Turret #4
3"/50 Ready Service
(Amidships, All over
heated by fire)
5"/51 Ready Service
5"/51 Ready Service
40MM Ready Service
5"/38 Mount #1
401M Clipping Room
4CMM Clipping Room
(over heated)

55-60
30-35
75-75
85-85

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

70-70 Minutes
55-55 Minutes
50-50 Minutes
45-45 Minutes
45-45 Minutes
50-50 Minutes

to Director Ship Material Serial 001500.
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Inde

0
Minutes to Change
Violet Paoer at 134J C.

Lcati

Ng

SPD 2643
APDN •723
SPDN 4777

USS BRULF (APA 66)
USS BDiL 2 (APA 66)
USS CETTTE&MEN
(A1.1
1. 77)
USS C1 CTENDEN
(APA 77)
USS FALLON (APASl)

5"/38 Magazine
40M hLagazine
5"/38 Ready Service

75-80 Minutes
50-50 Minutes
50-50 Minutes

50-50 Minutes
40MM Open Deck, in
splinter shields.
65-65 Minutes
5"/3ý8 Ready Service
SPL,1 4255
Aft.
NOTE: Visual examination of all the above powders gave no indication -f
change.

SPDN 7305

(d) Proto type Weapons.
STV ("Bumble Bee") Missile.
One STV missile was exposed Upright on the deck of the SALT LAKE
CITY. The missile suffered no damage.
One crated missile was exposed in the hold of the BRULE (APA 66),
with hatches open. No damage occurred to the missile or its container.
These missiles have been returned to the Applied Physics Laboratory,
John Hopkin's University, Silver Springs, Maryland.
G. RESULTS OF TEST RD"
A careful examinatioia of all target vessels, which remained afloat after
Test "B", revealed that no ammunition and explosives ordnance of any kind
detonated or burned. An examination of aerial and ground photographs made at
from 1 to 3 second intervals after the explosion of the Atomic Bomb indicates
that no ammunition was detonated or set on fire by this bomb.
The inspections made of ammunition on target vessele included all that on
board, both special items and service allowances.
EMECT

9Z'BLAST

There was no evidence of blast effects on ammunition or on top-side
ready service boxes or rooms*
HEAT EFF7CTS
There was no evidence of heat effects from the "B" Test on any ammunition
or explosives.
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WAT EFFECTS (Cont'd)
The ready service and topside ammunition stowage temperature ranged
from 950 to 1100 F. Magasines temperatures ranged from 850 to 1000 F.
These temperatures are within the ranges observed in the Bikini locality
and in these stowages under normal coiditions.
SHOCK EFFECTS
In ma•n vessels within 1000 yards of the center of the burst the effects
of underwater shock, transmitted by the hull of the vessel caused ammunition
to be thrown to the deck and amminition containers to be knocked from supporting racks. The ammunition withstood the effects of this shock and no
change which rendered it unfit for service use was noted, with the exception
of a few 5"/39 cartridges in the magazines of the U.S.S. FALLON (APA 81)
which are described below.
The most serious defect observed was that of ammunition stowage arrangements. In all vessels that received major shock much of the ammunition was
thrown clear of the stowage racks. The battens, stanchions and their supporting fittings were notably weak and inadequate for the amount of shock
received.
There follows a more detailed description of the shock effects on
ammunition and its stowages on all vessels which were significantly effected.
The vessels are arranged in order of distance from point of detonation of
the "B" burst with yardage shown as the approximate horizontal distance from
the c ,ter of the target array to the vessel,
U.S.S. FALLON (APA 81) (500 yards)
The 5"/38 powder tanks were moved and scattered through the magazines.
No semblance of orderly stowage remained. Sufficient force was applied
to eject several of the cartridges from the powder tanks while many
tanks were badly bent and dented. Both the battens and the stanchions
were bent and broken by the motion of 'he ammunition.
The 5"/38 projectile magazines were in complete disorder due to an
upward movement of the projectiles, which caused the failure of the
battens and stanchions. Many of the rotating bands of the projectiles
were scarred and dented, but these projectiles appeared to be in a serviceable condition.
The after 5"/38 ready service powder boxes were broken and powder
tanks were thrown to the deck; doors were broken off but powder tanks
were undamaged.

S

C
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RESULTS OF TEST "B" (Cont1d)
SHOCK EFFECTS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. FALLON (APA 81) (Cont'd) (500 yards)
The 20MM ready service boxes were forced open by an upward motion
of such violence that 20MM drums and boxes were thrown clear of the
boxes and scattered on deck. The 20MM ammunition was not damaged,
The 40MM ready service rooms were in a badly jumbled condition
since the batten, had jumped clear of the pins, and allowed the 40MM
cans to fall to the deck. None of the 40MM ammun1 . m appeared to
be damaged. (Photographs BACR-67-4166-7, 9, and 11).
U.S.S. HUGHES (M 410) (?00 yards)
The forward and after 5"/38 powder magazines, were piled with
irregular heaps of powder tankvI because the stanchions had given way
either at the top or bcttom, and allowed the powder tanks to fall
from the racks. The stanchions (vertical battens) were undamaged.
When the battens (horizontal) were in place they r-eted in an ("L")
shaped fitting on the bulkhead. These battens were jarred from the
fittings by a v rtical movement of the vessel. 1he powder tanks
were but slight*y dented.
The 5"/38 projecti'le magazine stowages were some what disarrdnged
due to the failiura of the alut..inum battens. Projectiles were thrown
clear of the "ac is but were undamaged except for a few dents or. `,he
rotating bance., (Photographs ABCR-76-1931-6 and 7).
In the upper handling rooms of mounts 1, 2, 3, and 4 both powder
tanks and projectiles were strewn about the deck. The sliding rings
which held the projectiles were jarred clear of the nose of the projectile allowing it to fall to the deck. The powder tanks 2ell because the upward motion of the ship threw the battens out of the retaining slots. The ammunition remained in a serviceablt condition.
(Photographs ABCR-76-1931-1, 2, 3, and 4).
U.S.S. PENSACOLA (CA 24) (700 yards)
The after 8" powdar and 5"/38 magazines were '"ound to have charges
thrown to the deck. This was due to the verticl; charmel or angle iron
battens being thrown clear of their retaining slots, The )t.,tens were
undamaged. The ammunition tanks were slightly dented but the cartridges
were not serviceable.
(Photographs ABCR-80-1676-2, ', and 4).
The forward 8" powder magazines were generally in normal aaTay but
2 charges were on the deck. Battens were in place "ut the powder tanks
had been ihrown against the overhead and in falling back the lip of the
adjacent tank tore open the falling powder tank.. This allowed a heavy
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§HOCK EFFECTS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. PENSACOLA (CA ;
(Cont'd)
(700 yards)
concentration of ethc.-alcohol vapor to permeate the magazine, and
because of the lack of vertilation this vapor presented a serious
fire and health hazard.
With proper ventilation rc itored these
powder charges could have been retanked and used as serviceable
charges.
The ready service and 4MoM clipping rooms showed evidence of the

ammunition striking the overhead, while the battens also jumped clear
of their cleats. The boxes were dented but the ammunition appeared
to be in a serviceable condition. On the shell decks of all 8" mounts
the stowed projectiles had been thrown to the side and many fell to
the deck. No visible damage to the projectiles resulted.
(FPotographs
ABCR-76-1676-1; ABCR-78-1678-1, and 2).
U.S.S. MAYRANT (DD 402) (700 yards)
An upward motion of this vessel caused the 5"/38 projectiles in
the ready service racks of mounts #1 and 2 to jump clear of ring sup.
ports and fall to the deck. This same condition occurred in the lower
handling room of mount #2. The projectiles were undamaged.
In the forward projectile magazines some projectiles were thrown
clear of the battens. Batten and stanchions held the balk of the projectiles but were bent so as to require replacement.
In the powder
magazine the battens were slightly bent, and damage was slight. No
effect on ammunition was observed.

The ready service 20 and 4(CMM

stowage remained normld.
U.S.S. GASCONADE (GJA 85) (700 yards)
From inspection of 5"/38 after projectile and powder magazines it
was apparent that the vessel had undergone violent mover'n+ anI projectiles and powder were thrown out of their respect1vc E! :,".
.
Vertical stanchions were loosened (mostly near th- deck thLus frt.x-ing
the horizontal battens and allowing the projectiles and powder to fall
to the deck. The 5"/38 ammunition was not damaged.
In the 40MId forward stowages the cans had been thrown as far as 4 feet from the racks.
This was due to the horizontal battens being thrown off their retaining
cleats. The ammunition was undamaged. (Photographs ABCR-IOO-4207-5;
ABCR-100-4210-11, and 12)
U.S.S. LST 133 (.00 yards)
The effect of "B" Test on the ammunition aboard this vessel resulted
largely from the effect of a descending oolumn of water.
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SHOCK EFFCTS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. LST 113 (Cont'd) (700 ym7lds)
Ready service boxes (20MM) were torn from the deck and the tops
ripped off. The 20M drums were scattered about the deck, and in
some cases a few rounds were ejected from the drums. No further
damage to the ammunition was noted.

normal condition.

Below deck magazines were in

(Photographs ABCR-82-4218-4, 5, 6, and 7).

U.S.S. NEVADA (BB 36)

(1000 yards)

U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA (BB 38) (1400 yards)
The battens in the 14" powder magazines jumped clear of their
retaining slots 9nd allowed a few tanks of powder to slide to the
deck, The powder tanks, battens, and stanchions were undamaged.
The 40 and 20MM stowages were disarranged due to battens Jumping clear of retaining slots, however, the ammunition was undamaged.
(Photographs ABCR-76-1934-4, and 5).

U.S.S. BRISCOE (APA 65) (1100 yards)
The ready service stowages of 40MM ammunition on this vessel indicates clearly the weakness of the batten construction. It appears
that these battens moved upward and clear of the retaining cleats, and
this allowed the 40/M boxes to fall clear of the supporting racks.
The 20HM clipping room (B-0309-M) was littered with the drums that
were thrown clear of the brackets that hold them to the bulkhead.
No

ammunition was damaged. The 5"/38 after ready servicm boxes were undamaged, and below deck magazines showed little or no change.
(Photographs ABCR-97-4046-3, and 4).
XATERIALS FOR SP.IAL STURDY., TEST "B"
The following lists
of materials were shipped to various agencies in
the United States for special examination.
These items are those requested

by the Bureau of Ordnance for special study.
Certain items which were to be returned to the United States have not
been shipped since those items were radiologically active and considered
unsafe for handling and shipment.
Insofar as .practical the samples of all materials returned were removed from places most exposed to radiological activity.
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MAT=ALS EMk SMEIAL STU.DY. MET "B" LOont'd)
Place of Exposure
Dunn Test.. "

iuu
Lt.
I
1
3
3
3
2

ANMlOOA2 Bomb Fuse
ANMIO3AI Bomb Fuze
Uk. 50 Mech. Time Fuze
Mk. 28-10 Base Fuze
Mk.149, Rocket Nose FuNs
Mk. 73, Rocket VT 'FuNe
Mk.149, Rocket Nose Fuse
Uk. 73, Rocket VT Fuse
Uk.&149, Rocket Nose Fuse

3
2
1

NEW YORK (BB 34)
NEW YORK (BB 34)
MUSTIN (DD 413)
MUSTIN (DD 413)
BUTTE (APA 68)
BUTTE (APA 68)
BARROW (APA 61)
BARROW (APA 61)
BRISCOE (APA 65)

Plane on Deck
Plane on Dock
Mount #4.
Mount #4.
Magazine C-305-M
Magazine C-305-M
Magazine C-305-M
Magazine C-305-M
Magazine C-305-M

NOTE: These fuzes gave no outward appearance of damage. The above
fuzes have been shipped to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Washington, D.C., for complete examination and testing.
PIROTECHNICS
The following pyrotechnics are being shipped to the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, Washington, D.C., for further study. These pyrotechnics show
no outward signs of deterioration.
Vesse

Pyrotechnic Data

U3S INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22)

US5 SALT LAKE CITY (CA 25)
USS TUNA (SS 203)

2

-

Float Lights, Mk. 4-2

6

-

Signals, Hand, Red.

10
20

-

25
1

Very Cartridges, Mk. 2 (Green)
Very Cartridges, Mk. 2 (White)

-

1
1
I

USS SEARAVFN (SS 196)

Cable Cutting Cartridges.
Abandon Ship Kit.

-

Abandon Ship Kit.
False Target Shell, Mk. 1.
Ship EMergency Identification Signal,
Uk. 3.
False Target Shell, Mk. 1.
Signal Rocket, Mk. 1.
False Target Shell, Mk. 1.
Ship Emergency Identification Signal,
Mk. 2.
Signal, Submarine Float, U2-0.
Signal Rocket, Uk. 1.

-

1 1 1 I -

USS PARCHE (SS 384)

1 2 10 - Cartridge, Very Signal.
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SEGBET
MATERIALS FOR SPECIAL STUDY. TEST "BI

(Cont'd)

3MUO•LESS POWDER
The following samples of smokeless powder were selected from topside
locations nearest areas of marked radioactivity. These samples show no
visible evidence of deterioration or change. Violet paper samples exposed
in powder sample bottles in these stowages were not visibly effected.
The samples of smokeless powder were shipped in 2 pound lots to the
Naval Powder Factory, Indianhead, Maryland, for further study.
Powder
Indq
SLDN 6329
SPDN
SPDN
SPDN
SPD
SPDN
SPOG
SPD
SPDN

4001
2016
7914
2618
8136
8823
3903
2871

Ve

Datalon Sampl
40/50 from below deck
Magasine
5"/51 Forward Mag.
20MM on Bridge
20MM R/S Conn. Tower
5"/25 R/S Conn. Tower
20MM Main Deck R/S
8:/55 Loading Tray #4
8 /55 Loading Tray #2
5"/38 Loading Tray

l

Minutes to Change
Violet Paper at
120°C-at 13&.5 0 C
42-55

USS SEARAVEN (SS196)
USS
USS
USS
USS
USS
USS
USS
USS

TUNA (SS203)
TUNA (8S203)
PARCHE (SS384)
PARCIE (SS384)
PENSACOLA (CA24)
PENSACOLA (CA24)
PENSACOLA (CA24)
NEVADA (BB36)

110

40-55
40-55
40-50
95-100
45-50
35-35
85-90
70-75

Mount #1

SPO0 8823
SPOG 8823
*SPOG 8823

5"/38 Loading Tray
Mount #8
50/38 Loading Tray
mount #1
5"/38 Loading fray
Crtg. No. 20MM Bridge

R/s
SPDN 3444
SPDB 7079
SPOG 6774
SoD

6358

3"/50 R/S Boat Deck
14"/50 Tumret #2
Loading Tray
14"/50 Turret #2
Loading Tray
8"/55 Turret #2

SPCG 8823

86/55 Turret #4

SPDN
SPCG
SPDN
SPDN

5V/38 Mount #2
5"/38 Mount #3
40MM /S/
2Omm R/S Port Fr. 65

8040
8823
6378
5114

110

35-35

USS PENNSYLVANIA
(BB38)
USS PENNSYLVANIA

110

35-35

110

35-35

(BB3S)

Mount A
ZC329WC"

USS NEVADA (BB36)

USS PENNSYLVANIA

45-45

USS NEW YORK (BB34)
USS NEW YORK (BB34)

75-73
65-70

(BB3-)

USS NEW YORK (BB34)
USS SALT LAKE CITY
(CA25)
USS SALT LAKE CITY
(CA25)
USS MUSTIN (DD413)
US$ MEUSTIN (DD413)
US8 BUITE (APA68)
USS BUTTE (APA68)

110-115

40-40
75-90

110

40-40

110

75-73
40-40
50-50
45-45
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SECRET
MATERIALS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

TEST "B" (Cont'd)

SQKEEMSS PWDER (Cont'ra

SFDN Normal Ranges - 401
SPCG Normal Ranges - 1OO
GENERAL CONCLUSIO)IS
As the result of Test "A" it is concluded that the heat and shock from
an air burst of thini type bomb in not sufficient to detonate naval ammunition
in normal qtowages or when directly exposed on the weather decks of vesseis.
The ammunilon and explosives which were exposed directly to the blast of '.he
The heat
bomb, had, in a few oases, the paint blistered on the containers.
duration and rate of transfer were insufficient to cause explosions in TNT,
or HBX loaded munitions when these items were exposed unshielded to the
direct blast of the bomb. Vessels which showed no evidence of ammunition
explosions subsequently sank as the results of the "A" Tejst.
It appears that the nature and duration of the detonation in the Atomic
bomb air burst is such that it does not induce explosions either from heat
(TNT, HJBX, Expl. D, PETN).
or shock in the usual high explosives.
As the result of Test "B" it is concluded that, the shock wave transmitted th'ough the water and into the vessel doen not i'nduce explosions in
naval ammunition. This shock is the only phenomena of Test "B" which significantly effected ammunition and then only caused failure of the stowage
facilities, battens, stanchions, etc., with attendant damage to ammunition
Vessels which sank as the result of the effects of
tanks and projectiles.
Test "B" showed no evidence of ammunition or high explosive detonations.
danAs the result of these tests it is concluded that there is little
ger from induced explosions in ammunition, or high explosives, as the direct
result of an attack with an atomic bomb of the size used in these tests.
Stowage facilities should be strengthened to withstand preater shock,
in order to over-come the effects of a nearby underwater atomic bomb barst;
as there is always the possibility of an explosion due to rough treatment
attendant upon the collapse of stowage arrangements.
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?L ANN I.NG
Early activity in Washington included preparation and dissemination
of' preliminary instructions to the Naval Shipyards and the ships themselves
ft,,, their preparation as target ships. These instructions were later developed into formis on which data could be presented uniformly for use in cr~mparative evaluation. These forms were designed to cover general conditions
visualily on one sheet and specific observations for each mount or turret
on separate sheets. The, preliminary instructions and forms together with
more detailed suggestions for their completion and return during various
phases of the test were assembled into the "Red Book". which bore the
same file number as Annex "A" of the Operation Plan,.
Before leaving Washington a reference library of Ordnance publications
was assembled. Personnel at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the Naval Gun
Factory and the General Ordnance School assisted the Guns and Mounts Unit
in selecting Ordnance Pamphlets and Ordnance Data sheets. In addition,
tools and instruments were assembled in Washington for use in the Tests.
The instruments included many special devices, such as bore gages, hydrauliq
pressure gages and bore searchers, not normally available outside a Navy
Yard or the Naval Gun Factory. The reference library,. tools and instruments
proved of great value at the skowe of the tests.
The "Red Book" contained all the report forms for the Bureau of Ordnance Group including those on Turrets, Guns, Mounts, Catapults and Depth
Charge Projectors (the last two are divided cognizance) together with instructions for the preparation of the forms by target ships' personnel.
Annex "A" of the Operation Plan specified the mounts to be in operation during the test.
To assist in the general preparation of the target ships., the Mobile
Turret Unit went to Pearl Harbor several weeks in advance of the remainder
of the organization. While in Pearl Harbor, the Mobile Turret Unit rendered
assistance to the Instrumentation Unit in location of physical measu~rinig
instruments,
In some cases, it was necessary to make a special check-of the condition
of turrets and mounts before the test so that a true comparison could be
made with conditions after the test. For example, the lack of operable
power drives in turret (4) of the U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA was reported and
needed no check, however, the condition of the Main Battery of the U.S.S.
NEW YORK, which had not been fired 'since regunning,, required detailed examination with especial emphasis on gun alignment.
In at least one case Navy Yard decommissioning work, prior to the
assignment of a vessel to Joint Task For~ce ONF, had deprived a mount of
power; in another case the cables carrying the director signal Ahich provided automatic operation of the mount had been severed. Several mounts
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PFIMNING (Cont'd)

operated erratically in automatic and in local control. It was necessary
to determine these and siemiar facts in advance of the test.
Five inch mounts on the U.S.S. SARATOGA, U.S.S. MUGFORD, U.S.S. WILSON,

U.S.S. RHIND, and U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT, and 40MM mounts on the U.S.S. PENSACOLA,
U.S.S. MUGFORD, U.S.S. WILSON, U.S.S. RHIHD, U.S.S. BRACKEN, U.S.S. CORTLAND,
U.S.S. CRITTEX
0,and U.S.S. DAWSON, were planned to be energized and in

operation during Test. "A". This prooedure was carried out and provided a
realistic comparison bet.een the vulnerability of the mounts in both conditions, operating and etaUic. The physical distribution of guns and mounts
material was designed to cover the range of poesible damage from the maximun to the minimum. Special hydraulic oil was placed in the speed gear
assemblie3 of crctUln representative non-operating mounts, This hydraulic
fluid was furnished by the Bureau of O"dnance and was exposed in order to
test for special qualities of non-inflammability. • On the U.S.S. SARATOGA's
after five-inch twin mount were mounted two three-ton cameras. During
Test "A" the mount was operated in automatic with a Msark 37 director and
was held on the true bearing of the NEVADA in order to Orient the cameras
towards the intended point of i1ssion. Temperature paint on small metal
plates was furnished by the Instrumentation Group and the plates were distributed on turrets and mounts throughout the array.
In order to obtain representative test samples of turrets and mountm,
variations in their conditions were prescribed, Some mounts and turrets
were in condition "Yoke" and some in "Zebra".
In certain cases the gun breeches were open and in other cases closed.
In some guns primers were inserted in the firing-lock or in short unloaded
cases. Tha angle of train and elevation was varied to obtain comparative
structural reactions. In specific installations for tect "A", the angles
of train were determined in cooperation with the Instrumentation Group to
expose teot panels secured on the mount shields. In one main battery gun
on each of the battleships ARKANSAS and PENNSYLVANIA a Gamma Ray Camera
was mounted. These cameras were lowered seven inches into the gun wmzzles
and secured with lines and wooden wedges. This instrumentation required
special angles of train and elevation in the direction of the anticipated
center of the explosion. Ammunition was placed in certain momnts ýnd
Turrets simulating battle conditions. Other mounts and turrets were
clear of ammunition 'to simulate normal operation.
S-E-C-R-E-.T
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SHI

INSPECTION

The Guns and Mounts Unit was responsible for turrets, gun mounts,
and machine guns, for providing advice and assistance to the Target Ship,
Repair Ship, and Naval Shipyard personnel, and for accuately determining
conditions of equipment before and after the tests in order to permit an
evaluation of any change in military effectiveness and the desirability
In work on
of change in design, manufacture or maintenance practices.
Bureau
of Ship orof
the
the
cooperation
mounts
turrets and eight-inch
The responfeatures.
structural
ganization was colicited in regard to
ibilities of the unit included preparation of detailed instructions for
the positioning of the turrets and mounts and the conditions under which
they were to meet the tests. This was worked out in close accord with
the Explosives Unit in connection with simulated service conditions, the
presence and location of ammunition, and with the Fire Control Unit regarding mounts in operation.
The inspections of the guns, mounts and turrets were performed by
personnel of the Guns and Mounts Unit assisted by the ship's force. -The
equipment was tested in accordance with the Bureau of Ordnance Manual
specified for each particular piece of
utilizing the "check off" list
of
the target ships were first visited at
equipment. The major portion
west coast naval shipyards and Pearl Harbor by members of the Inspection
The ships Gunnery Officer was contacted upon boarding and a thorough
team,
inspection of the Ordnance Equipment was made.
The visual and manual observations were then compared with the informIf corrections
ation gathered and recorded by the Ship's Gunnery Personnel.
to thi• recording forms were necessary they were so discussed and made.
Upon arriving at Bikini, every vessel in the target array was visited by
the entire unit of the inspection team. The officers and men of the team
familiariLed themselves with the plan of the ship, the means of access to
the equipment and, most important of all, the equipment 1tself. Members
of the ship's Gunnery Department accompanied the officers and men in this
tour of inspection pointing out known defects and peculiaritles of the
various Ordnance Units for which the Guns and Mounts Unit was responsible.
Note-books were used to record this information and at the end of each
The data forms were
days inspection they were filed for future reference.
again reviewed to ascertain whether or not all necessary and pertainent
When the inspection party was satisfied,
information had been recorded.
the Ship's Gunnery Officer was instructed to complete the finished forms.
When permission was secured to reboard the target ships after Test
"A" the inspection team conducted first a visual inspection of the equip.
ment to ascertai, damage and when the visual inspection proved to the
satisfaction of the inspector that the equipment was not damaged all units
that could be operated by hand were so operated. Finally if power was
available and the units had power drives, the equipment was operated in
the various applicable methods of power operation. Upon completion of
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S-E-C-R-E-T
SHIP INSPECTION (Cont'd)
the inspections the ship's Gunnery Officer was instructed to complete the
data forms, recording all information regarding the equipment.
This was
done for all units whether or not they had sustained damage.
This inspection plan was followed until all vessels in the target array had been
visited. A more through inspection of the vessels was made after Test "A"
than test "B" because in the majority of ships power was available and the
inspectors were not limited in time by the presence of radioactivity material. The same inspection plan was followed after the underwater detonation of Test "B", but the time allowed for inspections aboard the target
ships was designated by the monitors of the Radiological Safety Section.
This time permitted to inspectors aboard the target ships waied from 3/4
of an hour to 6 hours. These figures quoted were for open deck areas and
not necessarily meant for below deck spaces, which in some instances
ranged as high as 24 hours depending upon the amount of radioactive
cascade that had seeped below decks. Power was furnished on several of
the target ships, such as the NEW YORK, NEVADA, and PENNSYLVANIA, by
sea going tugs but in the majority of cares the post-"B" inspections were
limited to visual and hand operation, because of the limited time aboard
and the lack of power.

S-E-CI-E-T
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TEST "AN

Larice Caliber Guns
No.

Tve. of? Turret

m

of Turrets

xias

12"/50 Two Gnz
14"/45 Tripple Gun
14"/45 Two Gun
14"/45 Tripple Gun
14"/45 Two Gun
43.5 CM Two Gun

6
2
2
4
5
4

ARKANSAS
NEVADA
NEVADA
PENNSMhVANIA
NEW YORK
NAGATO

BB
BB
3B
BB
BB
BB

400
600
600
1800
1900
900

8"/5.5 Tripple Mount
8"/55 Two Gun Mount
8"//55 Tripple Mount
8"/55 Two Giu Movnt
20.3 CM Two Gun Tirrets

2
2
2
2
4

PINSACOLA.
PENSACOLA
SALT LAU CITY
SALT LAU CITY
PRINZ EUGIN

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

600
600
1000
1000
1000

Intermedifite Calibor Guns

5" /51
5"/38
5" /S38
E"/25
5"f/38
5"/38
"5o1/38
5 1f/
38
5"1/38
5"/38
5"/•38
5"/38

Single - Air Castle
Single- Open
Twin- Closed
Single - Open
Single- Closed
Single- Open
Single- Open
Single- Closed
Single - Closed
Single - Open
Single - Closed
Single - Open

5"/

Single - Open

6
1
4
4
3
1
1
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2

ARKANSAS
CRITTENDEN
NEVADA
PENSACOLA
HUG1ES
HUGHES
DAWSON
RJfIND
RALPH TAJ,3OT
RALPH TALBOT
STACK
STACK

BB
APA
BB
CA
DD
DD
APA
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD

BARROW

APA

5"/&8 Twin - Closed
5"1/51 Single
Air Castle

BAIMR
FALLON
WILiON
WILSON

AeA
APA
DD
DD

4
6

400
500
600
600
?00
80C
900
1000
1200.
1200
1200
12,0
1300
1400
140
160o
1600

PE1NSYLVA-TIA
an' YORK

BB
3B

5"/38 Single - Open
5"/18 Single
Closed
5"/38 Single- Open

1poo
1i00

1
3
1

CARTERET
WAINWRIGHT
WAIN'6RIGHT

APA
DD
DD

2000
0200
2 o00

38

5"/38
5"/38
5 "t/3 8
5"/38

Single Single SingleSingle -

Open
Open
Closed
Open
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IntoM2ediato Caliber guns
(Cont'dL)

5"/38 Single

Open

1

RACUMN

APA

.2200
2400

Closed

3

MUSTIN

DD

MUSTIN
IILLM•U
SARATUGA
SARATOGA
GASCONADA
MUG0RCD
MUG7ORD
CATRON

DD
APA
Cv
Cv
APA
DD
DD
APA

2400
2500
2700
2700
2800
2900
2900
2900

Single -

Open

1
1
2
4
I
3
1
I
4

CONYKGHAM

DD

3100

Si•gleoSingle Sirgle Sirgle -

Open
Closed
Open
Open

1
3
1
I

CORTLAND
A7RA2NT
MAYRANT
NIAGARA

APA
DD
DD
APA

3200
3600
3600
4000

Open

6

ARWSAS

In

400

10

NRV YORK

BB

1900

5"/38 Single

5"ft8
5"/38
50/38
5"/38
5" /38
5"/38
5" /38
5"138
5" /38
5"/38
5"1/38
5"/38
5"/38

Shi

-o. of =rats-

Type, of .Trrt

single - Open
Sin•le- Open
Twin - Closed
Single - Open
Single - Open
Single . Closed
Open
Stingle
Open
Single

3"/50 Single-

3"/50 Single.. Open

LItht Callber 0unt
Type 2f Mount

igo

AxyDrox~mato
Y•d

of Xmmuts

40 MM Qpad
40 MM Qasd
40 MM (•d

2
I
4

PNSACOLA
SALT LAKE CITY
PAVNSYLVANIA

CA
CA
BB

600
1000
1800

40 MM Qd

6

SARATOGA

CV

2700

WMTwin
I'4 TWin

2
R
2
4

AMKANSA8
CRITTANM
UVADA
IINDAUNCZ

B3
APA
BB
CVL

400
500
600
700

40 ME&: Twin

2

HUGn-S

DD

800

40 MM Twin

2

DAWSON

APA

900

40 MM Twin,
40 ]W Twin

I
a

RALPH T&LBOT
STACK

DD
DD

1200
1200

40 MM Twin

a

BARROW

APA

1300

40 "N Tvin

a

BAN=IR

APA

1400

40
40
40
40

MM Twin

1•0 TvAIn
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Light Qalibtr Guam
(Cent 'd)

Zut

of Mount

40 MM Twin

NQ. of Xo,
ntm
a

PALLON

2
1

WILSON
P3NNSYLVANIA

APA

1400

40 MM Twin

DD
3B

1600
1800

2

40 MM Twin
40 Zt4 Twin

NEW YORK

BB

2
2

1900

CARTMRIT
WAINWRIGHT

40
40
40
40
4C
ý-.j
40
40
40
40

APA
DD

2000
2200

2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2

BRACKEN
MUSTIN
SARATOGA
GASCONADI
MUGFORD
CATRON
CONYNGEAM
CORTLAND
MARANT
NIAGARA

APA
DD
CV
APA
DD
APA
DD
APA
DD
APA

2200
2400
2700
2800
2900
2900
3100
3200
3600
4000

40 JC Single
40 MM Single

1
5

S3
PRINZ ZUG00

40 !

58A83
CA

$ixV

400
1000

I

IUMMUDA

88

2100

md

5

PRINZ NUG3

CA

1000

40 MM Twin
40 W4 Twin

MM.
M0
MM
MM
'
AM
4M
M4
MM
MM

20 MM

Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

20
20
20
20
20

1M
10
MM
M14
MM

Twin
Twin
Twi,
Twin
Twin

4
9
8
2
2

PENSACOLA
19VADA
PNUNSYLVANIA
TURLS
SARATOGA

CA
BB
BB
Cv

600
600
1800
2200
2700

20
20
20
20

MM
MM
X(
MM

Single
Single
Single
Single

8
4
4
4

20 M0Single

ARKANSAS
CRITTUNDN
INDPENDEN02
HUGEMS

3B
APA
CVL
DD

4

400
500
700
800

DAWSON

8

APA

SALT LAKE CITY

90U

4

CA

BRTM

1000

4
4

APA

RALPH TALBOT
STACK

1000

DD
DD

1200
1200

20 MM Single
20 MM Sirng1e

20 MM Single
20 MM Single
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TRT "A"
Ligb% Caliber Gang

Tyv2 of Moun

Amivroximate

li

was 2f Hamoh

2c. AM Single

4

BARROV

APA

1300

P0 W Single

4

B-kMMR

APA

1400

20 HK Single

4

FALLON

APA

1400

20 x4 Single

4

WILSON

DD

1600

-MR Single
N Single
MR Single
IN single
K Single
MM Single

4
2
4
4
4
3

BRISCO0
B
CART2ER
WAINMIGHT
BRACERN
MUSTI?

APA
APA
ATTJ
APA
DD
APA
DD

1700
2000
3000
2200
2200
2400

20 M4 Single
20 104 Single

I
2

PILOTFISH
FILIMOR

85
APA

2400
2500

20 MM Single
20 101 single

2
4

BLADU
GASCONADM

APA
AP

2800
2800

Single
Single
Single
Single
single

4
4
4
2
2

MUGQRD
CA•ON
CONTNGE•A
GW3
&
CORTLAN1D

DD
APA
DD
APlA
APA

2900
2900
3100
3100
3200

20 Mm Single
20 XX Single

4
4

MAIUtT
NIAGARA

DD
AlA

3600
4000

20
20
20
20
20
20
0

20
20
20
20
20

80ingle

MH
MM
MM
MR
Mu
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S-E-

C-R- &-T
TO LARGE CALIBR GUNS:

DAMAW

U.S.S. A3KANSAS (BB.33) - App-oximately 400 yards from c~nter of
Detonntion.

Armament:

Six 12"/50 - Two Gun Turrets.

Turrets #1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
There was no dampge to the equipment of turrets #1, 2, 3, 5 and 6
However a detailed inspection of the
as a result of Test "A".
right gun in turret #4 revealed that the forward piece of the
right trunnion block, which holds the cap square on the forward
side was broken by shock. Photographs AACR-234-1991-1 and AACO-2341991.-P show this damage quite clearly. This gun could no be fired
The turret
nor could the damage be repaired by the ship's force.
was movable. normally in train and the gun couli be moved in
elevation. The tuirets were conditioned as follows:

TURRET

C0rD ITION
TI10VATION

TRAIN

1
2

Zebra
Yoke

Load Position
Load Position

00
00

3
4

Ze•,zp
Yoke

Load Position
150

1800
0900

5

Zebra

Load Position

1800

6

Yoke

Load Position

1800

U.S.S.

!TSVADA (BR-36) - Approximately 600 yard- from center of
Detonation.
Armament:
Two 14"/45 Tripiole Gun Turrets.
Two 14"/45 Two Gun Turrets.

Turrets #1, 2, 3, and 4.
There wan no damage to thi- equipment which would impA, Jr normel
operation.
The leather bloomers on turrets #1 and 2 were intact
except for the bloomers on the left gun turret #1 which were torn.
The canvas bloomers on turrets #3 and 4 were deatroyed.
The left
rangefinder port cover on turret 42 was "dished in", but this
damage lid not prevent the operation of the rangefinder port.
The
vent intake pipe and turret drip pan under the overhang of turret
#3 were cpved in.
The turrets were conditioned as follows:
SURRET
CONDITION

WJEVATIU1N

TRAIN

1

Zebra

00

00

2
3

Yoke
Zebra

00
00

00
1800

4

Yoke

00

1800
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U.S.S. PENSYLVANIA (BB-..38) - Approximately 1800 yards from center of
Detonati on.
Four 14"/45 Tripple Gun Turrets.
Armament:
Turrets +1, 2, 3, and 4.
There was nso damae to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
The turrets were conditioned as follows:

TURE
1

7~~.
37.4!r10N

CONDITI21

RIN

BRUCH

3

Zebra
Yoke
Zebra

Wormal Stowage
Normal Stowage
200

00
00
1800

R.G. Open
1.G. Open
Closed

4

Yoke

Formal Stowasge

10°

L.G. Open

2

U.S.S. NY$ YORK (33-34) - Approximately 1900 yards from center of
Detonation.
rive I41."/5 Two Gun Turrets.

Armament:

Turrets #1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
There was no cbsnge in this equipment as a result of Test "A",
turrets were conditioned as follows&

•JP•T

COND TIO.N

KL3VAT ION

The

TRAIN

1
2
3

Zebra
Yoke
Zebra

Loadine Position
Loading Position
Loading Position

00
00
1800

"4
5

Yoke
Zebra

Loading Position
Loading Ponition

1800
I•ro

-U.S.S. NAGATO (BIB-.Ix Jepanease) - Approximately 900 yards from center of
Detonnti on.
Armament:
Four 43.5 CU Two Gun Turrets.
This eqaupment wtas not opersble prior to Test "A".

No change in

hondition was determined after the test.
U.S.q. PENSACOLA (CA-24) - Approximately 800 yards from center of
Detonation.
Two 8"/55 Tripple Mounts.

Two 8"/55 Twin Mounts.

S-F--C-R-F,-T
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DAMWGD TO LARGE C4MIBER GUNS:
T.T.S.S. F-NSACOLA (CA,-24) (Conti' ).
Mount #1 was completely operable nfter Test "A".
Mount #2 wan completely opernble after Test "A", but the interior
had considerable damage to light gear attached to bulkheads such
as Round power plhones, light fixt1ires -nd buckets.
The gas seals
for the pointers and trniner uight ports were blown out.
Mount +3 had two guns rendered temporarily inoperntive.
The
differential pistons on the left
and center guns were fully
extendP6 due to lack of air pressure thus renderin, thp g•us
inoperative -m.d eximinaition revealed 9hq~t the counter-recoil
system on the center gun was undamrged nndtth the
restoration
of .Ir pressure made the gun fully operat!ve.
On the left
gun,
the diaphram in the diffbrential cylinder was found to be
ruptured i.nd required about 30 minutes for repairs by the ship's
force.
The rnmmer for the left
gun which was fully extended into the
open br,3-ch wrs forced back within 4"11 )r itq "secrel position
but remained operable.
One high cap:ýcitypý oqjectile
was knocked
off the auxiliary tray.
Mou t4
was completely operable after Test "A", but tnc cover
was blown off the auxiliary firing battery bomes, sample powder
bottles were smashed, the blower ducts were dented and the door
was blown off the pointers station. The mounts were conditioned
at follows:

MOUNT

CODITION

1TIWVATI ON

TR__.T N

1

Zebra

50

2

Yoke

3

Zebra
Yoke

50
50

1p00

50

lPOO

4

U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY (C-,25)
Armament:

-

0°

Approximately 1000 yanrd

from center of

Detonation.
Two R"/55 Tripple Mounts.

Two 9"/55 Twin Mounts.
S-E- C-R-R- T
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P,

LTL.RGR: CALIMB _MS

U.S.S. IALT LAXZ CITY (CA..25)(Cont'd).
H0ont-j1 shoWed signs of having received a.very heavy blast as the
gas seals on both the left and right vile were blown out and the
•un slide wnq shifted to the right resultine in both trunnions and
deck lugs being sprung.
However, this damage did not affect the
operation of the mount in elevation or train.
Photographs AAC. '6-

1926-.12, AACR-76-1927--, 2, i, 4, and 5 clearly show the damage to
the trunnions and Ueak lugs.
were sheared off.
Mount
_j
sustained no damegao
blown out.

A few bolts of the gun port gas seel

other than the left

gun port gas seal

Mount IN and 4 - There was no ds~mage to thip equipment as a result
of Test "A".
Photographs AAMCF.-?6-1926-10, 11, AACR-?7.1927?-6, 7,
8, and 9 show the damage to the weather seals. The mounts were
conditioned as follows:
YOT•

!

7C01MITI0ON

1
2
3
4

TR.AIN

Zebra

50

00

Yoke

50

00

Zebra
Yoke

Io
50

1800
1800

U.S.S. FR1YZ ZUG3N (CA-Ger)
Armament:

.

-

Approximately 1000 yard" from the center of
Detonation.
Four 20.3 C1 Two Gun Turrets.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "

S-3-C-R-L-T
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DA•1AGE TO IM-MODIATr.5 CALIBQ GUNS:
U.S. S. ARKA$SAS (B.3'3) - Approximentely 400 yr~rde from center of
Detonation.
Six 5"/51 SiLgle uns.
Arz•ament:
5"/51 Mounts (located in port and

t

o.4rd air-castle).

There wv.e no damage to Cguns #1, 2, 4, 5 and. 6 as a result of
Test "A". Gun #3 had a bent train handwheel which prevented
operation, but this damage could easily bq repo.ire. by the
ship's force. The train indic.tor and the trainer's teleocope
This damage was caused by the air-castle protective
were smasued.

shield being blown upward by the blast.
as follows:

The mounto were conditioned

ELLVATI

MIUTTRAIN

Bflm

I
2
3
4

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

Stjwage
Stowage
Stowage
Stowage

Full Depression
Full Elew tion
0

Open
OCosed
Open
Closed

5

Normal Stowaege

Full Depression

Closed

6

Normal Stowage

Full Depression

Closed

1.S.S. CRITTEINflN (APA.-77) - Approximstely 500 y:-rds from center of
Armament:

Deton.tion.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

'"here was no d&wrage to this equipment as a result of Test "0.
U.S.S. NEVADA (BR-36) - Approximately 600 yards from ct

er of

Detonation.
Armament:

Four 5"/38 dual purpose twin mounts.

5"/38 t.win mounts (located at frame 55 02 level port and starboard,
and frame 85 02 level port and starboard).
Tofnward starboard. mount (frame 55). This mount suffered no damage
except a rupture of the oil lines leading from the expansion tank
to the sump tank in the train unit which resulted in disabling the
mount intrain. When the train unit was energized, 1'idraulic oil
The
floed across tbe deck on the trainers slde of the mount.
evidence of green paint f-om the trainer's rletform on hhe oil lines
at the point of rupture substantiates the beliof that the trainer's
platformi was torn loose from tO side pla.to and smashed against the
side of the carriage thus rupturing the oil lines.

Minclosure (D) to Director Ship Material Serial 001500.
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.C-R-T

DAMAGE TO INTM*tMDIAT7

CALIBER GUNS:

The two bolts that secured thA platform to the side plate were

found on the floor plo.tes of the mount with threads stripped,
furtber substantiating the supposition that the platform was
The remaining tfipped holes in
torn loose from the side plate.

the side plate were rusted and showed no evidence of use.

The

Boston type can-as bloomers were destroyed and the bloomer frames
were warped and twisted across the gun barrels,
Yorward Port Mount (frame E5).

would prevent operation.

The mount miffered no damage that

The oil lines from the expansion tank

to the sump tank in the train unit were pinched but not ruptured
by a blow from the trainers platform a.s was the cesa with the
previous mount.
However, in this case the platform was firmly

secured to the side plate.

The water-proof case of the solenoid

for the elevation gear was pierced by an unknown object at the
top-face of the case directly below the pointers station but the

solenoid was undamaged.
After Port Mount (frame 85).

This mount was rendered inoperative

in train by a closure in thn oil linis from the expansion tank to
the sump tank in the training unit. This wps again caused by a
blow from the trainers platform asin the previous mounts but in
this case the polatform tops not secured to the side plate and the
rusted tan holes in the side plate showed no evidence of recent
usage.
The bolts that secure the bracket of the unit which
contains the power failure valve, the eolenoid, the high pressure
filters
end the trainers seat were sheared off at the flange face,
where it secures to the control unit of the "A" end. (See Page 12
of OP1103).
When the training unit was started, the closure in
the oil lines caused the oil to back up into the train indicator
unit where the glass shattered from the pressure.
The oil grounded
out all electrical circuits to this unit.
The canvas bloomers end
the canvas seals on the sight ports were destroyed.
After Starboard Mount (frame 85).
This mount was completely
operable.
The oil lines from the expansion tank to the qump tank
in the tr-.in unit were Main pinched by a blow from the trainers
platform but were not seriously damaged. The platform was securely
bolted to the side plate.
The glass face on the air pressure gauge
was slattered.
The Boston t7me canvas bloomers were destroyed and
the metal frames were warped around the gun barrels.
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DAMAGiE TO INT]RHIDIAT3 CAIMIBE
U,.s.S.

GUNS:

'EVADk (-.36))(Cont'd).
The mounts were conditioned as follows:

MorNT
1
2
7

CONDITION

MLETVATIN

TRAIN

Zebra
Yoke

850

Right Limit Stop

Zebra

8

Yoke

U.S.S. PTSACOLA (CAP,•4)

Armement:

00
lR0°

00
850

450

Left Limit Stop

- Approximrtely 600 yards from center of
Detonation.

Four 5"/25 Single Mounts.

511/25 Mounts (located at 'rame 85 and 91 Port and Starboard).
The mounts were all completely operable after Test "A".
The mounts were conditioned as follows:
14OT•T

ALEVATION

TRAIN

BEFORB

AFM

3XFORI

AE'

00

7.50

160°

1.0.20

7

950

750

1800

194.90

8

750

750

1850

1890

6

ý5°

U.S.S. HUGHES (DD-410) Armament:

.50

00

1.250

Approximatoly 800 yards from center of
Dgtonat ion.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

5"/38 Mounts Numbors 1, 2,

3, and 4.

The sides and back of closed mounts numbers 1, 2 and 4 were di'ed
in but,

this did not prevent normal operation.

All mounts were

fully operable. The camvas bloomers on mount numbers 1, 2 and 3
were destroyed. Mount nmmber 3 is an open mount. The mounts were
conditionei as followsa
S-B- C-R-.E-.T
.nclosure (D) to Director Shir Mrterir
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DAjAGrý TO INTER 1DIATE CAJLI:B9R GIMTS:
HUGFP]S (DD..410)(Cont'd).

U.S.S.

U.LC3.

TiN

C0ofITION

ELEVATION

1
2
3

Zebra
Yoke

850
300°

00
00

-50

1800

4

Zebra

750

1800

M0._UNT

DAJS30

Armament:

(APA-79)

. Apl-,roxiwvtely 900 y'-rds from center of
Detonation.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

There waq no damage to this equipment as a result of Teet ".V1
U.S.S. F.-II1D (DD-404) - Approximately 1000 yards from center of
Detonation.
?our Single 1'ounts.
Armament:
Mount No. 1 was completely opereble after Test "A" but the canvas
bloomers were destroyed, the gun port seals were de~troyed, the
mount access doors were wrared and could not be closed and the
starboard side shield was "dlhed in".
Mount 17o. 2 wee in a normal operting condition after Test "A".
The interior shows considerable demrge to gear attached to the gun
shield, i.e., the selector switch on the after bulkhea•d was blown
The starboard Cu shleld was "dished in" about 4" while the
apart.
The metal
rear face of the are shieldL wss "dished in" about 21.
spray shield protecting the sump tank was torn looqe and interfered
with train. This spray shield was easily removed, thus restoring
full train.
Mount No. 3 - There was no damage to this equipment as . result of

Test "A".

The mounts were conditioned as follows:
TRAIN

MOT17T

CONDITION

=LEVATION

1
2

Zebi'

750

Yoke

-50

2400

Zebra
Yoke

300
850

1200
1800

3
4

00

s- 3- C-F - -T
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DA1AGA TO I.NT

.YMMDIAT CALIB•R GUNS:

U.S.S. R4LFH TALBOT (DD.-390) . Approximately 1200 yards from center
Armament:

of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

All mounts were operable after Test "A", The rear shield of
mount number 2 was "dished In". The power panel in mount number
3 was distorted outboard about 250,
U.S.S.

STACK (DD-406) - Approximately 1200 yards from center of
Detonation.
Armament:
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.
The•e was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. BARROW (AP-61) - Approximately 1300 yards froin center of
Detonation.
Armament:
One 5"/38 Single mou.nt.

5"/Z8 Single Mount (loeated at i sine 157 centerlin,

upper deckc).
This unit hl.d a broken shpft in (he handwheel bracket and could not
be trained in manual or local.
U.S.S. BAINER (APA-60) - Approxxiately 1400 yards from center of
Detonation.
Armaent:
One .5"/38 Single Mount.
There was no dr-mage to this equiapment as a result of Test "A".
U. S.S. FALLON (APA-81) - Approximately 1400 ytrds from center of
Detonqtl on,
Armament:
One 51"/38 Single Mount.
There wps no change in this equipment as a re•,~lt of Test "A",
U.S.S. WILSOrT (DD.-408) - Approximately 1600 yards from center of
Detonation,
4rmrpment:
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A".

S-FI.--3-T
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I

CALIBK-

DA1AACv4 TO 11=4EDIA.

U,.S.S. P19'IYLVM'IA (BB-38)

-

GUNS:

Approximately 1800 yprds from center of
Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Twin Mounts.

Armament:
5"/r 8

T

urin Mounts Numbers 1, 2, 7 and 8 (located at frame 62 and 87
There was no de,.m.ge to
superstructure deck port ane starboard.)
thiis eouirmen. as a result of Test "A". The mounts were conditioned
as follows:
CO0 ,,NDITION

!•M07PT
1
2Yoke
7

Zebra

8

Yoke

Right Limit Stop
850
00
00
Full Depreseion
1800

Zebra

(B3-34)

U.S.S .•€_77.

TRAIN

ELEVATION

450

Left Limit Stop

Approxima.tely 1900 yards from center of
Detonation.
Ti.'."/51 Single Mounts,

-

Armament:

5"/51 mounts (located in port and starboard air-castles).
was no dam'ge to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
mounts were conditioned as follows:

MOUtJNT

EI.AT'ION

1

.30
50

2

3
4
5
6
U.S.S,

00
00
'Full Elevation
Full Elevation

CART?,R•T (APA-70)

.xrmament:

There
The

TRAIN
iNormal Stowage

BREECH

Normal Stowaee

Closed

Norms!
Normv.l
Normal
Normal

0pen
Closed
Closed
Open

Stowage
Stowage
Stowage
Stowage

Open

- Approximately 2000 yrds from center of
Detonation.
One 5"/3P Single Mount.

Tberp was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. WAINWRIGHT (DD-419)

Armament:

- Approximp.tely 2200 ysrds from center of
Detonation,

•'our 5"/51 Sinple Mounts.

There was no daxnjcge to this equipment as 9 result of Test "A",
S. S_.C-A%.-BT
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DAO, _h320 INTEh1D1ATE CALIBER GUNS:
U.S.S.

- Approximctely 2q)0 yards ý'wom center of
Detonpution.
One 5"/38 Sizgle Mount.

R.A&CN (APA,64)

Armament;

There was no damage to this equipment an a result of Test "tA"N
U.S.$, N$TSTIN (DD-i413)

-

Approximately 2400 yards from center of
Detonat ion,
Vour 5"/,8 Single Mounts.

Armament:

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A",
U.S.S.

FILLMORE (APA-8,3)

-

Approximately 2500 yards from center of
Detonation.
One .5"/38 Single Mount.

Armament:

There was no dsmagw to this equipmrnt as e result of Test "A",
U.S.S.

SARATOGA (CV-3)

, Appr^ximately 2700 yards from center of
Detonation.

Armament:

Two 5"/.38 Twin :4ountm.
F'our 5"/38 Single Mounts.

Mounts 5 and 7 (locatod at frames 56 and 124 flight deck and 01
level st.rboard).
There was no damage to this equipment
attributable to Test "A".
There was, however, a bearing failure
in the elevating unit due to improper maintenance lubrication

which preventei elevating the guz.s after the test.
"70T9:- This mount was o persttng during mest "A."and tra.ined towerd
the NEVADA.
Single Mounts number 3,4,9 and 10 (Located
flight deck spenson port -nd .starboard).
There was no
damage to thie eyjuipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. GASCONADP. (APA-05) Armament:

Anroximately PR00 yards from center of
Detonation,
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A",
U.S.S. MTGPP.D (DIl-389)

Armament:

- Approximately

M90O yqrds from center of

Your 56/138 Single Mounts.

There was no dlannge to this equipment as a result f

Test "A".

S-.E-C-R-E-T
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AM&Gr TO IYT

lDIATE CALIBI.

QUNS:

U.5.S. CATRON (APA.-?l) - Approximtply 2900 ynrds from center of
Detonition.
One 5"/113 !inleMount.
Armpment:
es a result of Test "

There was no damage to this eculpment

U.S.S. CONZY-GAM (DlD-371) - kpproximately 3100 ytrds from center of
Det onpatlon.

Armament:

Four 5"/38 Single Mount.

There wac no d&mage to this equip-ment Ps st result of Test "A".
U.5.S. COBTLA0D (APA-75)

-

Approrimately

200 yirdu from cen-ter of

T)etonat.on.

Armament:

One 5"/8 Singl. Mount.

ThEcre was no damage to this equipment asr- result of TeAt "A".
U.S.S. KAT•'T

(DD-402)

-

Apnroximately 3600 yerds from center of

Detonati on.

Armament:

Four 5"/3e Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. NIAGARA (APA-.87)
Armament:

- Appro-imately 4000 ya'!e from center of
Detonation.
One 5"/78 Single MoLount.

There was ro damoge to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. ARKANSAS (BB-.33)

Armament:

- Approximately 400 y~rd
Detonation.

froa

conter of

Six 1"3/50 Single Mounts.

L"/50 Mounts (lozp.ted pt frnme 42 boat deck port
at frame 99 miin 'eclk port and starbord.).
this equipment as a result of Test "A".

A-d
st.rbo:•cd and

There was no damage to

The mounts were conditioned as follows:
MOUNT

._NvTATION
TRAIN

100

2
8

00
135v

4

1350

Full Depression.
20

00

Full Depression.

S--LC-R-.-T
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U.S.S. MEW YORK (BB-34) - Appioximately 1900 yardR from center of
Dot omwti on.
Ten 311/50 Single Mounts.
Armament:
3"/50 Mounts (located at frames 4O, 54, and 59 boat deck port and
starboard and at frames 100 and 108 main deck port and starboard).
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A',
The mounts were conditioned as follows:
LVAT IONTRAIN

1
250

00
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

S-fl

00

-15o
00
00

00
00
0°
Full Elevation
Pull Elevation

Normal Stowage
00
Normal Stowage
Normal Stowage
Normal Stowage
Normal Stowage
Normal Stowage
1800
1600

R-2-T
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DAMAGE TO LIGHT CALIBFR GUNS

U.S.S. ARKANSAS (BB 33) - Approximately 400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Armament:
Eight (8) 20MM Single Mounts.
'0UM Twin Mounts (located at frame 60, Boat Deck, Port and Starboard).
The units operated normally except that in automatic they were
sluggish in train when moved tc port. It is believed that this actior
is due to faulty wiring rather than blast damage as these meunts were
sluggish before Test "A".
20M9 Single Mounts (located on port and staxboard side Mainmast and
lower Signal Bridge).
laerc was'no damage to the Gun Mechanisms or stands as a result
of Test "A".
The maga-ines of Guns Nos. 5, 7, and 8 were "dished in"
and ,h3 shoulder zest of Gvn No. 6 was slightly distorted.. The brrrel
of gun #8 vhich waLo ben-W. to the right appeared to have been struck by
flying debris. This wat concluded from the flat surface on the bell
end of the barrel.
U.S.S. SKATE (SS 305) - Approximately 400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:

One (1) 40MM Single Mount.

The damage to this equipment as n result of Test "A" is described below:
The blast effect causel the carriage to be bent downward and forward.
This action caus:. the angle of elevation and denression to
change from the normal 150 to 89 to approximately 300 to 74o. These
findings were determined by visual inspection because the unit was restricted in elevation to 3/4 o,' a revolution of the handwheel.
Photograph AACR-76-1937-10 shows the demolished, conning tower completely
wrapped around the gun.
hbe gun barrel and sight bar can be seen to

the left of the Data Board. Photograph AACR-76-1927-12 shows the
foundation of the mount remaining intact. The case ejecting chutes can
be seen in the upper center of the pnotograph.
The mount ban been removed and forwarded to the Naval Gun Factory for further study.
U.S.S. CRITTENDEN (APA 77) - Approximately 500 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40NM Twin Mounts.
Armament:
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts,
4 OMM

Twin Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result of
Test "A".

Enclosure (D) to Director Ship Material Serial 001500.
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DAMAGE TO LIGHT CALIBE,
U.S.S.

GUNS (Cont'd)

CRITTEADEN (APA 77) - Approximately 500 yards from Center of Detonation.
(Cont'd)

20iU Single Mounts (located at frame 63 and 107, Signal Bridge and Superstructure, Port and Starboard).
Mounts Nos. 1, and 7 - No damage.
Mount No. 2 was immovable in train
an the splinter shield was blown back against the stand. Mount No. 8
would not train nor elevate because the firing cut-out cam roller was
Jammed against the cut-out cam.
U.S.S. PENSACOLA (CA 24) - Approximately 600 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Quad Mounts.
Armament:
Four (4) 20MM Twin Mounts.
40MM Quad Mounts (located at Itame .97, port and starboard).
Mount No. 1 was operating during the test but heavy damage to the
director and the burning out of the primary side of the local control
switch transformer made the mount inoperative in power drive. The
mount could easily be made operable in power drive if sufficient spares
were available. The mount can be operated and fired manually.
The
glass in the "B" end generator box was broken.
Mount No. 2 was used to test an experimental non-inflammable oil.
This oil apparently had "waxed up" the zeroing pistons and the stroking pistons in the elevation power unit thus making it inoperative.
The unit could be repaired by cleaning and refilling with normal
hydraulic oil. The mount was otherwise completely operable.
The glass
box
was
broken.
in the "B" end generator
20MM Twin Mounts (located at frames 40 and 105, port and starboard).
There was no change to this equipment as a result of Test "A".
J.S.S. NEVADA (BB 36) - Approximately 600 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Armamentt
Eight (8) 20MM Twin Mounts.
4OMM 1win Mounts (located at frame 70, 02 level, port and starboard).
Port Mount: This mount was completely operable. The glass plate
in the elevation lag meter was shattered. Starboard Mount: This mount
was completely operable.
The glass plate in the train lag meter was
shattered. The power switch for the training unit located on a panel
in the clipping room stuck, but was easily freed.
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DAMAGE TO LIGHT CALIBER GUNS (Cont'd)
IJ.S.S.

NEVADA (EB 36) (Cont'd)

20MM Twin Mounts (located
at frame
frames J.24, starboard and
firing cut-out cam roller
U.S.S.

IEPFNDF•iCE

Armament:
4 UkM

-

Approxirmately 600 yards from Center of
Detonation.

at frames 47 and 49, pcrt and starboard and
143 starboard' were undamaged.
The mount at
143, port were "frozen" in train due to the
being jammed against the firing cut-out cam.

(CVL 22) - Approximately 700 yards from Center of
Dc uonation.
Four (4) 40MM• Twin Molints.
Four (4) 20I Single Mounts.

Twin Mounts Nos.

3. 4, 8 and 9

(located on Flight Deck sponsons
port and starboard.

0

The damage to this equipment as a result of Test "A" is

below:

described

.

Mount No. 3 - Tho trainers open sight, the ready service ammunition
rack and handle rail
were damaged by flying debris.
Mount No. 4 - The automatic loaders were bent and would not operate.
The gun barrels were so bent that the bore gauge could not be passed.
The elevation securing pin which was in tbe "in"
position was sheared
off and the gun depressed into the positive stop.

Mount No. 8 - The automatic loaders were bent and would not operate.
The elevation securing pin which was in the "in"
position was sheared
off and the gun depressed into the positive stop.
This mount could not
be operated in train due to a distorted sponson.
Mount No. 9 - The trnprnnions of this gun were spread outwai•d in such
a manner as to permit the gun meohanism to fall
free.
Inspection of
this mount revealed markings on the right trunnion cap square and it
is believed that these markings were caused by the gear teeth of the
eldvating arc.
The top of the cap square was indentcd in such a manner
abd the lower side of the right trunnion threads flatten in such a manner
as to lead to the coinclusion that these impressions were made when the
gun mechanism was blown free of its
secured position by the blast.
The
trunnion apparently struck the top of the cap &;uare. Photographs
AACR-92-1779-6,7,9,lO,11,12; AACR-92-178O-1,3,4,5,6,7,9,1O; AA•R-921781-7,8,9, and l0; AACR-81-1670-7,8, and 9, show the spreading of the
trunnions and the position of the gun mechanism as found upon inspecting this vessel.
This giin has been removed and forwarded
the Naval
Gun Factory for further study.
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S-E-C-R-E-T

DAhGE TO LIGHT CALIEER GUNS (Cont'd)
U.S.S.

INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22) (Cont'd)

- Approximately 700 yards from Center
of Detonation.

20jýQ S-inile Mounts Nos. 1. 2. 4. and 6 (Located at frames 19 and 21
Flight Deck Sponsons).
Mount No. 1 - The shoulder rest3 and sight were missing. The
cradle was bent slightly.
Mounts Nos.

2 and 4 - Guns and sponsons were missing.

Mount No. 6 - No damage.
U.S.S. HUGHES •DD 410)

-

Armament;

Approximately 800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four (4) 20iVM Single Mounts.

40MM Mounts Nos. 1 and 2 - There was no damage to this equipment as a
result of test "A".
U.S.S. DAWSON (APA 79)
Armament:
40•M Twin Mounts
of Test "A".

-

Approximately 900 yards from Center of Detonation,
Two (2) 40MM Twin Muanta.
Four (4) 2iiM Single Moiuts.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result

20UiM S.Lni.e Miounts - There was no damage to this equi, ient as a result
of Test "A".
U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY (CA 25) - Approximately 1000 yards from Center of
Detonation.
One (1) 40,0;61 Quad Mount.
Armament;
Eight (8) 20U Single Mounts.
40NIM Quad Mount (located at frame 133 Main reck Starboard)
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A",
except for the elevation starting switch which was loosened.
_

Single Mounts (located at. frame 39, 02 level, frnmes 105 and 107,
01 level and frame 47, 05 level).
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "'A",

S-V--C-h-L-T
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DAMAGE TO LIGHT CALIBFR GUNS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. BRULE (AiPA 66) - Approximately 1000 yards frow Center of Detonation.

Armament:

Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts'

There was no damage to the equipment as a result ol' Test "A".
U.S.S. PRINZ EUGEN (IX-300) - Approximately 1000 yards irom Center of
Detonation.
Four (4) 10.5 CM Twin Molrints.
Five (5) 4•MM Single Mou2,--.
Five (5) 20MM Quad Mounts.

Armament:

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DD 390) - Approximately 1200 yards from Center of
Detonation.
One (1) 40MM Twin Mount

Armament
40MM Twin Mounts

Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts
-

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of

Test "A".

20WM Single Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A".
U.S.S. STACK (DD 406) - Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40Y Twin Moounts.
Armament:
Four(4) 20MM -ingle Mounts.

40MM Twin Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A",

204CM Single iMounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A"$
U.S.S.

BARROW (APA 61) - Approximately 1300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40IMM Twin Mounts.
Armament:
Four (4) 2-,iAM Single Mounts.
40MM Twin Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A".
20X4 Single Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A".
S-E-C-R-E-T
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S-E-C-h-E-T
DAMAGE TO LIGHT CAl IHER GUiNJ3 (Cont'd)

BA•i•Nh (AkA 60)

U.,.S.

Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2)-40MIA Twin Mounts
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts.

-

Armament:
OMM Twin Mounts
of Test "A".

There was no damage to the equipment as a result

-

20MM Single Mouits - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A".
U;J- c.:J FALLON (APA 81)

Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2). 40i1WM Twin Mounts.

-

Four (4) 20Wh Single Mounts.

Armai..-nt"
40MIM Twin Mounts
of Test "A".

There was no damage to the equipment as a result

-

20MM Single Mounts
of Test "A".
U.S.S. WILSON (DD 408)

-

Armament:
40VA Twin Mounts
of Test "A".

-

-

There was no damage to the equipment as a result
Approximately 1600 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40bM Twin Mounts
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts

There was no damage to the equipment as a result

20M Sing.e Mounts - There was no damage to the equipment as a result
of Test "A".
U.S.S. BRISCOE (APA 65) - Approximately 1.700 yards from Center of Detonation
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts.
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA (BB 38) - Approximately 1800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four (4) •JMM Quad Mounts.
One (1) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Armament:
Eight (8) 20MM Twin Mounts.
One (1) .50 Caliber Quad (Maxon)
There was no damagL to the equipment as a result if Test "A".
NEW YORK (BB 34) - Approximately 1900 yards from Center of Dstonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Six (6) 20MM Twiut Mounts,
Armament:
U.S.S.

There was no damage to ýhe equipment as a result of Test "A".
S-E--C-R-F-T
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S-F;-C-R-E-T
DAMAGE TO LIGHT CALIBER GUNS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. BUTTE (APA 68) - Approximately 2000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:

Two (2)

2014M Single Mounts.

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. CARTERET (APA 70) - Approximately 2000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts.
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS 335) - Approximately 21O0
Armament:

yards from Center of Detonation.

One (1) 40MM Single Mount

There was no damage to the erppipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. WAINWIRIGHT (DD 419) - Approximately 2200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. TUNA (SS 203) - Approximately 2200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 2011A Twin Mounts.
(2) .50 Caliber Single Mounts.
Two
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. BRACKEN (APA 64) - Approximately 2200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2)'40MM Twin Mounts.
Four (4) 20MM Single Maonts.
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S, MUSTIIN (DD 413) - Approximately 2400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts
Three (3) 20MM Single Mounts.
rmaament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".

S-E-C-R-F-T
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DAMAGE TO LIGHT CAk4BER GUNS (Cont'd)

U.S.S. PILOTFISH (SS 386) - Approximately 2400 yards from Center of Detonation.
One (1) 40MM Single Mount
One (1) 20MM Single Mount
One (1) .50 Caliber Single Mount

Armament:

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. FILLMORB (APA 83) - Approximately 2500 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 20hW Single Mounts.
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. SARATOGA kCV 3) - Approximately 2700 yards from Center of Detonation.
Six (6) 40owm Quad Mounts
Two (2) 401M Twin Mounts.
Armament:
Ten (10) 20MM Single Mounts
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. BLADEN (APA 63) - Approximately 2800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Iwo (2) 20ibiM Single •iounts.
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. GASCONADE (APA 85) - Approximately 2800 yards from Center of
Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts
Four (4) 20U.'M Single Mounts
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. MUGFORD (DD 389)
Armament:

-

Approximately 2" ') yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40/iM T%.Mounts
Four (4) 20iva Single Mounts

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. CATRO1N (APA 71) - Approximately 2900 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Counts
Four (4) 2ONM Single Mounts
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
S-E-C-R-E-T
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L.

DRAGGE TO LIGHT CALIBER GUNS (Cont'd)
U.S.S. CONYNGRAM (DD 371) - Approximately 3100 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts
Four (4) P0MM Single Moints

Armament:

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. GENEVA (APA 86) - Approximately 3100 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 2UMM Single Mounts
Armament:
There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. CORTLAND (APA 75) - Approximately 3200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 40k½A Twin Mounts.
Two (2) 20MM Single Mounts.

Armament.

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A*.
U.S.S. AAYRANT (DD 402)

-

Armament:

Approximately 3600 yards from Center of Detcnation.
Two (2) 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four (4) 20MM Single Mounts.

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
U.S.S. NIAGARA (APA 87)
Armament:

-

Approximately 4000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two (2) 4010M Twin Mounts,
Four (4) 20MMI Single Mounts.

There was no damage to the equipment as a result of Test "A".
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TEST "3""
ILA.GE CAIE

2=a of Turl
12"/50
14"/45
14"/45
141/45
14 v/ 4 5

atof 2w

Two Gun
Two Gun
Triple Gun
Two Gun
Triple

6
2
2
5
4

ARKANSAS

2
2
2
2
4

PENSAOOLA
PENSAOLKA
SALT L. CITY
SALT lT. CITY
PRINZ lUG39'

8"/55 Triple Mount
8S/ 5 5 Twin Mount
8"/55 Triple M'ount
8"/55 Twin Mount
20.3 CM Two Gun Turret
INTERM

5"/38
5"/38
5"/38
5"/38
5"
138
5"/38

Single Single Single Single -SIng
Twiýn 1P. --

5"/Z8 SJhn Je
5"/38 Single
5"/38 Single
5"/38 Single
51/38 Single
5"/38 Twin
5"/38 Single

-

Open
Closed
Open
Closed

1

Closed
Open

3
I
1
3
I
4
2

Open
Closed

Open
Closed
Open
- Closed
- Closed
5'/38 Single - Open
5"/38 Single - Open
5f/38 Single - Open
5"/38 Single - Open
51/38 Single - Closed
5N/38 Single - Open
5"/38 Single - Closed
5"/38 Single - Open
5:/38 Single - Open
5"/38 Single - Closed
50/38 Single - Open

MKhS-

NvvADAL

NEVADL
NEW YORK
PENNS!LYANIA

FALLO0
HUGHES
HUGHES
MYTRANT

1
3
I4

1
1
1
2
2

300
1000
1000
1O00
1400

OA
CA
CA

700
700
1200
1200
1700

CA
CA

IATE CALIUER GUNS

3

2

BB
U
B3
BB
DD

MOURNT
NEVADA

APA
DD
DD
DD
Z)
.30

500
700
700
750

800
1000

1100
1100

TRIPPFE
DD
TRIPPE
3:
DAWS0•N
APA
MUSTIN
DD
MUSTIN
DD
PENNSYLVANIA
33
WILSON
DD
WILSON
IV
CATRON
APA
CRITTI=D=
APA

1300
1300
1300
1400
1400
1400
1400
1500

BRAECKE

1800

APF

R. TALBOT
R. TALBOT

DD
DD

1800
1800

2

STACK

DD

1800

2
1
4

STACK
BARROW

RMIND

DD
APA
DD

1800
1900
2200

1

UANER

APA

2300
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TEST !B~ (OoniAe).

2= 2L mout

Yards

A

LA• A Mount

4

MUGJORD
MUGFORD
WAIfWEI GHT
WAI 1IPIGHT
CARTEPM
NIAGARA
CONTNGHAM

DD
DD
DD
DD
APA
APA
DD

2500
2500
2900
2900
3000
3200
3400

5'/38 4in~le - Open

j

CORTLAND

APA

3600

58/51 Single - Open

1

TUNA

18OU

6
4

nM

SS

YORK
PEFSACOIA

BB
C1A
(

1200
700

SALT L. CITY
PARCHE
PRINZ EUGEN
NEW YORK

CA
SS
GA
DB

1200
1400
1700
1200

5V138 Single
50/38 Single
;.N"/38 Single
%F:/38 Sinele
5 /38 Single
50/38 Single
50/38 Single

-

Closed
Open
Closed
Open
- Open
- Open
- Open

50/51 Single - Air Castle
54/25 Single - Open
50/25 Single
1r/25 Single
10.5 ON ?win
3"/50 Single

-

Open
Open
Open
Open

3
1

3
1
1

1

4
1
4
10

LIH g& B• GUNS
40 W Qwd
40 W (tad

2
1

PENSACOLA
SALT L. CITY

CA
CA

700
1200

40 WOQOad

4

PINNS•hANIA

BB

1400

Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

a
2
2
2

FALLON
HUGHES
MAYEANT
GASCONADE

APA
DD
DD
APA

500
700
750
750

40 M3 Twin

2

NIXATA

3P

1000

40 )X3 Twin
40 XO Twin

2
2

TRIPPE
W YORK

DD
B1

1100
1200

40 MM Twin
40 30 Twin

2
2

DAWSON
MUSTIN

LPA
DD

1300
1300

Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

1
3
2
2
2
2

PINUSTLVANIA
INDEPEDENCE
WILSON
CATRON
CRITTENDEN
PRACKEN

40 W Twin
40 MM Twin

1
2

R. TALBOT
STACK

40 MM Twin
40 M Twin

2
2

BARROW
PHIND

40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40

M
Wm
Hm
3.

UM
HM
MM
N3
Y0
MM
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TEST !3_" (Cotined

SCLIGHT
9A2
G

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

MM
M0
W0
MM
MM
MM
M,

Ceniud

Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

2
i
2
2
2
2
2

W4
MUGFORD
WAIIWRIGHT
CARTERET
M.NI GARA
00!NYGHAN
CORTLAND

40 W0 Single
40 W0 Single

1
2

40 MM Single

APA
DD
DD
APA
APA
LD
APA

2900
3000
!200
3400
3600

DENTUD
PARCHE

S5
SS

5

1200
1400

PRINZ £UGIU

^A

1700

20 MM Quad

5

PRINZ EUOEN

CA

1700

20 MM Twin

4

PENSACOLA

CA

20 MM Twin

700

8

NVADA

B3

1000

20 W0 Twin
20 MM Twin

6
8

20 )1i Twin

NEW YORK
BB
PENNSYLVANIA BB

1200
1400

2

TU'AL

SS

1800

20 MM Single
20 MM Single

4
4

PALLON
HUGHES

20 MM Single

APA
BD

500
700

4

MAYRANT

DD

300

20 *! Single
20. MM Singi,

4
4

GASCOR&DE
3R"13

APA
APA

20
20
20
20

Single
Single
Single
Single

900
800

4
4
8
4

TRIPPE
DD
BRISCOE
APA
SALT L. CITY CA
DAWSON
APA

1100
1200
1200
1300

20 MM Single
20 yy Single

3
2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

MUSTII
DD
INDEPnDENCE CVL

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

1z•0
1400

4
4
4
4
4
.4
4

WILSON
CA•Off
CRITTENDEN
E3RACOT
R. TALBOT
STACK
PARROW

D,•
APA
APA
APA
D
DD
APA

1400
1400
1500
1800
1800
1800
1900

20 Mm Single
20 MM Single

2
4

FILLMORE
RHIND

ABA
DD

2100
2200

Mlo
MM
mm
lot
MM
MM
MM
MM
M)
10f
MM

20 MM Single
20 MM Single
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L

Aft

LIGHT UMB~E

20
20
20
20
20

MM
MM
MM
RM
MM

GUS(oniud

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

4
2
2
4
4

MUGFORD
BUTTZ
GIUWA
WAXIWRIGHT
OARTZRZT

m
APA
APA
APA
APA

2500
2700
2800
2900
3000

20 MM Single
20 M04 Single

4
4

NIAGAEA
CONYNGEAM

APA
DD

3200
3400

20 Mm Single

2

00RTLAIM

APA

3600

quad (Maxon)

1

PENNSYLVANIA ,AB

1400

.50 Cal. quad (Maxon)
.50 Cal. Quad (Maxon)

2
2

PARCHU
TUNA

1400
1800

.50

Wal.

SS
SS
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PMWAGR TO I NTEPaDIATE CALIBER GUNS
U.S.S. MALLON (APA-81)
Armament:

-. Approximately 500 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. HUGHES (DD-4i10) - Approximately 700 yards from Center of Detonation.

Armament:

Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

As a result of Test "B"

the 5"/38 mounts were severely damaged by shook.

Mount #1 - The trunnion bearing block holding down bolts were elongated,
loose, and readily removable by hand. Photographs ABCR 76-1931-8, 9 show
this condition quite clearly. The rammer cover plate and hydraulic equipment and all counter weights were loose. There is an excessive amount of
The
clearance between the holding down clips and the training circle.
center column pivot castings shows evidence of vertical shook.
:t is believed this was caused by movement of the deck and gun foundations.
Mount #2 - The trunnion bearing block holding down bolts were elongated,
loose, and readily removable by hand. All counter weights were loose.
Mount #3 - The trunnion bearing block holding down bolts were elongated,
loose and readily removable by hand.
The rammer cover plate and hydraulic equipment and counter weights were loose. The rear rammer counterweight was separated from the mount due to the shearing off of the four
securing bolts. There are indications of separation from the base ring
weldment around the feet of the carriage.
Mount #4 - All counterweights were loose but no other damage from shock
was apparent.
U.S.B. PENSACOLA (CL-24) - Approximately 700 yards from Center of Detonation.
prmament:
Four 5"/25 Single Mounts.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "DO.
were conditioned as follows:

5

0 Deg.

160 Deg.

6
7
8

Minus 5.
85 Deg.
75 Deg.

0 Deg.
180 Deg.
185 Deg.

U.S.S. MATRAJT (DD-402)

Ariament:

The mounts

- Approximately 800 yards from Center of Detonation.

Your 5"/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".

S_Q AIT
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U.S.S. NIEADA (BB-36)

- Approximately 1000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Twin Mounts.

ArmamentI

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test 030.
U.S.$. TRIPPE (DD-403)
Armamentz

- Approximately L00 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 50/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a
U.S.S. MW YORK (IB-34)
Armaments

result of Test "B".

- Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Six 5f/51 Single Mounts.

50/51 Mounts (located in
There was no change in

port and starboard Air-castles).

this equipment as a result of Test NB3.

The Mounts were conditioned as follows:

H=
1
2
3
4
5
6
U.S.S.

a3

&

Open
Closed
Open
Closed
Closed
Open

Minus 3
5 Deg.
0 Deg.
0 Deg.
Maximum
Maximum

SAWT LAUm CITY (OA-25)

ATXON
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

Stowage.
Stowage.
Stowage.
Stowage.
Stowage.
Stowage.

- Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.

Pour 5"/25 Single Mounts.

Armaaent:

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "03.
The mounts were conditioned as follows:

momN

U.S.S.

COlNiDTION

RLRVATI 0

TMALY

1
2
3

Zebra
Yoke
Zebra

5 Deg.
5 Deg.
5 Deg.

0 Deg.
0 Deg.
180 Deg.

4

Yoke

5 Deg.

180 Deg.

DAWSON (APA-79)

Armament:

- Approximately 1300 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 50/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test '1".
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U.8.S. MUSTIN ("D-413)
Armament:

- Approximately 1300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S.

PVINSYLYANIA (3B-38) - Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.

Armement:

Four 5"/38 Twin Mounts,

There was no damage to this equipment an a result of Test N"W.
U.8.S. WILSON (DD-408)

- Approximately 14M0

Armament:

yards from Center of Detonation.

Four 50/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test n36.
U.S.5. PARCHI (SS-384)
Arament:

-

Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
On 5',/2-5 Single Mount.

There vas no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. CATRON (APA-71)
Armamentt

- Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 50/3e Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.$. ORITRNDN
Armament:

(APA-77) - Approximately 1500 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 50/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test IBI.
U.S.S. PRIn
Armament:

BUGIN (CA-Ger)

- Approximately 1700 yards from center of Detonation.
Four 10.5 CM Twin Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. TUNA (SS-203)
Armament:

- Approximately 1800 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 5"/51 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. B•ACKI
Armament:

(APA-64)

- Approximately 1800 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 50/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test n"0.
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U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DD-390) - Approxiniately 1800 yrrds from Center of Detonation.
Your 5"/38 Single Mounts.
Armament:
There was no da.oige to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. STACK (DD-406) - Approximately 1800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.
Armament:
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test N3".
U.S.S. ?&RROW (APA-61)
Armament:
There war

- Approximately 1900 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".

U.S.$ FIND (DD-404) - Approximately 2200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.
Arnament:
There was no damage to this eauipment
U.S.S. BANINE
Armament:

as a result of Test "P".

(APA-60) - Approximately 2300 vards from Center of Detonation.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage t) this equipment

ie a result of Test "B".

U.S.S. MUGFORD (DD-389) - Approximptely 2.,00 yards from Center of Detonation.

Armamenti

Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. WAINWRIGHT (DD-419) - Approximately 2900 yerds from lenter of Detonation.
Four 5"/38 Single Mounts.

Armament:

There wpm no damage to this equipme.ut as a result of Test "BN.
U.S.S. CARTEBIT (APA-70)
Armament:

- Approximately 3000 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 5"/38 Single Mount.

",here was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S.

NIAGARA (APA-87)

Armamenti

- Approximately 3200 yards from Center of Detonation.

One 5"/38 Single Mount.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B3".
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U.: .&. CONYNGEAM (DD-3?l) - Approximately 3400 yard. from Center of Detonation.
Armamentt
Your r"N/38 Single mount$.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test NSN.
U.$.8. CORTLAND (APA-75) - Aiprox1metely 3600 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armamenti
One 50/38 Single Mount.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "NB.
U.S.$. liW YORI (33-34) - Approximately 1200 ynreis from Center of Detonation.
Armamentt
10 3"/80 Single Mounts.
There was no ohange in tWie equipment as a result of Test 030.
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W~iAGE TO LARGE CALJBER GO
U.S.S. ARKANSAS (MB-34) - Approximately 300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armement:
Six 120/60 Two Gun Turrets.
Inspection of the equipment was ot possible as the vessel wes sunk as
a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. NEVADA (BB-36) - .pproximately 1000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 14"/45 Triple Gun Turrets.
Two 14 /45 Two Gun Turrets.
Turets l.- 2. 3 PRAd 4.

There wns no damage to this enuipment which would impair noL:mAl operation.
The securing bolts of the holding down clip located at the after centerline of turret #2 have been sheered off as a result of the upwerd thrust
of the explosion. It is to be noted that the holdinp down clip wes not
distorted or damaged but dropped off due to the shearing of +he bolts.

TURRETS

CONDITIO

1
2
3
4

Zebra
Yoke
Zebra
Yoke

ELEVATIOA
0
0
0
0

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

0
0
180
180

Degrees
))egrees
Degrees
Degrees

U.S.S. NEW YORK (BB-34) - Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.

Armament:

Five 14"/45 Two Gun Turrets.

T
ts 1. 2. 3. 4 and 5.
Turret #1 - There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
Turret #2 - The &arnge to this equipment consisted of the fnilure of the
left gun elevating nut and oscillating benrings.
It is believed that the
shock caused the gun to oscillate violently ift a vertical plane.
This oscillation caused the lower ball bearing roller race and adjusting nut to
be sheered off, thus permitting the ball bearings to fall free. This damage immobilizes the left gun. The right gun of this turret is in a completely operable condition.
Turret #3 - The damge to this equipment was identical with that of turret
#2 except that it occurred to the right gun instead of the left gun.
NOTI: Normal stowage of turret #3 is 180 degrees.
Turret #4 - The damage to this equipment was identical with that of turret
#3 except that the lower portion of the after port side holding down clip
of turret #4 was partly carried away also. It is estimated that 60% of the
clip remains intact.
The portion of the clip that carried away fell upon
the positive stop but d~d not interfere with the training of the turret.
Turret #5 - There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "N"
except that the lower portion of the two port side holding down clips of
Turret #5 have definite cracks in them.
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ToK (3B-34) - Turret #5

Continued)

This damsge wee not serious and should not interfere with the training operation

of the turret. In considering this damage es a remult of Test "B" attention is
inviteA. to the fact that these guns were not in a state of readiness for firing.
The turrets of this vessel were undergoing a Naval Shipyard overhaul at the end
of World War II and due to the cessation of hostilities the work was not completed. The gun@ were not set-up on the knofe edges thus eausing the guns to be
muzzle heavY.
It is believed that this muzzle heaviaese which creates an unbalanced condition, accentuated tho effects of the heavy shock and caused greater
damge than would normally hAve been the case.
There was no damage to the right
gun elevating nut and oscillating bearing in turret #5 and this was probably due
to the fact that the gun was elevated to its meximur. ý'hus reducing the turning
moment if the installation under shook impulse.
From the above it is interesting to note that the manor dAmage to heavy equipment we- confined to the port
side, or that side neare't the Center of Detonation.
?,otographs ABOR 82-4222-6, 7, e, 9, 10 clearly show the dmagoe to the elevating
screw and oscllating nut of turret #2.
Photographs ABOR 68-2981-1, 2 clearly show the damage to the elevating screws and
oscillating nut of turret #3.
Photographs ABCR 4323-1 show the damage to the oscillating nut of turret #4.
Photographs A3CR 234-2207-1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shows the damgee to the holding
down clip of turret #5.
The turrets were conditioned as followa:

CONDI TIO
1
a
4
6

ONTl

Zebra

Loading Position

Zebra
Yoke
Zeb-a

Lowding
Loading
Loading
Maximum

"Yoke

U.S.$. PENNSTUL"AIA (BB-38)
Armament:

0 Deg.

Position
Position
position
Elevation

0
180
180
180

Deg.
Deg.
Deg.
Deg.

- Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Four 14"/45 Triple Gun Turrets.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test ",O.
The Turrets were conditioned as follows:

1

Zebra

Normal Stowage

0 Deg.

R.G. Open

2

Yoke

Normal Stowage

0 Deg.

L.G. Open

3
4

Zebra
TUke

20 Deg.
Normal Stowage.

270 Deg.
180 Deg.
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u.s.S. ?EMYLVANIA (BB-38)

Cinugd,

Some evidence of shock was found in thst the holding down clips left imprints
in the grease on the underside of the rollfr path indicating that an upward motion of the turret occurred.
U.S.S. PENSAOOLA (CA-24)
Armaments

-

Approximately 700 yards from Center of Detonation.
(a) Two 8" /55 Triple Mounts.
(b) Two 8"/55 Twin Mounts.
(c) Four 5"/25 Single Mounts.
(d) Two 40 MM Qund Mounts.
(e) Four 20 M '.win Mounts.

8'/55 Mounts 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Mount #1 - This mount was severely damaged as e result of Test "B".

The weather

seal which is located at the base of the mount was torn loose by the upward thrust
of the mount under shock impulse. The majority of the weather seal securing boltheads were sheared off. Thooe bolts that did not sheer tore through the seal.
This mount evidently returned to a nearly normal position after its upward movement.
The after bulkhead of the left powder hoist trunk was also ruptured by

this upward movement of the mount. The trmnion cap square bolts of the oscillating nut housing were sheared off, thus permitting the casing to pull up and
thereby disengaging the shpft coupling which joins the oscillating nut and the
hydraulic motor.
The hinge pin of the left
gun breech was bent in such a manner
as to prevent the engagement of the interrupted thread of the breech plug.
The
safety links which were engaged prior to Test "B" were found to be sheared off;
this shearing action could be Cplused only by the recoiling of the guas.
The amount of recoil was impossible to determine because the grease had been removed
from the elide cylinder by Ship's force prior to the inspection.
Three sections
(port forward, forward centerline and after centerline) of the ball bearings
and spacers moved inboard toward the center of rotation.
This movement caused
the spacer sectionL to be distorted, but the distortion was not sufficient to
dislodge the balls or permit them to fall
free.
The training pinion gear was
Jammed against the training rack by the movement of the mount.
This condition
is the exact oppositeto that of mount #2 as the training pinion in that mount
moved away from the training reck.

Photographs ABCR 97-1685-11, 12 - ABOR 97-1686-1 show the damage to the weather
seal. Photograph 1685-12 is n view tPken at the after centerline. 1685-12
is a view of the starboard side.
1686-1 is a view of the port side.
Photograph ABCR 97-1686-2, 3 shows the damage to the elevation nut housing and
the Oldham couplinig.
Photograph ABCR 97-1686-5, shows the ruptured bulkhead of the upper powder transfer room.
Photograph ABCR 97-1686-6 shown the bent hinge pin of the left
breech plug.
Photograph AACR 97-IA86-7,R,9.10,U end 12 shows the damage to the rack, pinion
end the roller bearing.
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This mount was severely dpmaged as a result of Test "B".
The weather seal which
is located at the base of the mount was torn loose by upwsrd thr'ist of the mount
under shock impulse.
The majority of the weather seal securing bolts heads were
sheared off and those bolts that held tore through the seal.
The after nortion
of the seal suffered the greatest damage, while the forward portion was only distorted. The mount was found to be raised 5 1/2 " from its normal position at the
after centerline, to a minimum forward, which was imeasureable in the Bikini area.
This upward thrust of 5 1/2 " permitted the centerline section of the 40
thrust needle be'rings to fall free of its secured position.
The adjacent sections of the thrust needle bearing, although loosened from their secured positions,
did not fall free but were caught and pinned in a vertical position.
It is believed that there were at least two upward movements of the mount.
This is evidenced by the imprint of the needle beari7;r of the centerline section upon the
foundation of the weather seal.
It is believed that the first upward movement
was of such a degree as to nermit the adjacent sections to become loose from their
secured positions but not to an extent that would cause them to fall free.
As the
mount moved downward again it pinned the needle bearing against the weather seal
The ball bearings and the bearing spacers which take
ring in a vertical position.
the vertical weight of the mount were severely damaged.
The upward thrust of the
mount permitted some of the ball bearings to :all free and become scattered about
the powder transfer room. Although some of the bell bearings fell free, a greater number of them rolled forward and were caught beneath the spacers,
The ball
bearing spacers also moved toward the center of rotation; this is evidenced by
the overlapping of the spacers.
This overlapping is from 3" to 50 in some cases
and is as great as 180 at the after centerline.
As the mount moved, two of the
ball bearings rolled inboard and lodged between the training rack and the training pinion gear. The pinion gear moved aft and away from the training rack to
such a distance as to permit a measurement reading of 3/16". This reeding was
taken at the addendum of the rack and pinion gear. The lower cover plate of the
training pinion housing fell clear of its secured positions.
This was caused by
the shearing of the securing bolts. The rigt
upper powder hoist is completely
inoperable because the shifting of the mount crushed the trunk and jammed the
hoist.

Photograph ADCR 97-1684-2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and 11 shows the exposed horizontal
thrust bearings and the ruptured weather seal.

Photograph A3CR 97-1685-1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8, and 9 shows the damage to the rack,
pinion and the roller bearings. 1685-10 shows the crushel powder hoist.
Photograph ABCR 1677-12, 1678-1 of the Explosives Group shows the distortion of
the deck structure at the shell deck level. A distance of approximately
6" was measured between the rotating structure and the fixed structure.
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U.S.S. PINSACOLA (CA-24)

(Continued)

This mount was not severely damages as a result of Test "B".
The weather seal
of this mount was torn at the after centerline and also at the port and starboard sides.
A great many of the bolt heads were sheared off. There is no evidence to prove that the mount did not reseat itself; although it is evident
that the'mount moved approximately 3/40 toward the starboard side. This mount
has the conical type roller bearing with a bronze retaining ring.
Upon inspection it was found that the roller bearing unit had shifted approximately 3/40 toward the starboard side.
The safety links which were engaged prior to Test 01"
were found to be sheared off. This ohearing action could only be caused by the
recoiling of the guns. The training pinion gear was jammed against the training rack by the movement of the mount.
The after centerline section of the training rack moved upward 1/4" at the butted joint. There is no other evidence of
the training rack having been displaced.
The shutter on the left mount ear was
blasted inward and wrapped over the left end-window of the Rangefinder.
This
damage rendered the shutter inoperative.
Photograph ABCR 97-1687-7 shows thi broken safety links of the right and center
gun.

MOUN1T #4
This mount was not severely damaged as a result of Test "B". The weather seal
of this mount was torn loose on the starboard side. A great many of the bolt
heads in this stction were sheared off. Two sections of the ball bearings and
spacers (starboard quarter and starboard centerline) moved inboard toward the
center of rotation. In doing this the spacer sections were distorted, but this
distortion was not sufficient to dislodge the balls nor permit them to fall free.
The threads of the two securing bolts nearest the barbette on the lower cover
plate of the training pinion housing were stripped.
It is believed that this
action was caused by the movement of the mount.
The hinge-pin of the right gun
breech was bent in such a manner as to prevent the engaging of the interrupted
thread of the breech plug.
Photograoh ABCR 97-1687-8 shows the damage to the lower training pinion housing.
Photograph A3OR 97-1687-9 shows a section of the roller bearing exposed.
This
picture was taken at starboard aft.
U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY (CA-25) - Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 8"/55 Triple Gun Mounts.

Two 8"[55 Twin Gun Mounts.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
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U.S.S. SALT LAE CITY (CA-25)

The mounts were conditioned as follows:
So
CO
oT TIA
o
1
2
3
4

0ITIQ
5
5
5
5

Zebra
Yoke
Zebra
Yoke

U.S.S. PRINZ 3UGIM (CA-Ger)
Armament:

0
0
180
180

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

- Approximately 1700 yards from Center of Detonation.
Jour 20.3 CM Two Gun Turrete.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of TeLt "B".
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LIGHT CA1I13
U.S.S. FALLON (APA-81)
Armament:

GUN

- Approximptely 500 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MR Tuin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test 03I.
U.S.S. PENSACOLA (OA-24)
Armament:

- Approximately 700 yards from Oenter of Detonation.
Two 40M04 Quad Mounts.
Pour 20MM TwIn Mounts.

There was no change to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. HUGHS (DD-410)
Armament:

- Approximately 700 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40M. Twin Mounts.
Four 20MY Single Mounts.

There was no change to this eaq'ipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. MATRANT (DD-402) - Approximately 800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four 201Y Single Mounts.
There was no change to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. GASCONADE (APA-85)
Armament:

- Approximately 800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20*14 Single Mounts.

There was no change to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. 3RULE (APA-66)
Armament:

-

Approximately 800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Pour 20MM Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. NEVADA (BB-36) - Approximately 1000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 40MM Twin Mounts.
Eight 20MM Twin Mounts.
There was no damage to this equipment as a result of Test OB".
U.S.S.TRIPPE (DD-403)
Armament:

- Approximately 1100 vards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40MM Twin Mounts.
Four 201 Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test"B".
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U.S.S. BRISCOE (APA-65) - Approximately 1100 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.
There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. NNW YORK (BB-34)
Armament:

- Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 M1.4T
Twin Mounts.
Six 20 MM Twin Mounts.

There was no change in
U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY (CA-25)
Armament:
There was vo change in

this equipment as a result of Test "B".
- Approximately 1200 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 40 *M Quad Mount.
Eight 20 MY Single Mounts.
this equipment as a result of Test "B".

U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS-335) - Approximately 1200 yards from Cente-r of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. DAWSON (APA,-79)
Armament:

- Approximately 1300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

Thiere was no chenge in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. MUSTI
Armament:

(DD-413)

- Approximately 1300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Three 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA (BB-38) - Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:

Four 40MX quad Mounts.
One 40M) Twin Mount.
Bight 20MM Twin Mounts.
One .50 Caliber Quad (Maxon)

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test 030.
U.S.S. INDSPENDENCZ (CVL-22)
Armament:
There was no change in
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U°.S..
WILSON (Dm408) - Approximately 1400 yards from Center
of Detonation.
Armaments
Two 40 )01 Twin Mounts.
Fo-4r 20 MM Single Mounts.
There was no change In this eqaipment as a result of Test
"B".
U.S.S. PAROHE (SS-384) - App-oximately 1400 yards fzoyd
Center of Detonation.
Armament:
%wo 40 MM Single I.ounti.
Iwo .50 Celiber Single Mounts.
There was no change in
U.S.S. OATRON (APA-7l)
Armament:
U.S.S. CRTTTVNDI
Armament:

this equipment as e result of Test NB".

- Approximately 1400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

tAPA-??) - Approximately !300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Tw'n Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment 9s a "esult of Test
IBM.
U.S.S. PRINZ EUGIN (CA-Ger) - Approximately 1700 yards
from Center of Detonation.
Armamert:
Five 40 HY Single Moonts.

Five 20 MM Quad Miounts.
Thei-e was no change in this equipment as e result of Test
"B".
US.S. TU1SA (SS-203) - Approximately 1800 yards from center
of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 20 MM Twin Mounts.
Two .50 Caliber Mounts.
There was no change in
U.S.S. BRACKE
Armament:

this equiprmnnt as a result of Test "OB.

(APA-64) - Approximately 1800 yards from Cinter of DetonAtion
Two 40 MM Twin Hounts.
Four 20 101 Single Mounts.

There was no change in th!'

U.S.S. RALPH TALDOT (DD-390)
Armament:

equipmont as a result of Test "B".

- Approximatel-, 1800 .vads from Center of Detonation.
One 40 MM Twin Mount.
Four 2u MM Singlp Mourts.

There was no change in this equipment s.6 a result of Test
"I
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U.S.S. STACK (OD-406)
Armmment:

- Approximately 1800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Fcvr 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no change In this equipment as P result of Test "B".
UI.S.S. BARROW (APA-61)
Armament:

- Appro•i.ately 1900 yrds'from Certer of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twlyý Mounis.

Four 20 MM S'.ngl. Moun,.
There was no change in this equipment as a result of Tust "?*.
U.S.S. FILLMORE (APA-83) - Approximately 2200 yards frt-n Center of Detonation.
Two 20 MM' Single Mounts.

Armament:
There was no change in
U.S.S. RHIRD (DD-404)
Armamentv:

this equipment as a result of Test "B",

- Approximately 2200 yards from Centur of Detonation.
Two 40 M14*Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There sas no change in

this equipment as a result of Test ,,0.

U.S.S. BANNER (APA-60) - Alpproximate'y 2300 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts
Four 20 1M Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. BLAD]I (APA-63)
Armament:

- Approximately 2500 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 20 14

Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipme't as n result of Test "B".
U.S.S. MUGFORD (DD-389)
Armament:

- Approximately 2500 yards from Center of Detonation.
One 40 M11 Twin Mou.nt.
Four -0 1Y Single Mounts.

There was no chanee in

this equipment as a result of Test "B".

U.S.S. BUTTZ (APA-68) - Approximately 2700 yards from Center of Detrnpticn.
Two 20 MM Single Mounts.
Armament:
lbere was no change in

this eauipment as a result of Test "B".
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U.S.S. GMWEYA (APA-86)
Arms ment:

G2UNS (Cntine
- Approximately 2800 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no chpnge in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. WA.XEWRIG1T (DD-419) - Approximately 2900 yards from Center of Detonation.
Armament:
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.
There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. CARTURET (APA-70)
Armament:

- Approximately 3000 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Younts.

There was no chn:ige in this equipment as a result of Test "BI".
U.S.S. NIAGARA (APA-8?)
Armament:

- Approximately 3200 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mountp.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There was no change in this equipment as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. CONYNGEAM (DD-3?l)
Armament:

- Approximately 3400 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 MM Twin Mounts.
Four 20 MM Single Mounts.

There wns no chrnge in this equipmert as a result of Test "B".
U.S.S. CORTLAND (APA-75)
Armament:

- Approximately 3600 yards from Center of Detonation.
Two 40 M? Twin Mounts.
Two 20 M1. Sinple Mounts.

There was no demaege to this equipment as a result of Test "B".
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GUNS AND MOUNTS
Comparison of the effect of Tests "A" and "BO.
1.
The primary causes of damage in Test "A" were blast and
heat. The light and intermediate caliber gans and mounts were more
severely affected by these physical phenomena than were the heavy
turrets.
In contrast, the primary source of dsm4ge in Test "B" was
shock vhich affected the heavy turrets far more than it did the
lighter equipment.
Considerable secondary damage in Test "B" resulted
from the decontamination methods which were improvised to attempt to
remove the radioactive materials from the vessels.
These different
primary causes of damage resulted in serious damage to light equipment
in Test "A" with minor damage to heavy installations while in Test "B"
the heavy equipment was severely affected while the lighter equipwnt
was practically unscathed.
2.
Major Calibert. The only damege to the major caliber mounts
and turrets which affected operability in Test "A" was that received by
one gun of a two gun turret on the U.S.S. ARKANSAS at approximately 400
yards from the point of detonation.
In Test "B" major caliber equipment
was rendered inoperable on vessels remaining afloat within 900 yards of
the center of exj•losion, Some heavy equipment was made inoperable by the
second test at a distance of about 1,200 yards in the U.S.S. NEW YORK.
From this data it can be deducted that the air burst was cepable of
damaging major caliber equipment to a range of about 400 yards horizontal
range or approximately one-third of the distance to which the underwater
detonation damaged heavy equipment.
This comparison is based on the
damage to the U.S.S. ARKANSAS ("A")•-rd U.S.S. NW YORK ("B") but disregrds the fact that the more modern U.S.S. NEVADA was not seriously
damage( by Test *B" even though it was approximately 1,000 yards from
the detonation. There is no doubt that heavy equipment more seriously
damaged by the underwater explosion and this is ettributed to the great
mass and resulting inertia involved giving rise to different moments
and rates of acceleration and deceleration.
.
Intermediate aliber (3"5" mounts);- In general, intermediate
caliber mounts received proportionally less damage in both tests than
other armament.
In Teot "A" structural damAge occurred to an obsolete
mount on the U.S.S. ARKANSAS and to a merchant-ship type mount on the
BARROW at distmnces of 400 and 1300 yards respectively. Four mounts on
theU.S.S. NEVADA at 600 yards received damage that cam be readily avoided
in future design by careful location of hydraulic lines. Many other
intermidiate caliber mounts within the above maximum range received no,
or only light, damage.
In Toot "B" the only mounts seriously damaged were
aboard the U.S.S. HUGHES at 700 yards. Other mounts damaged were only
superficially.
The shock from Test "B" thus had less effect on intermediate
caliber mounts than the blast from Test "A" which reached out irregularly
S&--C-..E.T
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GUNS AID MOUNTS

3.

Intrmediate Caliber (3"&5" mounts)(Cont'd)

through the air to considerable distances while leaving other nearby

mounts unaffected. The results of decontamination in Test "B" were
not very serious in the effect on these mounts since many were protected
by shields end even when exposed the mechanisms are relatively simple
and rugged.
The blast from Test "A" severely affected
Machine Guns:4.
machine guns on the U.S.S. A.WANSAS, U.S.S. SKATE, U.S.S. CRITTNE•ON,
U.S.S. NZVADA, and U.S.S. INDXP7TTD;NCE, all within or on the 700 yard
circle. The shock from Test "B", however, had no observable effect
On the other hand, the secondary dama&.
upon the machine gun mounts.
resulting from decontamination had little
or no bearing on the distance
from the burst, but rather on the method of applying decontamination.
This was a serious cause of corrosion and, over a period of time, regr'tei
As a result of the lack of proteooin considerable damage to the mounts.
tion against blast and weather and also due to the relative complex nature
of their exposed mechanisms, machine tins suffered more widely spread
damage in the aggregate of both tests than other types of armament.
5.
In considering both tests and operation-al damage of all types,
First, since future gun-loading
two factors appear to be of importance.
devices will be complex and therefore %trongly subject to corrosion and
blast damage, they will reo uire protection from (a) heat and blast, (b) the
cascade, and (c) corrosive decontamination.
It appears that this can be
most efficiently provided by the use of a permanent shield such as that
on enclosed 5" mounts and the gan house of major caliber turrets, If the
use and design of a gun are such that it does not permit the use of a
shield, then all operating parts shoulde be designed to be simple and
The
corrosion resistant similar to those employed in submarine mounts.
second factor that appears significant ts the ratio between mass and the
strength of the supporting of restraining members.
This factor should be
corrected by design changes which consider water-borne shock.
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S-E-.C-R-E-T
SUMMARY - TEST "A"
1.
Turrets and Gun Mounts on the target vessels of Test "A" received little
serious damage.
Practicaily all of the serious damage which did **,cur was on
vessels within 600 yards -f the burst and were generally isolated casos on the
individual vessels. The iS.S. SKATE and the U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE were the only
vessels receiving generes rlamage.
Both had no gun mounts larger than machine
guns and 4 be submarine had but a single mount.
Equipment installed on several
vessels was so damaged as to render units temporarily inoperative, but capable
of being repaired by the ship's forces, Minor damage to equipment from blast,
not severe enough to affect operation, was widespread as was the superficial
scorching of paint.
2.

CAUSES OF DAMGF - TEST "A"

The greatest damage appeared to be to structures offerinL resistance to
(and without adequate strength to withstand) the blast, a9 in the case of
light shields.
If the shield had adequate strength the elastic deflection
caused secondarl types of damage in some cases.
Flying debris was next in im.
portance in causing damage and thus, again, damage to light equipment was most
severe.
It is probable that a third cause of damage from warping or twisting
of the supporting structure of gun moun-ts will become apparent at the final
battery alignment check.
The proportion of equpipment damaged in general was
in inverse proportion to weight with machine gutis most severely affected and
turrets least.
(a) Light Equipment (Under 15 tons).
SHI__P

EUTPWq.

NEVADA

20MM 20
209M #17

SKATE

4GiNM

INDEPENDFNCE

40MM

DAMAGE

S4019A
"20MIM #2
"20MM #4
ARKANSAS

CRITTENDEN

Rocket launcher, Mk. 51
"20MM #8, Port
20MM

GAUSE

Frozen train & elevation
Blast
Bent barrel & broken strucFlying debrii
ture.
Distorted ctrriage & handBlast and flying
wheel
debris
Carriage trunnion distorted
B3l&t
in such manner as to displace
gun and mechanism
Distorted and Broken
"40W
Debris-blast
Loader broken
Debris-blast
Missing from ship
Blast
Missing from ship
Blast
90% of launcher missing
Blast
Bent barrel
Bound in train and elevation

Flying debris
Blast.

S-F.-C-R-E-T
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SUMMARY - TEST "All (Cont'd)

2.

CAUJSES OF DAMIAGE

-

TS"A" (Corit'd)_

(b) Intermediate caliber equipment was less damaged than light equip.
Ment and all damage was repairable by ship's force.

NEVADA
ARKAIWSAS
SARATOGA
BARROW

CAUSE

D/AGE

SIFEQUIPMENT
5" twins, 1,2p7,8,

Oil lines crushed

5"/51, center stbd. Training gear j&mmed
air castle
5" twin P7
Elevation motor
5" single
Train shaft parted

Movement of trainer's
platform, due to
shc ec.
Blow by casemate shutter
Electric failure
Blast and whip

(c) Major caliber damage was msperficial except for indications of violent
sknck in turret #4 of the ARKANSAS and 8" mount k'I on the SALT LAKE CITY.
The
right gun of the ARKANSAS turret was rendered non-fireable by failure of the
trunnion cap.
Slide and guns of the SALT LAKE CITY mount were shifted and deck
lugv ,nd trtnnions showed signs of having been sprung. The mount operated
satisfuctorily, hcwever, in all respects, and was believed capable of firing.
lo guns of an 8" mount on the PENSACOLA were rendered temporarily inoperative
by failure of the recoil system.
.L~Cj011%!NDAT10KS - TEST "A",
Ehe recommendations which follow are made from the standpoint of removing the weakness in the equipment with due consideration for the two greatest causes of damage found in Test "A" which were blast and flying debris.
(al The gun foundations, particularly automatic weapon sponsonm, should
be strengthened to prevent secondary damage to mounts.
This need is illustrated
by the damage to the guns and mounts on the INDEMIENCE.
(b) lbe present light protective shields were designed primarily for weather protection and to protect the gun crews from the blast of their own guns.
The heavy blast of the Atomic Bomb, a new factor, makes necessary a change in
shield des'gn.
In making the required design changes it is recommended that
shields be streamlined towards the shape of a sphere and that, when streamlining is not feasible -r ,ufficient, stiffners be added at or near the center
of preg.ure.
These stillness swould be of rigid triangulated structure tending to support the *ocl,: s
tie
. Furthermore, sufficient clearance should be
left between the shields and ji5ernal units to insure that any "dishing in" of
the shields wil'1 ,iot danŽ&- the operating gear.
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TEST S"A! (Cont'd)

ECOWMATIONS - TEST "A" (Jont'd)
(c) The heavy shields now installed were designed primarily to afforca
splinter protection.
Although the present heavy shields withstood the blast
very well, it is recommended that the shields be stremalined and strengthened
as discussed under (b) above in the realization that more eff-ctive atom
bombs will undoubtedly be developed.
(d) All structures should be so designed as to avoid trapping the blast.
Sharp corners and concave surfaces should be avoided.
The structures should
be completely closed, there should be no access through the shield and dei.nning scuttle hatches must be positive in action. This suggests air-c..nditioning in the enclosed mounts as well as positive air pressuro. requirceents.
(e) A re-design of the 20M firing stop mechanism is ind.icated by the
number of mounts on which the mechanisms jamrmed and thus mad* the gun immoveable in train and elevation. Present stop mechanisms should be modified to
permit rapid disengagement in case this casualty occurs, but this should not
decrease the positive action of the cam.
(f) The strength of supporting structures and decks should be critically
examined in all cases of new construction and special attention should be paid
to this phase in the modernization of vessels. The possible wcernizing of
the anti-aircraft battery of such types of vessels as the CL-144 class and the
CA-139 class with the exchange of 20MM and 401M for 3"/50 caliber twin mounts
as an intermediate installation with the intent of finally equipping the vessels with the heavier 3"/70 twin gun mount is an example of the need f'.L this
critical examination.

-

- TEST "B*

Heavy damage to turrets and gun mounts resulting directly from Test "B"
was restricted to the NEW YORK, PENSACOLA, and HUGHES.
The latter two were
within the 700 yard circle while the NEW YORK, at approximately 1200 yards
was exceptionally vulnerable due to the condition of her armament.
The PElSACOLA, HUGHES, and FALLON were the only surviving surface vessels within the
700 yard circle.
General damage to a battery of the surviving target vessels was sustained
only on the PENSACOLA where the main battery was affected and the HUGHES whk.:re
the 5" battery received most damage.
It is probable that personnel would have
been seriously injured by exposure to the radioactive cascade or, if protected

from the cascade, by the shock effects.
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SUMLY - TF45T "B"

(Wont'd)

CAUSES OF DAMAGE -ENT "B"
Explosion damage from Te., 'B" in all cases resulted from shock which was
generally transmitted from beiow in a vertical direction. This type of damage
affected heavy equipment, such as turrets, more severely th n that of medium
weight, as 51,/38 gun mounts. Light equipment was not affected.
Indirect damage resulting from Test "B" was primarily the result of decontamination procedures (employed to remove radioactive surface material) and was most severe
on open mounts, C rrosion caused by lye and salt water, together with the
Jamming of some equipment resulting from the application of high pressure
streams were the major factors, while exposure to repeated wetting and drying
from the weatl r and a complete lack of maintenance were highly contributory
factcrs. Superficial damage to two machine guns on the GASCONADE is attribated
to a collision shortly after Test "B" with the sinking SARATOGA.
SHOCK DAMAGE - TEST "B"

-

(Heavy and medium eouiDment)

(a) Holding down clips were damaged in the 8"/55 mounts of the PENSACOLA
ard 14"/45 turrets of the NEW YORK and NEVADA.
There were indications of contact between the holding down clips and the fixed structure in the 5"/38 mounts
of the HUGHES, where an increase in clearance was measured, and in one 14"/45
turret of the ?ENNCYLVANIA where imprints of the holding down clips was found
in -,he grease on the underside of the roller path.
(b) Shifting of the rotating structure on the roller path rendered inoperable the training gear of the four 8"/55 mounts of the PENSACOLA.
(c) Elevating menhanisms were damaged in the 14"/45 turrets of the NEW
YORK, and an 8"/55 mount of the PENSACOLA.
In each case the housing of the
oscillating nut had given away.
(d) There was damage to the trunnion securing structure in the 5"/38
mounts of the HUGHES.
(e) Certain lower elements of the mount which are an integral part of the
rotating structure came into contact with the fixed structure of the mount and
were distorted by this contact. This occurred on 8"/55 mounts on the PENSACOLA
and 5"/38 mounts on the HUGHES.
(f) There was damage to those breech mechanisms of the 8"/55 guns of the
PENSACOLA that were open at the time of Test "B".
(g) Weather seals were destroyed on the PENSACOLA 8"/55 mounts.
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DFCU•T•INATION

"B"
DA

(Cont'd)
- TEST "B" (Medium and light eauiument)

f1') Elevation and train was rendered unusabl' in manual in 5"/38 mounts
of the STACK by corrosion, as was the elevating gear of the 5"/38 mount on
the GASCONADE.
(b) The foot firing mechanism of the 5"/38 mount of the BRACKEN was corroded and inoperable.
(c) There were many obsorved cases of machine guns rendered inoperative
by corrosion. In all cases these could have been saved by attention and maintenance, which was impractical due to radioactivity. Decontamination practice
included the use of lye and boiler compound applied in water streams of considerable pressuree. This tended to remove the naturally protective greases
and paints and to encourage corrosion. Machine guns which were operable after
Test "B" aboard the NEW XOhK were frozen eight days later and aboard the
HUGHES, where decontamination measures were more vigorously applied, were
frozen one day later. Whereas, on the FALLON where no decontamination was used,
machine guns were operable four weeks after Test "B", although showing signs
of corrosion from exposure and lack of maintenance.
(d) Damagc from the pressure of a stream of water used in decontamination
was sustained by 20ML1 mounts on the MAYRANT and GASCONADE.
These were frozen
in elevation and train by the firing-stop mechanism which had beer. forced by
violent motion of the mount under the impact of the stream. A 5"/38 shield
and gun port sheath on the MAYRANT were bent by water pressure.

RECOLMMENDATIONS - TEST "B"
The recommendations wnich follow are made from the standpoint of strengthening the equipment aggainst the twio greatest causes of damage found in Test "B"
which were shock and corrosion.
(a) It is recommended that design investigations be undertaken to permit
turret and mount structures to accept shock at least as great as that of gunfire but from other directions, primarily from below.
This must be applicable
at any angle of elevation and train for turrets and nounts to be militarily
effective.
(b) As a corollary to the above, it is recommended that the design of
bearings by investigated specially and separately. In the modernized 8"/55
mount (#3) of the PENSACOLA the train bearings were in place, since the roller
bearings being an integrated unit, shifted as the mount shifted, but in another
mount (mount #2) the ball bearings being in sections, fell'free when the vertical pressure was released.
S-E-C-R-E-T
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'[TFST "1" ý,Contld),

RECOM,•ENDATIONS - TFST "B" (Cont d
(c) It iq recommended that more efficient closures or shields be provided
to protect Ih. equipment, from interior contaninatiorn and corrosion and person.. 'e t.o the radioactlve cascade.
nel from
(d) .L'i, zecorrimended that stainless steels, monel, or other corrosion resistant alloys be used in guns mechaniems and moving parts. It is suggested
that desien criteria applying to mnteriols used in

submarine mounts are applic-

able to moiintn :,,i.Yned Against decontamination procedures.
(e) Provision should be made to protect personnel from breathing contaminated air or air loaded with particles resulting from evaporation of the cascade water.
be adopted.

This indicates thatair-conditioning and filtration of air should

(f) Mount and turret structures should be intpZr-ted in contour with all
other topside and deck structure to provide for efficient run-off of the cascade and channelized to provide for rapid drainage of water heering radioactive materials wit?, consequent Increased efficiency in decontamination.
CONCLUSIONS - TFST "Al AND "•
The results of the two tests on gun mount and turret equipments show thut

personnel and -qu.ipment must be profected by shieles agu½nst the heat and blast
of Test "A" and the catcade of Test "B". Shields must ,e complete and streamin these relined and the whole uppcr surface cf vessels must be inte j.ttd
Second, the value of heavy equipment in the ligh•t of Test, "E" is again
apects.
open to question. The possibility of usinrg ulternate types of ordnance equipment with lighter weight, yet assuming the function of the main battery must

be extensivelY consIdered.

Third, the power supply must be as reliable as the

equipment it serves, which may mean that individual sources of supply for each
unit ma;, be necessary, or that the m'ar power plant of the vessel b.e of a type
Fourth,
that requires only relatively small openings to the outside etwosphere.
the magnitude of the accelerations in both tests make it probable that special
shock-absorbing means would be necessary to raise the survival chances of personnel to equal that of equipment and makes necessary investigation of the ertension of remote control methods to even further extents than now considered
feasible.
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PLANNING:
In February 1946 the Unaerwater Ordnance Unit compiled for the
CROSSROADS Operation a list
of types, quantities and test condition
of specially prepared "Research" torpedoes and special underwateweapons.
These were at that time the only torpedoes, weapons, etc.
proposed for loading in target vessels.
This list
also covered the
proposed types and quantities of auxiliary explosives components such
as detonators and impulse charges.
It was requested that torpedo
workshop facilities
and personnel at least equiv'.lent to those of a
modern submarine tendor be made available.
When the Underwater Ordnance Unit was organised, the first
plan
was to supply all
torpedoes and associated eqvipment fro- v.,rfious Pupplý
centers in the continental United States. Most of the3e centers were
located on the East coast.
It was later decided that the Pearl Harbor
area had a sufficient back log of torpedoes to provide mnst of those
required for the tests,
The Bureau of Ordnance therefore requested the
Comimnder in Chief, Pacific Fleet to make t'ie requirid material available.
However certain additional material was needed from depots on the rainland and supply orders were initiated ir the Lattor part o4 February to
Naval Mine Depot, Yorktown, Virginia, Naval Ammunition Depot, Hal* "o,'ne,
Nevada, Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Washington and Neval Air Station,
Alameda, California to ship equipment to the eearl Harbor area.
In
addition certain warheads wgre shipped from Hawthorne, Nevada to Yorktown,
Virginia, for inert loading.
The prohibition of the use of torpex-loaded warheads was recommended
by the Bureau of Ordnance in February 1946.
It was proposed on tLa same
date that since the overhaul of 480 torpedoes would be prohibitive in
view of personnel and facilities
actually available, overhau2 of service
allowance torpedoes be omitted and all
efforts concentrated uporn the
preparation of "Research" torpedoes for the test.
Instructions for tlu
preparation of "Research" torpe4oes for the SARATOGA and INDEENDENCE
were promulgated early in March 1946.
A pamphlet which contained all
information necessary for the proper
preparation and loading in target valqle
of all
torpedoes and special
weapons was prepared by the cognisant research section of the Bureau of
Ordnance and was distributed to tne field groups to govern their subsequent
operations.
The conditions of loading and special arrangsments for
Submarine, Destroyer and special topedoes are not set forth in the
following paragraphs.
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PkMIN , (Cont'd)
Submarine Toryedoes
A distribution -A th respect to mark and modification was made
of special test submarine torpedoes throughout the submarines so as to
The muzzle door of one
expose the torpedoes at various distances.
stern tube containing a torpedo was to be open on each of two submarines.
This procedure was adopted in order to determine the result of the
direct exposure of a torpedo and its tube to the effects of the Atomic
Bomb explosunn.
All special test torpedoes were to be supplied with
Vessels carrying special
inert warheads but live exploder mechanisms.
test torpedoes in addition to a full complement of service allowance
torpedoes had the loading modified to the extent that only the warheads
of the service allowance torpedoes were loaded thus keeping the precentage
of explosive aboard unchanged.
All air leads were to be capped to prevent pre~sure leaks thus
precluding any ptssibility
of the torpedo wt king a run.
Various compartments were to be filled with liquids containing different ccored dyes so
that leaks could easily be detected and identified. Unit cell batteries
in torpedoes were not to be filled
with electrolyte in order to 61lminate
the -ppasibility of hydrogen explosions in the torpedo tubes of the submarines.
Upon arrival at Pearl Harbor, it was decided that prior directi.ves
should bn altired to require that the tripping latches of torpedo tubes in
submprined be lashed in tho "UP" potstion in order to prevent their
engaging ths, starting levsrs if th^ torpedoes should surge in the tubes.
This prccajiure places the tripping latches in the position specified by
an authorized but as yet unissued OrdAlt.
Aircraft Torpedo!s and Snecial Wea-one
It v,ýh apecifi.4 that nircra.'t torpedoes be placed in aircraft
carriers In normF. stowages with flasks charged.
Torpedoes wmre to be

placed in sirc '±ft wiLi unchttrged flasksn

The special test torpedoes

were to be equipped with inert heads anc live earploders.
special weapons containing inert w.-he is and live exploder mechanisms
were aeLso to be placed in norim.al shipbot .d
;tovqge and in airplanes.
Other
special weApone were to bt placed oh the stetns of destroyers carrying
special test torpedoes.
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PLANNING (Co~nt±inued)

Deetroyer Tor!Dedoeal

In general, !t was specified that the service load torpedoes be equipped wi.th live warheads and dummy. exploders, while special test torpedoes with
inert hands were to be equipped with live exploders.
Test torpedoes were to
"be distributed in vessels carrying a low percentage of the normal allowance
of regular service torpedoes.
In order to prevent runs, the ignition air lead
was to be left d1sconnected on all torpedoes. Tubes containing service allowance were to be trained outboard so that the torpedoes would be scuttled in
the event of breakage of a tripping link. Test mounts were trained to stowed
position.
Firing hammers were to be placed in various conditions of readiness.
Detonators, boosters and impulse charges were to be placed in their normal
stowage in order to ascertain their behaviour under normal stowage conditions.
Some empty torpedo tubes were to contain standard impulse loads and live
primers with firing hammer ready in order to approximate ready-to-fire conditions.
Changes to Preliminary Plans
Original plans were made on the assumption that explosives and combustibles would be present only in token quantities in the target vessels.
Final

plans called for loading of from 10% to 100% of normal allowance.
In late January the Bureau of Ordnance proposed that several murzle doors
of loaded torpeeo tubes in target submarines be left open during the test provided that adequate salvage facilities were available. As an alternative the
Bureau of Ordnance suggested that torpedo tubes be mounted in about five salvage pontoons.
These pontoons were to be distributed in the target array. The
tubes were to be loaded, and the muzzle doors to be left open during the test.
The first proposal was accepted and it was planned to leave the muzzle doors
open in the APOGON and DENTUDA on one loaded after tube in each ship.
It was proposed by the Bureau of Ordnance that four special net sections
be placed so as to determine the effect of the Atomic Bomb on such material,
in both tests "A" and "B", and details were furnished 'concerning the various
components proposed to be included in the installation.
However, a decision
was made by Joint Task Force ONE not to submit any new installations to the
CROSSROADS tests.
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S-'F-C-R-E-T
PLANNING: (Cont'd)
Chanwe .to Preliminary Plans
(Cont'd)
The Bureau of Ordnnnce further suggested that six erpiosive
warheads and six torpedoes with inert heads be siuspended from buoys
to average torpedo running depths and at safe distances from the
target vessels.
The object of this test was to determine the effect of
the explosion of an Atomic Bomb on torpedoes under actual operating
conditions. It was also suggested that warheads c~ontaining different
types of explosives be exposed on the decks of target vossels during
the tests. It was further proposed that a moored mine field be subjected
to the effects of the Atomic Bomb explosioa.
These proposals were all
rejected by Commander Joint Task Force OhE.
When the moored mine field proposal was rejected because of its
danger to rraffic in the lagoon a substitute plan was issued which
provided that mines of a type representative of all United States Navy
mines bi, placed on the open deck of certain vessels at varying distances
from the burst to obtain a gradation of damage.
These mines were inert
loaded but all mechanisms, detonators and boosters were in place. Various
types of test depth charges and service load depth charges were also
placed in target destroyers at various distances from the center of the
array. The test charges were all inert.
Mines Mark 6
It was planned to have seven Mines Mark 6 in each test and to place
the mines on the deck of target ships at varying distPnces from the center
of the array. Six of these mines were placed on the weather decC of
transports at frame 40 on the starboard side. The remaining Mine Mark 6
was placed on the main deck at frame 100 starboard side of the Japanese
Battleship 1AGATO.
All mines were plaster loaded, containing inert
boosters and service detonators.
An attempt was made to simulate as
nearly as possible the condition that would exist in the transport of
mines by a mine 3&yer.
All safety devices such as fifth wheel pin, shorting out clip,
extender lock not, hydrostatic release safety pin, K device, hydrostatic
lock nut and K device splash cap were left in place on the mine.
The
dash pots were filled and parachutes rigged. The electrical system for
each mine was checked and found to be correct before the installation of
the detonators.
The mines were given a thorough check and all components
were in excellent shape.
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S-L-C.R-E-T
PLANNING: (Cont'd)
Deoth Charges
The special test depth charges were plaster loaded with service
loaded pistol and extender containing loaded booster and detonator
except for the Mark 14, which had an empty booster can. All service
allowance charges were assembled without boosters and detonators to
minimize the danger should any charge fall overboard or be sunk with
a target vessel.
Chtýrges in the stern racks were fitted with knocking off caps and
forks, those in K-guns and side racks were fitted with shipping caps and
forks. Charges that were in stowage (service allowance) were left with

the blanking off plates on.

In ships where less than a full load was

carried, the charges were distributed so as to place representative ones
in each location.
In all ships the Mark 8 and Mark 14 charges were placed
in 'he stern racks.
Each of the special test depth charges were given an operational
test and checked prior to Test "A".
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During each phase, the seven (7) destroyers carrying the least
quantities of service explosives material carried a complete set of
which
special torpedoes test material in accordance with the list
follows:
2
1
1
3
3
1
1 (Special Weapons)

Torpedoes M1-15 XOD-3
Exploders M1-6 MOD.5
Exploders M1-10 MO.3
Detonators ML-7
Detonators 1f,,-9'
Boosters
14.4
Torpedoes PCE-27
(a) Torpedoes,

4K-i5 MOD-3:

ach torpedo was assembled with a special inert-loaded Var
Head M1-17 MOD-2 or 3 and an Exploder M166 equipped with a
dummy booster ML-2 and a detonator X&.9 having no charge other
Exploder. were installed unarmed,
than the detonator caps.
The
An Igniter MK-6 MO0-2 was installed in each torpedo.
igniter air lead was not connected to the igniter, of which
the air connection was securely capped to prevent the entrance
of pressure from any source, Fuel tanks were filled with fresh
water colored with seamarker dye (so that fuel tank leaks could
readily be detected).
Stop valves were opened only 1/4 to 1/2
turn. The torpedoes were otherwise in all respects ready for a
War Shot.
All adjustments were made and recorded in records at
Destroyers Pacific Torpedo Shops - KUAHUA Island, Pearl Harbor,
T.HL, by shop personnel assisted and checked by personnel of
Staff, Director of Ship Material (Assistant for Bureau of
Exploders for these torpedoes were first at
Ordnance.)
Destroyers Pacific Shops prior to installing in those torpedoos
as they were loaded directly into target vessels at Pearl Harbor,
T.H. Replacement exploders which were carried in U.S.S. DIXU1
(AD-14) were tested, both at Destroyers Pacific Shops and again
prior to installation at Bikini. All exploders, recovered after
the tests were given a cursory examination in the U.S.S. DIXIE
(AD-14) tc expedite *Overall Damage Reports* immediately after
each test and a thorough analytic overhaul, including all
prescribed bench tests, at Destroyers Pacific Shops after both
tests were completed. All exploders passed all tests and no
damage was noted from either Test "AS or "I. No detonators
fired in either Test *A" or 0B'.
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Restroyers (Cent 'd)
(b)

1xploder .
One unarmed exploder M1X1-6 MOD-5 and one cocked and unarmed
MX-lO MOD-3, boxe&, and securely lashed were placed in the
torpedo work shop of each of the designated target destroyers
carrying special torpedo test materials. These exploder
mech.Rismg wore removed for test and examination after Test
'AN and replaced for Test "BI by other exploder mechanisms
carried as replacements in U.S.S. DIXIN (AD-14).
All exploder
mechanisms NK-10 MOD-3 were given s visual examination to check
any damage - prior to shipping them to the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, Washington, D.C. for a more thorough test. All
exploder mechanisms M-10 MOD-3 were found in excellent
material condition after both Test "A" and *DO,

(c) Detonators.
Detonators wore carried in their normal stowage containers and
in every case were found to be in perfect condition after each
test, in fact even where the bulkheads and superstructure were
severely dkmaged, the detonators stowed in the immediate area
were found to be in perfect condition. These however were
forwar4ed to Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Washington for
routine test and report on same.
(d) Boosters.
The Warhead boosters were stowed in magazines, compartments, as
remotely as possible from other explosive or combustable material.
All boosters passed through both Test "A' and 1BO without any
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Table 1
Project ICROSSROADSI - Special Torpedo Test Materials
Assignment (Both Phases) Destroyers

Torpedo
Item
Torpedo-

Qamntity
XK 15MOD 3

Noral
Stowvar

Tubes

24

24

Varheads MI 17 (Inert) 24

24

Uxploder ML.6.-5

12

M4L6-6

22

hrploder

Uxploder M)10-3

Dock

Work
Sho,

12
24

12

12

'Detonators ML-7
(1zp. MyI.O)

42

42

Detonators M.-9

68

68

Detonators •L.9

24

24

Igniters )EL-6.2

48

48

Batteries MZ-6-2
(Irploder M1-O)

12

Boosters ML.2

12

Boosters ML-2 (Duamy)

24

(In Xzploder)
12
12
24

S.I-C-R-L.T
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nVAEAT ION AND INSPUCT ION OF UNDBRWATER ORDIANCI MAT'ERIAL
All underwater ordnance items of like type were prepared in
marner for both tests.

the same

Most items for Test "A" were loaded aboard target

vessels at Pearl Harbor and either placed Ln position for display in Test NA"
or stowed and placed in the displayed position after the arrival at Bikini.
Replacement items for Test "B" were loaded in the U.S.S. DIXIi (AD-14) the

u.s.s. FULTcK (AS-11) and U.S.S. ARTZIS (AXA-21).

The shops of the UeS.S. DIXI17 (AD-14) were utilied to the fullest
extent for destroyer torpedoes, Likewise the shops of the US.S, 7ULTON
(AS-li) were utilized for submarine and aircraft torpedoes and special
weapons. All items were thoroughly prepared prior to loading on target
vessels or ships used as transportsoo material for Test "Sm.
Upon arrival
of t)- target ships and tenders at Bikini routine checks were constantly
%_d,4 .n all items
on the target ships to assure the best possible conditions
could be obtained and personnel aboard the target ship familiarized with
the nature of tests being performed on individual items.
After Test "A" shipboard checks were made by staff personnel and
representative items removed for analysis in the shops of the tenders or
stowed for shipment to shore activities. Portable test sets were used to
check depth charges and the mines Mark 6 aboard the target ships*
Zewf' -aoved for shop analysis after Test "A" were replaced with
like items from the supply on board the tenders for Test 'P.* Routine
checks were constantly made up to evacuation day as was done for Test "A",
The shl
ard checks and tests made after Test OBD were by necessity,
made very e'" Aously because of the condition of the target vessels.
Such items as was possible were removed, decontaminated and then given a
shop analysis.
Considerable damage had been caused by the time and the
decontamination methods used.

PRVIPAA ION PA2CFXVE~S FOR DE-STROTER TOEPL-DOES
Information contained in the instructions titled, 'Test Procedures
for Above-Water Torpedo Tubes", dated 5 March 1946, and the pamphlet,
'lnstructions to Target Vessels for Test and Observations ly Ship's Forces,
issued by Director of Ship Material - (Assistant for Bureau of Ordnance)
together with letters and dispatches forwarded to Joint Task Force 013,
form the complete directive regarding Tests for Under-water Ordnance items
in Destroyers.
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S-Z-C-R-V,-T
PRMPARATION PROC)CDURES F'OR D-SrROYT,7R TORPE'DOES (Cont'd)
All torpedoes and torpedo equipment were prepared for test in
accordance with current directives and procedures then in effect and
as issued by the Bureau of Ordnrnce and Fleet Commanders except Ps noted
herein.
ABOVE WAT-R TQRP-DO TUBES -

TORPEDO H'l'LING AEUIPNT

".Due to post-war activity in regards demobolization and decommissioning
A-W Torpedo Tubes would
of certain vessels - it had been realized that all
not be in perfect working condition, however it was deemed possible to
prep're such ships with minimum amount of expenditures, both momentary and
physical labor ,ind still obtain ndeouAte results.
Where torpeao tube barrels were found dented, out of alignment or
damaged to such extent that lo:,wint wns impos3.ble no steps were taken to
effect repairs but the- barrel was utilized tc. carry out Impulse Mechanism
Aests.
torpedo tubes were inspected, tested, greased
The ti-ining gear ou all
e•nd repaired where necessary, but only to the extent of direct drive-in
train,,
Where hydraulic gear was inoperable no steps were taken to overhaul
or rr-pair as this wovll undoubtedly involve spare parts and extensive labor.
Where hand clamps or automatic bjveaks were inoperative due to damaged parts,
pr-d eyes were welded in place on deck and wire bridles of suitable strength
were rigged to hold the tubes in the required position for the tests.
Director repeater instruments on tubes were checked and repaired as
unly to the extent that such parts
deemed necespary but P6 in other -- rts
All damage was checiked on Above-Water Torpedo
and labor as were at hand.
Tube Check Off Lists which were prepared at time of ships inspection by
the Director of Ship Mazeriol Staff F(rsonnjel before and rfter each phase
of the .- eration.
E1ect-ical circuits of all torpedo mc-.ints were checked for grounds
etc, Rnd those reorirtng repairs were overhauled and put in a fully
operative condi ti •n,
Many of the target v'rsols h.'. 3týrzed decommissioning and had
.-emoved detonators and ready ammunition stowage boxes which had to be
replaced I.- yard forces,
Torpedo trolley hi istq were missing on a number of the target
destroyers aLnd were repl-eed by such hoists as could be obtained from
In most cases
othpr ships being decommissioned at Pearl !,.rbor, T.H.
only nne hoist could be rupplied to a shi- which necessitated transferring
tI.e hoist to whichever side was being loaded.
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ABOVE WATX9TORPEDO TUBES - TORPEDO HANDLING NQUIPMENT
All torpedoes used in Test "A' were prepared and loaded at Pearl
HARBOR, T.H. by crews from Destroyers Pacific Torpedo Shops, Pearl
HARBOR, T.H., assisted and directed.by Director Ship Material (Assistant
for Bureau of Ordnance) Staff Personnel. A TSD type crane was used,
which permitted d: -ect loading of a complete torpedo into tube barrels.
Replacement torpedoes used in Test "B" were prepared and loaded by
personnel from U.S.S. DIXIE (AD-14) assisted and directed by Director of
Ship Material (k.ssietant for Bureau of Ordnance) Staff Personnel at Bikini.
PREPARING TORPEDO TUBES FOR TEST
(a) For each phase of the test, torpedo tubes were reconditioned as
time and conditions would permit.
Photographs were taken before Test "A*
of all torpedo tubes. After Test "A" only ships sustaining dpmages were
Additional
photographed and from same angles as before, for comparison.
photographs as deemed necessary were also taken for record,
(b) Loading Condition of each Torpedo Tube as prescribed in this
section was carried out.
1. For ships havine both standard service torpedoes and special
test torpedoes, zhe loading of torpedoes is indicated on the
attached loading charts.
2. For ships having only standard service torpedoes, the number
of torpedoes is indicated on the attached loading plan. The
firing mechanisms condition as indicated in section 5 (a)
and the condition of train as indicated in section 6 (a) or
6 (b) of pamphlet "Project CROSSROADS* Test Procedure for A.-W
Torpedo Tubes issued by the Director of Ship Material (Assistant
for Bureau of Ordnance) was carried out and subparagraph
identification numerals are used to identify type of load in
each firing mechanism and position of train of tubes in this
report.
(c) The standard service torpedo is any standard torpedo Mark 15 type
ready for war shot with a T.N.T. loaded head. The special test torpedo is
a Mark 15 Mod 3 type equipped with Warhead Mark 17 Mod 2, or Mark 1? Mod 3
(inert loaded), Exploder Mechanism Mark 6 Mod 6 (unarmed), Detonator Mark 9
(no charge other than detonator caps), Booster Mark 2 (dummy), and Igniter
Mark 6 Mod 2.
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PPEPARING TRP,-'DO TMES F

TEST (Continued

(d) In addition to the normal method of securing the torpedo in the barrel,
,11 special torpedoes were secured by reeving a 3/4" steel cnble throu4gh the
nose ring, running it around the seddle and the two ends secured by cable clamps,
allowInp sl~ck enough in ca.bles to permit torpedo to travel approximately 6" in
the tube.
FIRING MECOANISM
Firing mechanisms were prepared and lorded in accordance with directive
set forth in pamphlet "Project CROSSROADS".
Test Procedure for above water Torpedo Tubes, section 5 subparagraph (a to f) issued by 1lrector of Ship Material
(tsistant for Bureau of Ordnance) and set forth herewith.
5 (a) Firing Mechanism - empty.
5 (b) Firing Mechanr'sm with otandard loaded impulse case,
circuit corni-ated - Firing Hammer "READY"

5 (c)
5 (d)

Firing
firing
Firing
firing

firing

- "NO PRIUMR".

Mechanism with "EMPTY" impulse case, live primer,
cable disconnected and firing hammer set "SAFE".
Mechanism with loaded impulse case, live primer,
circuit connected and energized.
%1ring hammer set

'SAFE".

5 (e)
5 (f)

Firing
firing
Firing
firing

Mechanism with loadr.a impulse case, DUMMY PRIMER circuit disconnected and firing hammer set "READY".
Mechanism with loaded impulse case, DUMM1Y PRIMF-R,
circuit disconnected and firing hammer set "READY",,

6 (a) Empty tubes were trained to a "stowed " poesiion, centering,
pins engaged and Rqnd Brake "ON".
6 (b) Tubes loaded with standard service toopedoes, ,were trz:.nod
"outboard", Hand Brake "ON", i.l spindles disengaged.nd,
tripping latches locked "UP".
6 (c) Tubes loaded with special test torpedoes were trained bo a
Hand *3rake )Ozp",
"stowed" position, centering pins e-igage.,
ell spindles
"DISENGAGED" and tripuing latches locked "UP".
6 (d) Tubes loaded with both standard service torpedoes and special
test torpedoes were trained "OUTBOARD", Hand Brake "ON", all
spindles "DISENGAGED" and tripping latches "DOWN".
SPECIAL TEST Of DESTROYER TORPEDO MATERIAL
1.
In Operatio::s CROSSROADS, torpedoes and associeted eauipment were placed
on board destroy'-s in target vessel group for two purposes:
(a)

to dupli dte varying degree3 of service loading so that tho tai'ge\
vessels . Ill be subjected o as nea.'ly as practicable the somet !.zards th ' might be obtaine, under war cona±itions.
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SP.;CIAL TEST OF TORPEDO MATERIAL'S DESTOY•ER (Cont'd)
(b) To determine thf effect of the bomb test upon tha variour
component parts of opecial torpedoes where practicabl" and
to distlnguish such effects from other occurences such an
magazine explosions or severe fires.
The special
This repo-t is concerne0L primarily with 1 (b).
torpedo test m'.terial listed in Table i was supplied for the
second purpose (b) ard was therefore concentrated predominatly,
so far as was practicable, in vessels having the least amount
Where such
of the standard smmunition aJlowance on board.
test
torpedo
special
the
cincentration was not practicable,
material of Table 1 was placed as rimotely es practicable frcm
explosive materiel and material capable (either from its
character c:, ze quantity) of promoting a large, hot fits.
This material (Table 1) was zarefully placed in the fully
ready condition for war use prior to test, subject only to
differences noted hereinafter and to the qualification that
material located otherwise than actually in a torpedo tube
shall be in a condition of readiness appropriate to its actual
of the nonAfter each phase of the test all
location.
explosive material of Table 1 which was not lost or destroyed
and which showed any signs of -eceiving damage was remived
from target vessel to dotroyer tender where it was disassembled and analyze-' to the extent necessary to detertino whether
operative and if not what component had
or not it was still
Torpedo material placed in aay target vessel
failed and hoi,,
as part of a standard ordnance allowance or any traction
for purpose outlined in (a) a'•ove)waa not to be
thereof (i.e.
overhaul or t.nalyred either before or after either phase of
the test, however - in the case of the U.S.S. HUGHES and
U.S.S. ANDERSON - exceptions were made and damaged torpedoes
from both of these ressels were dissassembled and analysed after
Photographs nf damage were taken and recorded along with
tests.
data from the overhaul shops.
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1. Submarine torpedo tubes we%,, given a thorough check as to
material and mechanical efficiency prior to loading.
Miicrometric
measurements w.re taken of the tubes, worn parts replaced and such
adjustments made as was consistent with uniform alignment.
The
tubes wore thoroughly cleansed and 1-bricated and all working parts
iuch as speed spindles, depth spindles, and gyro settings were
lu'lricated and checked several times for proper operation.
Tripping
late;as were disconnected at the operating lever and wired in the
"tw" position. All of the automatic drain valves in the bottom of
the fl;-ing valve casings were removed and bronze pipe plugs submitted.
Poppet valves and the linkages were worked several times under air
pressure after the gages had been made fast.
Shutter and door clearances were recorded from the ship's log (when available) and breech
and murzle door gaskets inspected and replaced where deemed necessary.
A li't
of • •mpletcd OrdAlts for each installation was recorded.
2, Impulse pressure for these tubes wee built up to 300 P.S.I.
for a ten minute drop test.
A maximum of 10
drop per hour was
allowed for all tubes except those which were to hold pressure during
test where a maximum tolerance of 2% in four hours was obtained.
Firing valves were fired finboard" with 50 P.S.I. pressure to check
operation.
3. An inspection of loading and stowage spaces was made and showed
that some of the submarines required snubbing and lowering away lines,
hooks, securing straps for the cradles and other equipment which was
eithe- supplied or manufactured.
4. After all adjustments, replacements, lubrication and checks had
been made in order to obtain the best operating condition possible of
these tubes, torpedoes of various marks and modifications includink all
those regularly issued at the end of the war and some more recent research
modelz were loaded in the tubes and cradles of the target submarines.

11:9p~do Tbe
1. An examinat '.- of all torpedo tubes, torpedo tube components
and ausocimted parts made after Test *A* on each submarine.
This
examination was not complete inasmuch as all torpedoes were not unloaded
as originally plnned because there was no apparent torpedo damage. One
or two semple torpedoes were removed from the tubes of each submarine
and a complete examination obtained on each of the tubes thus emptied.
It wvs determined that no tube had fired during test and that the pressure
drops in the impulse systems were such as to indicate any damage except in
the U.S.S. SKATE.
The following tubes (originally empty) were checked in
detail for comparison with former readings.
S-E-C-R-L-T
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S-B- C-R-I-T
Tor_•edo Tubes (Cont'd)
(a) SKIPJACK Tubes - No. 4 and 5.
(b) APAGON Tubes - No. 5, 6, and 7.
(c) SKATO Tube - No. 1.

Dam. g

t

US, S.

*KA

1. The No. 8 Tube flooded due to a damaged door or shutter,
It
was necessary to trim the ship and bring the muzzle door above the
water line before the toroedo could be removed.
The torpedo was then
ramoved without difficulty and showed no damage.
2.

Examination inside the tube bore of the No.

8 tube and outside

around the muzzle door opening mechanism, showed the following damiage:
The muzzle door was pushed off its gasket and inboard and
downward approximately 3/8 of an inch.
The rpper edge of the
door on tie upper outboard quarter was sprtv-4: 5/32 of an
inch and inspection showed that the crushed thutter and distorted hinge arms both on the door and shuttr
held it in the
closed position with great strain.
No attempt was made to
operate either door or the shutter.
Further inspection showed
that the rollers and tracks had been pulled away from the
superstructure.
The new type T-lip muzzle door gasket had
been installed in this installation and this type cf gasket
has very little
material for water tightness, once misaligned.
The old type wedge gasket is held in place by the bead on the
end cf the tube and gives strength which in this case '-ght
have held the door in place and the bending or twisti.- may
have occurred in other parts thus leaving the tube water-tight.
The horizontal plating on the tube flats
was bulged in at the
center.
No attempt was made to go intc the after trim tank
or down between spaces to inspect for further damage, due to

conditions which obtained in the area,
3. Damage to hull below the waterline is indicated by the tube
diameters taken on tubes No. 8 and 10 showing a decided amount of
"out roundness" and flattened portions of the tube near the muzzle as

follows:
Tube No. 8
(12" from muzzle end)

Vert.

Horiz.

Before 21.126
After 21.178

21.124
21.070
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S-E-C-E-Z-T
Damage to U.S.S. SKATE (Cont'd)
Tube NQo._8
Vert.

(69"

from muzzle end)

I(

.

21.121
21. .24

Before 21.323
After 21.126

Tucbe # 10
(12" from muzzle end)
BAfore 21. 171
After 21.211

21.125
21.127
(69" from muzzle end)

Before 21.124
After 21.20C

21.121
21.127

These tubes wero worn from service and the plan size of 21.125 plus

.020, minus .000 does not hold true, however the figures show a change
of approximatoly .100" in some spots near the muzzle end on tubes # 8
and # 10. Also whare the middle and muzzle section of the tube are
rivited together the vertical readings chýnged from 21.331 to 21.225
in diameter.
The doameter at this point is near the bulkhead ring
and it is considered possible that the whole stern tube nest was distorted and out of alignment as a result of the heavy stresses set up
in the structural framing surrounding this area. There was considerable
dange to the impulse system as follows:
(a)

The impulse pipe to the firing valve of the No. 2 system had
broken away from the hangers and was bent and twisted away
from its normal position. A pressure of 200 P.S.I. on this
system held for 10 minutes.

(b) In the number 4 system the impulse flask pipe was fractured
from the flange joint and was leaking badly. The pipe was
bent and hangars were torn loose.
(c) The impulse flask pipe of the No. 6 system had broken away at
the welded joint on the flange and was fractured at the hull
joint. The pipe was twisted and the flask shifted in the
support rack.

s.E- C-R-3-T
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S-.-.C-R-FLT
Torpedo Stowage
Cradles in the after stowae were distorted so that they were
The side runner plates which
not firm on the supports when empty.
held the wooden torpedo Suide chocks were bent to starboard on both
Most of the locking bars were bent end
pcrt and starboard cradles.
In some cases the forward locking assembly
had to be forced free.
had to be dismantled before the cradle could be moved. All cross.
rails were checked with a straight edge. In the forward room a drop
in the center of the cradle was noted of a maximum of 1/4" where the
In the after room a max i=
portable section of croserail attaches.
drop of 3/8" was found near the center of the cradle on the starboard
side. One portable section of croesrail in th. aft torpedo room which
was in the stowed position and attached to the side of the upper crossrail by clamps, slid out of its position and swung inboard avd struck
the warhead in the opposite side lower cradle cutting a hole in the
warhead casing.
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DEIRdAT

R0DNHNCE 1&~M1

EXOSE

TO TEST

SDISTAEQ
DISTANCE
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
WAGATO

BRACKEN (APA-64)
BLADEN (APA-63)
BRISCOE (APA-65)
CATRON (APA-71)
FILLZI0RE (APA-83)
NIIAGARA (APA-87)
(Ex Jap 3B)

DEPTH CHARG

U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.

&k

Tda.
Yds.
Ts.
Yds.
Yde.
Yde.
Ua.

2100
900
3600
2900
2400
1200
1000

1800
2400
1200
1400
2100
3200
700

Uas.
YUs.
YdT.
Yds.
Yda.
Yde.
YdT.

Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Yr.
Fr.
Jr.
Yr.

1
1
1
1
1
I
1

Stbd.
Stbd..
Stbd.
Stbd.
Stbd.
Stbd.
Stbd.

YdU. 3500 Ydn.
Tde. -----Uds. 800 Yds.
Yde. 2500 Yds.
Yde. 1300 Yde.
Tds. 1800 Tds.
Yds. 2200 Tds.
1000 TYd.

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
2

Stbd. Stern Rack
Stbd. Stern Rack
Stbd. Stern Rack
Port Stern Rack.
Stbd. Stern Rack
Port Stern Rack.
Port Stern Rack.
Stern Back..

2100 TUs. 3500 Yds.

6

(1) Port K Gun #2

34.
34.
34.
34.
34.
34.
100.

2i

CO!YflGHAM (DD-419)
LAMSON (DD-367)
M&TRAMT (DD-402)
MUGJORD (D)..389)
MUSTIN (DD-413)
2.LPH TALBOT (DD-390)
RIuND (DDI-404)
TRIPPE (DD-403)

DEPT
HAR
U.S.S.

Ma

2200
2800
1700
2900
2500
4000
900

LOCATION.

.2

COMTNGRAM (DD-419)

(1) Port K Gun #4
(3) StbdIK Gun #1

U.S.S. LAMSON (DD-367)

900 Ts.

U.S.S. MAYRANT (DD-402)

3600 Ydu.

6

(1)
(5)
(1)
(3)

6
800 Yde.

Stbd
Port
Stbd
Port

K Gun
Stern
Stern
Stern

#3
Rack
Rtack
Rack

(2) Si-bd Stern Rack

U.S.S. MUGTORD (DD-389)

2900 Yde. 2500 Yds.

6

(1) K Gun Port Yr.140
(5) Stbd Stern Rack

U.S.S.

2400 Yds.

6

(1) Port Stern Rack
(3) Port Stern Rack
(3) Stbd Stern Rack

MUSTIN (DD-413)

U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DD-390)

U.S.S. TRIPPE (DD-403) -

U.S.S.
U.S.S.
US.S.
U.S.S.

CONYMGHAM (DD-419)
LAMSON (DD-367)
MAYRh4NT (DD-402)
MUSTIN (DD-413)

Inclosure (D)

1300 YdT.

1200 Yds. 1800 UdS.

----

2100
900
3600
2400

6

(2) Stbd Stern Rack
(4) Port Stern Rack

1000 Tds.

2

(1) #1 K Gun
(1)#4 K Gun

Yds. 3500 YdT.
TUs.-- - ---Tda.
B00 Yds.
TUs. 1300 Tds.

I
I
1
I

Stbd
Stbd
Port
Port
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Stern
Stern
Stern
Stern

Rack
Rack
Rack
Rack

tJP.WATROR M
N oCD uAP

T m0os!

DI STA•GO

!A!

V.S.S.
V.S.S.
U.S.S.

RALPH TALBOT (DD-390)
R1MND (DD.-404)
TUIPPE (DD-403)

DEPTH C{&
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
UýS.S.
U.S.S.

VA&

TO

J

DISTANTO.

!Ai

i

nusto

10

LOCATION

1200 TYs. 1800 Yds.
1000 7d4. 2200 Yds.
- 1000 Tds.

1
1

2

Stbd. Stern Rack
8tbd. Stern Rack
Stbd. Stern Back

2100
900
3600
2900
2400
1200
1000

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Stbd. Stern Rack
Stbd. Stern Rack
Stbd. Stern Rack
Port. Stern Rack
Port. Stern Rack
Port. Stern Rack
Port Stern Back.
Port Stern Rack.

2

(1)(Stbd inboard lower
cradle forward.)'

I

COFWGHAM (DD-419)
LAMSON (DD-367)
MA(TANT (DD-402)
MUGFORD (DD-389)
MUSTIN (DD-413)
RA.LPH TALBOT (DD-390)
REND (DD-40o)
TRIppI (DD-403)

Yds. 3500 Uds.
Td..------Yds. 800 Uds.
Rde. 2500 Uds.
Uds. 1300 Yds.
Tde. 1800 Tde.
Yde. 2200 Uds.
i------AOO
Yds.

TOIPD k&ak If, KBA. 2
U.S.S.

APOGON (SS-308)

1000 Ide.

600 Yde.

(1)(#10

torpedo tube,

muzzle door open)

U.S.S.

SKIPJACK (SS-184)

U.S.S.

SIATR (65-305)

1200 Ids. 1000 Ida.
400 Yde.

800 Yds.

2
2

(1)(Upper starboard cradle aft.)
(1)(03 Torpedo Tube.)
(1)(Stbd inboard lower

2

(i)(#10 Torpedo Tube.)
(1)(Stbd inboard lower

2

(i)(#I0 Torpedo Tube)
(1)(Stbd inboard lower

cradle forward.)

U.S.S.

PILOTFISH (SS-386)

2400 Rde.

300 ?de.

cradle forward.)

U.S.S.

PARClE (SS-384)

1200 Ids. 1400 Ids.

cradle forwerd.)

(1)( WO Torpedo Tube,
U.S.S. DERTTUDA (SS-335)

2100 Ude. 1200 Yde.

2

rollers removed.)

(1)(#3 Torpedo Tube,
rollers removed.)
(1)(Upper etbd cradle aft.)

U.S.S. TUNA (SS-203)

I.•ir

2200 Rde. 1700 Ids.

2

(2)(tplper stbd cradle aft.)
(L)(#3 Torpedo Tube.)

re (D) To Director Ship Material Serial 001500.
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IST( inued

UNDEIVATER ORDWA7CE XQUIPMDRT 3MOSED TO

TORPEO

uk

22

SHIP
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.
U.S.S.

SKIPJACK (SS-184)
TUNA (SS-203)
SKATE (SS..305)
APOGON (SS-308)
DENTUDA (SS-335)
PARCHZ (SS-384)
PILOTFISH (SS-386)

DI STA.NC

DISTANCE

1200
2200
400
1000
2100
1200
2400

1000
1700
800
600
1200
1400
300

Tdm.
Tde.
Uds.
Uds.
Tdm.
Tdm.
Tdm.

IOCATION
1O.

Udm.
Udm.
Uds.
Tdo.
Tdo.
Uds.
Tds.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PIU
PIU
PIU
PIU
PIU
PIU
PIU

Cradle
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle
Cradle

(fwd)
(fwd)
(fwd)
(fwd)
(fwd)
(fwd)
(fwd)

U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DI1-390)

1200 1ds.

1800 Tas.

1

Port Deck Aft.

U.S.S. RHIID (DD-404)
U.S.S. WILSON (DD-408)

1000 Tdm. 2200 Uds.
1600 Ids. 1400 Tds.

1
I

Port Deck Aft.
Port Deck Aft.

U.S.S. MUtGORD (DD-389)
U.S.S. CCNYNGHAM (WP-371)

2900 Tds., 2500 Ydm.
2100 Uds. 3500 Tdm.

1
1

Port Deck Aft.
Port Deck Aft.

U.S.S. MAYRANT (DD-402)
U.S.S. IJAHSON (DD-367)

3600 Tds.
800 Tdm.
900 Tdm.--------

I
1

Port Deck Aft.
Port Deck Aft.

" One also secured to deck for Test N3".
TORPEDOES H

]1

R"A. I

U.S.S. SARATOGA (CV3)

2700 Tds.

500 Tdm.

3

(1)(TBM 69094, on flight
deck.)
(1)(Torpedo Truck hangar

deck.)
(1)(Normal stowage, Mezzanine deck above hanger deck.)

U.S.S. I!DEFPTLCEE (OYLP2)

700 Tdm.- - - - ---

3

(1)(TBM 69239 on flight
deck.)
(1)(Stbd readyv rack hangar deck.)
(1)(Normpl stowage compt.

0-10l-B.)
U.S.S. IMW

1200 Tdm.

ORK (73B-34')

2

(1)(Stbd main deck Fr. 75.)
(1)(Port superctruoture,

Yr. 56.)

TORPEDO &jk~~a
U.S.S. SKIPJACK (SS.-184)

1200 Tdm.

1000 Tds.

2

(1)(Stbd IU Cradle (fwd)
(1)(PL Cradle (aft)

U.S.S. TUNA (SS-203)

2200 Yds. 1700 Ydm.

2

(1)(Stbd IU Cradle (aft)

kNcloaure (D)

to Director Ship Material Serial 001500.
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UNMMWATER ORDANCE

UIPMENT

MOSED _T TEST (S__.!

TORPEDO &6 2& (Cotined
TANCE

D ST•A• E

400 Yds.

800 Yds.

2

U.S.S. APOGON (SS-308)

1000 Yds.

600 Yde.

2

U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS-335)

2100 Yds. 1200 Tds.

2

U.S.S. PARCHE (SS-384)

I200 Yds. 1400 Tds.

2

U.S.S. PILOTFISH (S-386)

2400 Yds.

2

SDIS

"Ad"

U.S.S. SKATE (SS-305)

"B__"

LOCATION

_NO
(I)

(Stbd IU cradle fwd)

(1) (PL cradle aft.)
(1) (Stbd IU cradle f:.,d)

(1) (PL cradle aft.)

300 Yds.

(1)
(I'
(1)
(W)

(1) (Gtbd IU cradle fwd)
(.)

x•Wozk

(!ttbd IU cradle fwd)
(PL cradi;" aft.)
(Stbd lU cradle fwd)
(PL crafle aft.)
(PL cradle aft.)

16 , ma. I Aada

U.S.S. APOGON (SS-30S)

1000 Yds.

600 Yds.

2

(I) (#3 tor.?:do tube.,
(1)( Upper stbd cradle

U.S.S. SKIPJACK (SS-184)

1200 Tds, 1000 Yds.

2

(1) (Stti inboard lower

aft.)

(1)

300 Yds.

cradle fwd)
(#8 torpedo, tube.)

U.S.S. PILOMTISH (SS-386)

2400 Yds.

U.S.S. PARCES (SS-384)

1200 Yds. 1400 Tds.

2

(1)

U.S.S. DDNTUDA (SS-335)

2100 TdO.

2

(1) (Stbc

'

(1) (Upper stbr, crPl.q
(1) (#3 torpado tube.)
(Upper v•,'bd cradle
aft.)

(:) (#3 torpelo tube)
I00 Yds.

inboard lower

craille fwd)

(1) (#I0
U.S.S. TUtA (SS-203)

2200 Mds.

1700 Yde.

2

torpedi tube.)

(1) (Stbd inboard lower
crAd.e fWd)

(1) (fl0 t~rpedo tube.)

UýS.S. rARATO0A (CVz)

2700 Yde.

500 Tde.

3

(I) (.M, flight deck.)
(1) (Hangar deck in truck)

(1) (Normal stowage compt.
A-617--M.)
U.S.S. INMENDENCO

(CVL22)

700 Yds. -

-

-

3

(i)
(I)

(TBM, flight deck.)
(ifangar deck in ready

rack.)
(1) (normal stowa&, coi't.

_s •1 . • _•

•10o-E.)
1
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UIMMN~ATIR OEDNANkCE ýQZF=

U.S.S. NW YOX (B02-34)

AOQVB

W-9

.....

TE T!2TE

TO~=

Cntnl

1200 Yds.

2

(1) (Stbd main deck, fr.
75.)
(I) (Port superstructure
deck, fr. 55.)

TUBE LOADING no~

NO. TRES *NO.SERVICE **NO.SPEOIAI.

M

T024DIS

LAMSON (DD-367)
CONYNGRAM (DD-37I)
MUGFORD (DD-389)
TALBOT (-390)
RINWD (DD-404)
WILSON (DD-408)
MAYRANT (=6-40j2)
TPIPPI; (DII.403)
STACK (DD-4CS)
HUG OS
(IPD-410)
WAINWRIGH2 (DD-416)

1
3
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

.-

2
6
2
2
4
4
4
1
8
5
4

LA
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0

"Service Mark 15 ready for war shot.

"**"Special" Mark 15, Mod. 3.
Exploder Mark 6, Mod. 6.
Detorator Mark 2 (Special).
Boosters Mark 2 - dummy.

Ignitezs Mark 6, Mod. 2.
Warhead Mark 17, 2 or 3.
Inert-loaded.
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An inspection after Test "A" revealed that the floats on all the mines
were resting loosely on the case. All of these floats, however, were secure
enough so that they would not fall free and the mine undoubtedly could have
The case o the mine on the NAGATO
been launched in a satisfactory manner.
was slightly loosened from the anchor but not enough to effect proper operation.
In all mines a large amount of water was found in the case, probably
from sweating, which lowered the resistance of the electrical wiring by
The mines were given a
grounding, but not to a degree to reject the mine.
thorough check, dryed and left for Test "B".

P±t Charge
"AN.

rk 3A.

The battery end A-4 mechanisms were checked prior to and after Test
No chnnges were found.

Din.*rheObarz..

After the test, no damage was noted
A check was made on all charges.
It was particularand pistols and extenders remained in normal condition.
ly noteworthy that the original coat of paint on these charges held up well

in comparison with paint on the surrounding area and with paint that had
been used on these charges to obliterate some of the markings.

Dth Charge Mark k.
A check was made both before and after Test "A", and the charges were
No change was noted
found to be in good condition, including the batteries.
after the test.

The hydrostatic settings and charges in general were found in good
condition after Test "A" with no damage sustained.

Torpedoes Mrk 1k. Kra

I andZ

Twelve torpedoos, Mark 16, Mod. 1 and two (2) Mark 16, Mod. 3, were
These torpedoes were assembled with special inerttested in Test "A".
loaded Warheads Mark 16 and similnrly loaded Werhead Extensions Mark 5.
Night of the fourteen torpedoes had installed an Exploder Mechanism
Mark 6, Mod. 5 with a Detonator Mark 9 and no booster. The re'aining six
torpedoes had installed an Exploder Mechanism Mark 10, Mcd. 3, containing
a Detonator Mark 7, Mod. 2. All exploders were set on safe.
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The itnitor air lead connection was not connected to the Mark 15 ignitor. This air lead connection was securely cnpped to prevent entrance of
pressure from any source.
In the Torpedoes Mark 16, Mod. 3, the fuel compartments were charged with fresh water containing 1/2% florescein dye (red)
and the -N~vol tanks were charged with glycerin containing 1/2% floresceirn
dye (green).
In the Torpedoes Mark 16, Mod. 1, uncolored water was chsr ed
in the fuel compartment and water with 1/2% fuschin dye (simulating fuel)
was put in the liquid catalyst compartment.
The Navol tanks were charged
with 1/2% florescein dye as in the Mark 16, Mod. 3.
The air flasks were charged to 600 psi and stop valves were opened 1/4
to 1/2 turn. The torpedoes were in all other respects ready for a war shot.
The exploders of these torpedoes were fully tested before Test "A* to assure
that they were fully operative.

One Torpedo Mark 16 wrs loaded in each torpedo room of the seven submarines carrying special torpedo test material.
One Torpedo Mark 16 was
carried in normal stowage and the other loaded in a torpedo tube and then
placed in the submarines in such a manner that if the forward torpedo room
of a certain submarine carried a Torpedo Mark 16 is in a tube then the next
submarine carried it in the forward normal stowage.
This procedure also
applied to the after torpedo room. All torpedo tubes were dry except #10
tube in the U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS-,qZ5).
The muzzle door of this tube was left
open during the test and a Torpedo Mark 16 was loaded in this tube.
Inspection ofter Test "A":
After Test "A", a visual inspection was made of these torpedoes and no
damage was discovered and for this reason only three torpedoes were removed
and given a shop analysis.
All other torpedoes were checked on board each
target submarine and they were found to be undamaged, and in good mechanical
adjustment.
The three torpedoes which were removed were given a thorough
shop analysis and were found to be in a good condition and operable. None
of the detonators or ignitors were fired.
The torpedoes which were left on board the target submarines were again
used for Test 'B".
The six Exploder Mechbnisms Mark 10, Mod. 3 were removed
and shipped to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory for examination.

Three speclal test torpedoes, Mark 13, Mod. 1 were displayed in each
carrier, the U.S.S. SARATOGA, (CV3) and the U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE, (CVL22).
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(Continued)

One torpedo was loaded on a plane on the flight deck, one on a torpedo truck
on the hangar deck and one in the normal stowage of each cprrier.
Each Torpedo, Mark 13, Mod. 1, wes assembled with a special inert-loaded
Warhead, Mrrk 13, Mod. 4 and an Exploder Mechanism, Mark 9, Mod. 1, using a
The Exploder Mechanism was
Detonator, Merk 8, Mod. 2, but without a booster.
cocked but unarmed. An ignitor, Mark 6, Mod. 3, was used without having the
airlead connected.
The ignitor air lead was securely capped to prevent any
pressure reaching the ignitor so that any damage to the ignitor would be caused
The full tanks were charged
by the direct effects of heat from the bomb blast.
with fresh water colored with sea marker dye so that any leaks or carry overs
The stop valves were opened 1/4 to 1/2 a turn. The
could be easily detected.
torpedoes thet were carried in planes were not with air charged, but the torpedoes, in all other respects, were made ready for a war shot.
The special test Torpedoes, Mark 13, Mod. 1, displayed on the U.S.S.
SARATOGA, (CY3), were inspected after Test "A" and were fornd in the same
location originally displayed with no visible damage sustained. These three
torpedoes were removed for shop analysis.
The

reocial test torpedoes, displayed on a TEM on the flight deck of the

U.S.S. INDZE1NDfNC3,

(CVL22),

was found on the flight deck

lesw the Warhead.

The torpedo located
The plane and Warhead were apparently blown overboard.
on the hangar deck was found in its original position and slightly scorched.
The torpedoes
The torpedo located in normal stowage was destroyed by fire.
located on the flight deck and hangar deck were removed for shop analysis.
The special test torpedoes, Mark 13, Mod. 1,

removed from the U.S.S. SAR.

ATOGA (0V3), were given a shop analysis and found in good mechanical adjustment.

The ignitors and detonators had not fired.

The special test torpedo removed from the flight deck of the U.S.S. IN(CVL22), was given a shop analysis and it was found that the airDVEPTDENCR,
flask h•d not suffered any daLge. The afterbody had a dent 1/2 inch deep
located approximately 6" from the forward joint and 90 degrees from top center
On the tail the upper vertical rudder was broken
measured counter clockwise.
and both propellors slightly bent. Other features were in good mechanical
condition and the ignitor had not fired.
The special test torpedo, Mark 13, Mod. 1, removed from the hangar deck
of the U.S.S. INDP2ENlENCZ, ýCVL22), was given a shop analysis and other than
The detonator and ignitor
being slightly scorched it was in good condition.
had not fired.
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Fourteen Torpedoes, Maric Ji were used iu Test "P".
Pech torpedo was
assembled with R special inert-lopded Warhead and au Exploder Mechn'iism, Mark

14 having a live detonator.
Zhv Exploder mechanism was unarmod and without
booster. The batteries were left. dry to oliminute the ventilation problem
that would arise upon closing of the ships for Test "A".
The torpedoes were
in all other respects rerdy for e war shot. One Torpedo Mark 2 was ca-ried
in the normal stowage torpedo cr.qdles of each torpedo room of the seven submarines carrying special torpedo test material.

AZ M

T "A"

All these units were gi-n a visual 4 nopection and no damage *s diacovered.
Inasmuch ar there was no visible damge only ore unit from the USS

F•%.c (SS-394), U.S.S. PILOT7SH (SS-386M
(SS-305) were removed for shop analyvis.

sn( two from the U.S.S.

SKATE

The four units removed from. the target submnrines after Test "Al were
given an electronics teat, aftert'ody and tail cone tert, tickl.. tsat and de,
run. All rerformed IT, a spti.sfri•.ory Lonner. The detotat~r had not fir;d.
The led
stowage batteries wero not damaged but ell the X469 "B" pack voltages with the e-cer.tio. of one werte low.
The Nord 52O)D which wP removed
from the SIU cradle of the forward torpedo rooki of the U.S.$. PARCHE (3S-.384)
showed, mpon further examination, t.%t the diaphragm ha4 det•e:iorated.
This
depth unit had previorisly been uced for experimental runti, and as
records
r
submitted previots to Test "A" do not C-ow that the depth unit had been
checked, the defective diaphr.,m shcd
not necessarily be attributed to
Test "A8.
The Word 5220 which wps locsted in the UP cradle in the after torpedo
room of the U.S.S. SKATE (SS-.305) had a s#ight dent in the battery com'partment.
Thip dent appenred t'.h'--e been mnde by rotiting with a sluing bar.
The unit was ring gaugekd aRni fond satisfrctory.

ToRIMoM Ma~rk IQ. H"o.

2.

There were fourteen (14) torpedoes, Mark 18, Mod. 2 used in Test "A".
Nine (9) of these torpedoes were assembled with a apecial inert-lcaded Warhead, Mark 18, Mod. 4 (-oeA).
The torpedoes carrying live loaded
Warheads were loaded in submarines marrying a full allowance of armunition.
Exploder mechanisms, Mark 8, Mod. 7 with Detonators Mark 8, Mo&. 2 less
boosters were used in the warheads.
The electrolyte was left ou-f
'he batteries to eliminate the ventilating problem that would arise wh-.
_Ttbmarines were closed fir the test.
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The torpedoes were made ready for war shots in all other reblpscts. Torpedo tube rollers were removed from the +S tube on the U.S.S. DENTUDA (8S-435)
and the #10 tube on t),e U.S.S. FARCHE, (SS-384) in which Torpedoes Mark 18
were loaded in order to determine what darage, if any, would be caused by
rollers on thin walled torpedo battery compartments.
After Test "A", all Torpedoes, Mark 19, Mod. 2 were visually Inspacted
and no damage was discovered. For this reason, only 4 torpedoes were removed
and given a shop analysis. The romairine 8 were checked on board target subaarines.
The torpedoes, which were on board target submarines were found in good
electrical and mechanical adjustment. The following damge was noted in torpedoes given a shop dnalysie: Torpedo, Mark 18, Mod. 2, #58148, located in
the after starboard inboard lower cradle on board the U.S.S. SWAT! (SS-305),
was found with a large dent on the starboard side of the battery compartment.
This was caused by the securing band of t:e adjacent torpedo, which carried
The bpttary
away during the bomb blast and struck this battery compartment.
compartment was ring gauged. and found satibfactory,
The number ten torpedo tube in the U.S.S. SKATE (SS-.305) containing Torpedo, Mark 18, Mod. ?, #99870 was flooded and the torpdeo remained in the
flooded tube f)r several days. The torpedo interior was found free of seawater, but very damp. The electric motor was found to have a zero ground
After xrying the motor for several hours, the ground was again checked and
the motor found natisfActory. The remaining two torpedoes were found to be
in gocd eiectrical &nd. mechanical adjustment. The torpedoes were ring gauged
and found to be satisfactory. No torpedoes were lost durIng the test, no
detonntors hsd fired and the battery compartments had not been damaged by the
rollers.

Two Torpedoes, Mark 33 were supplied by the Bureau of Ordnance for test
of the structural strength of the outer shell (which is aluminum).

There was

no adjustments, overhaul or shop analysis :-equlred. These Nords were physically sxamined before and after Test "A" for evidence of structural damage.
Results of After Test "A" Examination:
The Torpe&oes Mark 33 on board the U.S.S. APOGON (SS-308) and the U.S.S.
SKIPJACK (S$-184) were inspected after Test "A" and no structural damage was
found. Those units were left on board for Test "B".
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1M1IRS MiA~k 2A
Six mines Mark 24 were used in Test "A".
These mines Mark 24 were assembled
with an inert-loaded Warhead containing a C-2 fuze with detonator. The batteries
were left dry, so as to eliminate the ventilation problem that would arise if electrolyte were added. The Mines Mark 24 were thoroughly checked and were ready for
a war shot in all other respects.
Three Mines Hark 24 were loaded on each carrier,

the U.S.S. SABATOA (OV3) and the U.S.S. INDOEPDETCE (CVL22).
One mine Mark 24
was placed in an airplane, (TM), on the flight deck of each carrier, one on a
truck or in ready rack on hangar deck and one in normal stowage of each carrier.

B gult 91fi

"A":

The units that were located on board the U.S.S. SARATOGA (OV3), were inspected after Test "A" and no damage was found. The C-2 fi .ehad not detonated. The
unit that was located in the TBM on the flight deck was removed for shop analysis.
The unit that was located in normal stowage, compartment C-101-B, had been
suobjected to extreme heat.
The shell was intact but the C-2 fuze was missing and
the condition of the head indicated it had detonated and blown free from the head.
The head and tail section were removed for shop analysis.
Upon examination in shop
it was found that all that remained Inside was charcoal, disintegrated plaster and
melted metal.
In most instances the parts were not recognizable.
This unit was
jettisoned.
The unit that was located in the ready rack on the hangar deck had suffered
severe physical damage, due to flying missles and slight heat. This unit was removed for a shop analysis.
The unit that was removed from the plane on the flight deck of the U.S.S.
SARATOGA (CV3), showed no physical damage upon examination in shop,
This unit
performed normally when given an electronic check, tickle test and a check run.
The voltage of the X469 batteries were low, however, since these "B" packs had
been in stowage for over a year. The low voltages could be accounted for even
though these packs were within the prescribed limits when installed.
The unit which was removed from the ready rack on the hangar deck of the
U.S.S. INDI3ROlCZ (CVL22), was given a shop analysis and considerable damage
was found. This unit was damaged severely from flying missles and was not in condition to cycle although the main motor suffered no damage and functioned normally.
The fastening studs on the port side of the nose section were stripped causing the
head to pull away from cylinder about 1/4".
The C-2 fuze had suffered no damage
except there was evidence of the plastic window starting to melt due to the heat
to which it had been subjected during the fire.
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On the cylinder section a large concave dent was found on the port side forward. This dent was about 170 in length, 12" in width and the forward part was
approximately 3" abaft the forward cylinaer bulkhead.
The center of the dent
was approximately 6" abaft the control panel and slightly above the port hydrophone.
This dent caused the forward cylinder edge to out of round, but did not
affect the security of the gnsket.
The port side of the control panel was bent
as well as the mounting studs.
Another dent wa4 found on the underside of the

This dent was 120
cylinder approximately 24" abaft the cylinderts forward edge.
by 6" and actually punctured the cylinder, thus wedging the battery in the rack
so that it was difficult to remove. However, the battery was not damaged, even
though the battery securing bar was bent and the mounting studs were pulled out
of shape.
The control panel was removed and was found to be distorted. The edge of the
panel by the V-18 tube was bent and the oscillator tube smashed. The mounting
studs which hold the panel in position were bent and in some cases the threads
were stripped. The hydrophones appeared to be undamaged with the exception of
the coaxial lead to J-2 which wfs severed.
On the tail section the stud shaft wings and elevator end the rudder vanes
were bent. One blade of the propellor was dented. The up;_r rudder stud shaft
taper pin had sheared while the lower rudder assembly was undamaged and would
operate the steering motor. The reduction gears of the elevator steering motor
were stripped but the connecting rod and yoke assembly were intact.

A leak was noted around the pipe fitting to the depth bellows, but the depth
unit itself was unharmed. This leak could pos0ibly have been caused by a shallow
dent which was found on the starboard side just below the depth control unit.
TgRPEDO H&kI~

ZZ

The torpedoes Mark 27 were assembled wvth a special inert-loaded Warhead containing an Exploder Mechanism Mark 11 (set safe) with a live detonator.
The batteries were left dry to eliminate the ventilation problem that would
evolve when the ships were closed for Test "A". The torpedoes MYrk 27 were ready
for a war shot in all other respects. One Torpedo Mark 27 was placed in the port
inboard upper cradle (forward torpedo room) of the seven submarines carrying special test material and one Torpedo Mark 27 was placed in a cradle which was secured
to the port after deck of seven target destroyers.
A visual shipboard inspection was made after Test "A" of all units placed
on the target submarines and destroyers with the exception of the unit on the

U.S.S. LAX=SON (DD-367) which was lost with the vessel.
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The units showad no evidence of damage and none of the detonators in the Fixploder Mechanisms MWrk 11 had fired. For this reason it was decided to rezove
two representative units from submarines and two from destroyers for a shop
analysis. The units removed were from the U.S.S. TUNL (SS-2.03), U.S.S. SKATE
UMND (DD-404) And the U.S.S. WILSON (DD-408).
(ss..S305), U.S.S.
The four units removed from target submarines and destroyers were given a
thorough shop analysis, electronic tcats, tickle tests and check run end all
reacted normally. The lead storage batteries were undamaged but the batteries
X469,
?,ack voltages were low. Units removed from the U.S.S. RHIND (DD-404)
and the U.S.S. WILSON (DD-408) showed external evidence of heat and scorching.

Attention is invited to the facts that in Test "A" when two destroyers
were sunk, the Torpedoes Mark 15 from both vessels were located on the botto
of the lagoon and it is evident that the guide stud holding.screws had sheared
off permitting the torpedo to move to the rear of the barrel until the torpedo tube door causing severe damage to the propellors.
In the case of the U.S.S. REIUD (DD-404) in Test "A" only those torpedoes
in the starboard tube, which was trained out abeam (090 Degrees) moved ahead in
their barrels due to the fact the torpedo stop tension links of all four barrels had been broken and it is believed this occurred when the ship "snap-rolled" violently immediately after the bombs detonation and the torpedoes rode
up hard against the forward torpedo stop carrying away the links.
No material damage was sustained by any of the other destroyers in the target vessel group during Test "A".

Complete inspections were made of all Destroyers in 'Target Group and the
following conditions were noted:
U.S.S. RKIND (DD-404) whose position was 1000 yards from center of target
received considerable structural damage V bomb blast. Bulkheads, bulwarks
and superstructure adjacent to starboard torpedo battery were severely damaged
but no material damage to the torpedo tubes occurred.
All four (4) torpedo stop tension links of the starboard torpedo tubes
were broken, permitting torpedoes to slide part way out of the barrels for a
distance of approximately five (5) feet where they became wedged and remained
so until hauled back to normal loading position.
S ZCR3ET
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The breaking of the torpedo stop tension links could have occurred wien the
ship took a quick violent roll to starboard, throwing the full weight of the torpedo against the front stop.
It was evident that the torpedoes did not receive
sufficient forward motion to actuate the inertia starter completely. All torpedoes were in full ready conilition and starting levers had been forced to the
rear by the tube tripping latches, however, the inertia weight remained suspended and starting piston remained seated. The
.rboard service torpedoes, was
trained out to 090 Degrees and secured in that position for Test "A".
It was
evident that the starboard side of the ship took the full blast of the bomb in
many respects and all paint surfaces showed definite signs of residue deposits
along all leading edges.
This residue resembled burned poiat in mny respects.
The p4rt torpedo battery carrying two (2) special test torpedoes in the
wing barrels was secured at 180 degrees and was shielded from the blast by the
deck houses and starboard torpedo battery with the exception of an area approximately 42" x 90" on the ln"3,ard side of the left barrel, just above the saddle
and. extending aft toward the tube spoon.
This area was directly in line with a
passageway on starboard side of main deck, between deck after bulkhead and the
breach of starboard torpedo tubes, and was unobutructed, permitting a clear sweep
of the blast wave to reach the port torpedo tube, leaving a deposit of residue
in its wake.
All instruments, both port and starboard were tested and operated satisfactory. Both torpeao battpries were trained in hand and power drive. All electric
wiring and hydraulic tubing remained intact and serviceable.
All torpedoes were checked and found in excellent condition. The two (2)
special test torpedoes which were in the port tubes were removed and given an
analytic overhaul.
No apparenx damage was noted. The air flask was given a routine hydraulic test and passed in every respect.
The Mark 7 detonator stowages box, under the bridge, starboard side, frame
62 which was subjected to, what appeared as terrific heat was found to be in excellent condition.
These were sent to Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R.I., for
routine test, The whole area in the immediate vicinity of the detonator stowage
was subjected to the full force of the blast causing bulkheads to be dished and
distorted to the extent that whole plates were ripped apart.
Door frames were
cvmpletely torn from the adjacent bulkheads and twisted in such a manner that it
was impossible to close t'.e doors.
The plate on the inboard bulkhead at frame
63 was torn cor-pletely lIose and forced inward :or a distance of about 3 feet,
yet, with all this, thp detonators, stowed in this area did not explode.
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The Mark 9 detonator stowage was also subjected to about the same forces

and they too withstod& it

in every respect.

Both Ma-k 7 and 9 detonators and boxes when removed from stowages showed
no visible d&mage, despite the fact that the surrounding area appeared to have
been subjected to terrific heat and blast pressures.
The Mark 2 booster charged, stowed In compartment 0311 1/2 were checked
The powder ýS.N.B.P.) stowage
and showed no physical change in any respect.
was found intact.

The U.S.S. RALPH TALBOT (DD-390), U.S.S. STACK (DD-406), U.°-.S. WILSON
(DD-408), U.S.s. HUGHES (DD-410), and U.S.S. WAINWRIGHT (DD-419) sustained
no damage other than deposits of residue on paint surfaces of tubes,

The

U.S.s.
C, N G&W (DD-.37l), U.s.s. MUGFOPRD (DD-389 U.S.S. MAYNANT (DD-402)
and U.S.S. TRIPPE (DlD-40) suffered no damage in any respect.
All special test torpedo material was removed and replaced for Test "0"
Visual and inspecttono refrom material carried in the U.S.S. DIXIE (AD-14).
torpedoes were removed.
sample
therefore
and
torpedoes
to
at1
no
damage
vealed
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It was originally planned. to replace all special test underwater ordnance
material on target vessels with supplies that hed been placed on the U.S.S.

DIXIE (ADI4) and U.6.S. FULTrN (AS11)

for Test "B".

However, due to the negligible damage obteined in Test "A" and the limitation of time between the two tests it was decided. that representatives samples
only be replaced end the remining material be retained aboprd the tPrget yeaeels for Test "1".
The representatives samples removed were token to the U.S.S.

DIXIE (ADl4) and the U.S.S. FULTON (AS11)

for shop analysis or to be shipped to

various shore stations for complete anoly•ation as to damage or derangement.
Due to the lerge amount of darmge to the U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE (CVL22) it was
decided not to place any special test underwater ordnance aboard. Space was
found on deck of the U.S.S. NEW YORK (B3B4) to place two Torpedoes, Mark 13 and
Mines, Mark 24, that wou. d have been placed on the U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE, likewise as the U.S.S. LAI4SOZ% had been sunk the Torpedo, Mark 27, that was to have
been pa.ced on the deck was transferred to the deck of the U.S.S. APOGON which
was submerged during Test "A".
Other test torpedo material and depth charges
were shifted to the U.S.S. TRIPPE.

The Mines, Mark 24, were located in the sane position as for Test "A" on
board the U.S.S. SARATOGA (OV3), no Mines, Mark 24, were displayed on the U.S.S.
INDEPPflWNCE (CVL22) due to the damange sustained in Test "A".
Two Mines, Mark
24, were placed on the U.S.S. NEW YORK (BB34) on bomb trucks. One Mine, Mark 24,
was displayed on the main deck, starboard side and other on the superstructure.
deck, port side.
The Mines, Mark 24, displayed on the U.S.S. SARATOGA (CV3) were lost with
the ship.
The units removed from the U.S.S. NEW YORK (BB34) were given a visThe hydrogen units were left open during Test
ual inspection and shop analysis.
"B" and it was thought that water might hqve entered the units, The tail section was unbuttoned from the cylinder but no water was found.
The mines had to
be decontaminated before a shop analysis could be made.
The units were given a

thorough shop an. lysis and no significant changes were found.

Slight changes

were found in operating points of micro switches, electronic con',ants and running depths.
These changes should be attributed to personnel error and differThe 0-2 fuzes
encee in testing gear rather than to the effects of Test "B".
did not detonate.
It is considered significant that the hydrophones were not
damaged and operated normally in the Mines, Mark 24, whereas the hydrophones in
the Torpedo, N~rk 27, were damaged. The Mines, Yark 24, were painted white on
top and this no doubt. reflected part of the heat thereby protecting the hydrophones.
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Fifteen Torpedoes, MArk 18, Mod. 2, were used in Test "B", prepared and
assembled in the same manner As for Test "A". One additional torpedo with
live loadod warhead wpe used to replace the damaged service allowance warhead
from Test "A".
Inspection and shop snalyst of all torpedoes divulged no damage that
could be attributed directly to the blast.
ramage found was due to the torpedoes being without the usual routine care.
The #10 torpedo tube containing
a Torpedo Mark 18 on board the U.S.S. S[ATE (SS-305) had the tube flooded wit)
approximately 4" of salt water for several days.
The underside of this torpedo was badly corroded through galvanic action.
The torpedo was partly flooded with salt water and the electric motor was found with a zero ground which
cleared after the motor had been baked for six hours.
The Torpedo, Mark 18, Mod. 2, located in the upper starboard cradle in
th,. after torpedo room on board the U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS-335) was found to have
moisture in the interior of the afterbody.
The electric motor was tested for
ground and a reading of 1 megohm was found.
The motor was then baked for six
hours and allowed to cool overnight when a reading of 9 megohmn was obtained.
The motor was then given a deck run and found satisfactory.
The Battery, Mark 2, Serial 1662, which was removed from the Torpedo,
MarklS, Mod. 3, located in #3 torpedo tube on board the U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS335) during both tests was given a wet charge and several tests made to determine what damage if any had been sustained by this battery.
All tests
proved satisf..ctory.
Two cells were removed and carefully inspected for damage or derangement to plates and separators.
The plates and separators were
found to be in good condition and the only defects noted were slight cracks near
the top of the grid on the plates, which is not uncommon and is due to manufacture.
A careful inspection was made of the battery compartments for tube roller
damage with negetive results.
The torpedoes were ring gauged and found satisfactory.
No detonators had fired.
DE~f CHARGE~S
No damage was sustained by the depth charges.
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The torpedo, i,ýý.k 16, ikiod. 5,
with muzzle door op~a en bo&iu, t)t

%iich was locrted !n the '10 torpedo tube
L1.6.S. D1!NTUL1A ýSS 335) had suffered some

dama.. The after body wss found fiooded with R mixture of salt iatzr, fresh
water with fischin dyL (rod) maiing a rusty grefcsy licking substance.
The
Navol, fuel and water comp&Artments were approximately 3/11 fuli and the air
flask pressure had droppt-d fr om 600 psi before Test "B" ta 3'-,% psi at time of

shop analysis.
It is believed that the N4svo], fuel and w&te7 compartments were blown
either by leaky valves or bý the valv3s being unscated due to the bomb blast.
The after body after beinit d-ained was tested for let-ks with 10 lbs. of
internal air pressure.
Leaks wer' found around the hand hole covers and gear
train bulkhead.
The afterbody was taken apart and placed in a state of preservation, adjustments were not checked nor distrubed.
Other than the parts
beiag very rusty no damage could bt discovered.
The topside of the warhead was found "dished in" for 31" in length, 6J1"
in width and approximately 2 3/8" in depth.
The exploder cavity was also
slightly dented but the exploder mechanism had suffered no damage and the
detonator had not fired.
This torpedo with the warhead and exploder mechanism
was shipped to the Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, h.l.
After a careful analysis of the rpmaining seven torpedoes no damage was
found other than that attributed to being loaded in tube for a long period of
time without routine upzeep.
These torpedoes were in good mechanical condition.
SUBMARINE TORPEDO TUBES

Prelimiribry inspections were made on the U.S.S. TUNA (SS 203), U.S.S. SEARAVEN (SS 196) U.S.S. SKATE (SS 305), U.S.S. DENTUDA (SS 335), and the U.3.S.
"AAhChE (SS 384).
The general condition within torpedo rooms appeared good.
Tail stops, speed, gyro anid lejpt! setting mechanisms operated satisfactoiy although sluggishly due to lack of routine upkeep duxing the period of Test "B"
and decontamination when p(;rsonm Jl were not allowed aboard the target vessels.
Most of the tail stops were 1/4 to 1 turn loose indicating that inertia forces
had deformed parts or taken up lost motion to this extent.
Pressure drops in
the impulse system were not such as to indicate damage and no tube had fired.
Further tests and examinations were not performed due to radioactivity.
TOFPEDOFS•

MARK 13. iMOD.

1

Special test torpedoes, MAark 13, Mod. 1, were loaded in the same location
as for Test "A", on the U.S.S. SARATOGA (CV 3).
The U.S.S. INDEPENDFNCL (CVL
22) was not used to display torpedoes in Test "B" due to damage sustained in
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S-E-C-R-E-T
TORPEDOES.

MAWK 13.

MOD.

1. (Cont'dl

Test "A".
The U.S.S. NEW YORK (BB 34) w~s substituted in lieu of the U.S.S.
INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22) and only two torpedoes were used being placed on a torpedo truck and secured on deck, one on the starboard side and one on the port
side on the superstructure deck near frame 75 and 56 respectively.
The torpedoes, Mark 13, Mod. 1, on board the U.S.S. SAhATOGA (CV 3) were
lost with the ship. The torpedoes displayed on tha U.S.S. NEW YORK (BB 34)
other than being rusty and radioactive, were found to be in good mechanical
condition upon being given a shop analysis. The detonators and ignitors had
not fired.
TORPEDOES,

MARK 15. MOD.

3

At the concluqion of Test "B" all special test torpedoes, exploders and
warheads recovered from target vessels (destroyers) plus four standard service
torpedoes of which two were recovered from the U.S.S. HUGHFS (DD 410) and
two from the U.S.S. AN3DERSON (DD 411) were returnei to Destroyers Pacific
Fleet Torpedo Shops for analytic overhaul and tests.
Upon arrival at Pearl most of the torpedo equipment was declared radioactive by ths Radiological Safety Representative and therefore, further decontamination was carried out. The method of decontamination used brought
all material withia a tolerance which made them safe enough for carrying out
the required tests.
All torpedo air flasks were g'ven a routine hydraulic test at 4200 psi
and passed as serviceable in all espects.
Torpedo after bodies were checked
tested then overhauled,
No damage or dearrangement was noted. 'All tests and
adjustment were found normal in all units, i.e., gyro, gyro housing, valve
group, main engines and depth mechanisms.
Exploder mechanisms both the idark 6, Mod. 6, used in the warheads attached
to special test torpedoes and tha Mark 6, Mod. 5, which were stowed in cases
in torpedo work shops of target vessels (destroyers) were given all routine
bench tests and were passed as serviceable in all respects.
Gyros and gyro housings were bench tested in the running stand and made
normal runs. Except for the usual ball discoloration and pits in gyros that
have been in service over a six months period all gyros were in excellent
condition and no damage was found that could be attributed directly to bomb
blast.
The torpedo stop tension links were broken in the U.S.S. i4AYRA.T (DD 402)
and the U.S.S. HUGHES (DD 411) permitting torpedoes to slide overboard from
S-E-C-h-E-T
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TORPEDOES. MARK 15. MOD. _Y (Cont3d
the tubes in both vessels.

As in Test "A" the same condition is believed to

have been the cause of the stop tension links breaking, i.e. a sudden violent
snap-roll bring the torpedoes ap hard against the forward stop and breaking
the stop tension links.
Then as the ship rolled to the opposite side the tor-

pedoes which had not moved ahead far enough to leave the tube would slide back
into the barrel with such force that the torpedo guide stud would be sheared
off when it struck the torpedo tube after stop. When this happened the torpedoes would strike the tube door and bend the propellers.
Considerable residue was deposited on the paint surfaces in Test "A" but
this did not occur in Test "B" however, radioactivity did in "B" hindered re-

covery work and caused much concern in at-tempting to clear up the ships.
All in all outside of the fact that the guide studs of torpedoes carried
away the rest of the torpedo equipment appears satisfactory.
TEST "B"

ABOVE W,1ATE

TORPWDO TUBES

U.S.S. IAYRAIT (DLD 402)
After a careful inspection of the subject named vessel, the following
described damage and disarrangement of the torpedo battery was noted:
The forward torpedo tubes, starboard and port were used for this test and
are described herewith.
Both tubes were trained abeam and secured in that
position.
All barrels, loaded with torpedoes, were found to have broken tension links
in the torpedo stops and it is presumed that this occurred when the ship Vas
subjected to a violent "snap-roll" caused by the terrific shock burst which
followed immediately after bomb detonation.

STARBOID TUBE
The three (3) standard service torpedoes in this tube were launched and
lost when the torpedo stop tension links carried away.
PORTT TUBE
All torpedoes moved forward various distances in this tube, but none became operative, due to the fact that all tripping latches were secured in accordance with directives set forth in BuOrd pamphlet "Test Procedure for Above
Water Torpedo Tubes", sheet (3) paragraph 6 (c).

Sm•-C..-E-.T
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S-E-C-H-E-T
TEST "B" (Cont'd)
ABOVY. WATIH TORPEDO TUBES (otd

U.S.S. 1WHAYNT (DD 402) (Cont'd)
RIGHT AND LFT BARkELS
These barrels were loaded with special test torpedoes, which were
to about one (1) foot forward movement, after stop tension links broke,
rope bridles rigged as preventatives in accordance with directives set
in BuOrd Pamphlet "Test Procedure for Above Water Torpedo Tubes" sheet
part four (4), paragraph two (2) (d).

restricted
by wire
forth
two (2)

hIGHT CENTLR AND LEFT C"TEh BAHHELS
These barrels were loaded with standard service torpedoes which were prevented from sliding out clear of barrels by the crossed wire preventers rigged
on Hight and Left barrels of this tube.
No other material damage to torpedoes
was sustained by this vessel.
U.S.S. HUGHES (DD 410)
#1 TOR21DO TUBE M•OUNT
Slight material damage was done by bomb blast. The steam line connections
to heating elements on this mount were carried away, however, this could have
happened while decontamination work was being carried out. All working parts
such as training gear, gyro and depth setting mechanism, director controls,
etc., were frozen or very hard to operate due to corrosion and verdigris which
rapidly appeared on all exposed working parts after decontamination crews had
saturated the ship with salt water and foam preparations in combating radioactivity.
All electrical wiring was intact but was not tested in power as no power
was available to carry out such a test. Switches, plugs, etc., were tested by
hand and found operable.
Tubes were trained by hand,.but with difficulty, due
to lubricants being washed away by decontamination methods.
Three (3) of the torpedo stop tension links in tl torpedo tube (forward,
centerline mount) were broken and the three (3) standard service torpedoes in
these barrels were launched and lost when the ship rolled-heavy to port.
f12 T~h2EZO TUBE MOUNT
The same conditions prevailed in this mount as described above for Tube
the right and left barrels

tl1 except the standard service torpedoes loaded in

S-E-C-R-I -T
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S-E-C-R-E-T
TEST ',B"

(Cont'd)

ABOVE

AThR ¶lFTORIDO TUBES (Cont'd).

U.S.S.

HUGHgiS (DD 410) (Cont'd)

/12 TOktFEIU TUBIh MVOuNT (Cont'd)
remained and had their guide stud holding screws sheared off flush with air
flask outside surface.
The torpedo shop tension links on these two barrels were broken and it
is assumed that the torpedoes moved forward some distance when the ship rolled
to starboard (this mount was trained out and secured at 0900 for test, while
ki mount was trained out and secured at 2700) allowing the tube tripping latch
to '>ngage the torpedo starting lever forcing the lever to the rear and starting the torpedo to function, then it's
assumed the ship rolled heavy to port,
this caused the torpedoes to slide back into the tube barrels with such velocity as to cause the torpedo guide stud holding screws to be sheared off when
guide stud struck torpedo back stop. Ihen with all securing gear carried away,
the torpedoes were free to move aft in the barrels until the propeller locks
(lashed to torpedo propellers) were then broken permitting the propellers to
turn over while in contact with inside surface of breech doors and in so doing
cut deep into the Furface metal to a depth of 1/8 of an inch or more. Then
as the ship rolled again to starboard the torpedoes moved forward and stuck
when part way out of tubes. The torpedo in the left barrel traveled a little
over half its length before it stopped, while the torpedo in the right barrel
moved ahead 2/3 of its length before the tail
surfaces fouled and the torpedo
was bent downward 15 to 20 degrees by its owr weight until the warhead touched the deck. The bend occurred in the after body Just aft of the gyro door
frame.
Both torpedoes were found to be highly radioactive but this was soon
eliminated by scrubbing all tectyl preservative from outside surfaces, using
paint thinner and clean rags. After four applications of this method the
torpedoes were decleared safe to handle and were removed to the U.S.S. DIXIE
(AD 14) for an analysis overhaul.
The warheads and exploder mechanisms of
both these standard service torpedoes were taken to sea and dumped by order of
CJTF-l.
Except for the damage to the torpedoes in U.S.S. HUGHES and U.S.S. MAYRANT,
there was no other material damage sustained by the other destroyers of the
target group. All were declared radioactive and required decontamination before
special torpedo test materials could be recovered, but this was accomplished
prior departure of target ships from Bikini.
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TORPEDO, Hax1 2!
The Torpedoes, Mark 27 placed on the submarines U.S.S. TURA, U.S.S. SKATE,
U.S.S. DENTUDA and. the U.S.S. FARC!E were visually inspected and no physical
dnmsge was d1scovered.
The detonptors in the Exploders Mark 11 had not fired.
These units were not radioactive and were removed for a shop analysis.
The
units on the U.S.S. PILOTFISH and U.S.S. APOOON were lost with the ships except the unit lashed to the deck of the U.S.S. APOGON which was removed by
divers. The units removed from the decks of target destroyers were given an
electronic check tickle test and leak meter test. The lead storage batteries were not damaged but the voltages of the 'B" packs were low. With the
exception of the hydrophones the units pprformed in a normal manner.
The following h~ydrophones were dwged: J-2 and J-4 in unit 606T, J-4 in unit 637T,
J-4 in unit 679T and %-1 in unit 647.
None of these hydrophones would perform input when a tickle test was performed. When input was given the units,
from outside signal generator, the elevators and rudders behaved in a normal
Anner. A tickle test was given these units when the hydrophone leads were
reveraed thereby indica'ing which hydrophones were defective. It is the opinion of the Spccial Weapons Officer that the hydrophones became defective be.
cause of the intense heat from the sun and not from direct effect of the bomb
blast. The units removed from the submarines performed normally.
The unit removed from the deck of the U.S.S. APOGON was found to be
badly damaged. The tail section of this unit was missing, the cylinder sectton crushed and the upper part of the nose was crushed. The Exploder Mark
11 was flooded so that it could not be tested. The exploder showed the least
damage to visual examination end the detonator had not fired.
All the defective hydrophones and the unit removed from the deck of the
U.S.S. APOQON were shipped to the Naval Mine Warfare Test Station, Solomons,
Maryland for observation.
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Examination has shown that, in general, Underwater Ordnance items and
associated gear aboard surface target ships withstood the explosion better
than most ship board items in the same vicinity. This is evidenced by the
fect that no torpedo tub.., detonator boxes, impulse stowages or depth charge racks were materially damaged, although some bulkheads, hatches and doors
were damaged on the same ship and in the same relative orientation to point
of burst.
Particularly noteworthy Is the fact that heat of sufficient intensity
to scorch or blister paint on bulkheads of torpedo tubes, etc., in Test "Am,
did not in any way carboni2e the prease on the protruding warhead of destroyer torpedoes.
Faint thet had been put on depth charges (to obliterate
markings) was blistered where as the original paint on these same depth chargee showed no signs of blistering, or intense heat. A torpedo tube spoon
and spoon extender was found on the ARDC-13 after Test "A".
There was no
evidence of fragmentation and, as no destroyer torpedo tubes were detonated
in Test "A", I* is believed that this was torn from the ANDERSON by the blast.
Divers reported the sighting of four torpedoes that were originally on board
Three of the LAMSON
the LAMSON, and all of the torpedoes on the ANDERSON.
torpedoes were nn the bottom of the Lagoon near the LAU{SON while the fourth
was broken over the lip of the tube. All the ANDERSON torpedoes were found
on the bottom near the ship.
The only damage sustained to submarine torpedoes was of a secondary
nature caused by the carrying away of securing straps and a portable crossrail. A tube on the SKATE was damaged at the muzzle end, but the torpedo
from this tube was unloaded without difficulty.
The torpedo cradles In the
submarines were slightly distorted which is believed to have been caused
by the inertia of the torpedoes when the ship was blown rapidly to one side.
RWUOIO)DALTION
The Underwater Ordnance equipment in general does not appear to require
moelification to withstand Atomic bombs of the type used in Tests NAN and "DO.
However, it must be borne in mind that improved bombs will impose greater demands
on this equipment.
Specifically , it is recommended that the strength and design of the present type guide studs used on destroyers torpedoes be investigated as these studs were proved inadequate. It is also recommended that the
present method of securing depth charges to their arbors be revicwed to prevent their loss as was the case in Test 43N.

Although no German Underwater Ordnance was specially prepared for Test
"A", the torpedoes, ignitors and exploder mechanisms that were aboard were
distributed throughout normal stoware spaces and some were placed In tubes.
Three torpedoes were prepared, without complete overhaul, similarly to destroyer torpedoes with airflasks charged, dyes ir various fuel and water compartments and Inert exploder mechanisms in the live warheads.
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One of thene prepared torpedoes wes placed in a tube on the starboard side,
Other airone in a tube on the port side and one was left in ready stowage.
flasks and after bodies were placed in tubes in each tube mount. Warheads
Splash covers were secured both open
were not available for these torpedoes.
tube mounts were secured in the
All
ship.
the
of
side
and closed on each
of all torpedoes, ignitors
examination
an
"A"
Test
stowed position. After
A visual examination
results.
negative
with
and exploder mechanisms was made
after Test "B" disclosed no damage.
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Jorty-two armor plates and samples of known ballistic, chem1.
ical and metallurgical properties representing curreut manufacture of all
types and guages were exposed to Test "A" aboard the MVAUA, ARKANSAS, PhiSAOOLA Pnd SALT LArX CITY, The above ships were selected bocau3e their
positions in the target array presented an exposure to the air burst at
In addition
varying distances from and includiag the theoretical target.
it was necessary to sclect vessels with large hulls such as battleships
and crr.isers with adequate space and deck support. The method of securing the armor plates and samples was established giving consideration to
anticipated shock, fusion, etc. An adequate design was established consisting namely of heavy steel corner pieces welded to ste6l decks with
heavy steel securing clips welded to corner pieces w,th clip and samples
separated by wood and asbestos fillers.
In the case of the four (4) heavy plates installed on the NEVADA it was found necessary to shore the
area undeT the plates for two deck levels in order to provide adequate
shock resistant supports for the heavy weight plates.
See photographs
serial numbers BACR 83-272-6,6,7,8,12 and BACR 87-948-9 which show typical armor plate and seaple installations,
Inspections after Test *A" revealed no apparent visual damage to any of the above plates or samples with the exception of one 1.5"
special treatment steel plate located on the fantail of each the ARKANSAS
and PENSACOLA,.
These plates which were well secured to the deck of tnese
ships, were bent to the contour of the ceved-in decks of each ship.
It
is estimated theat the deflection of the plates was 100 to 12" and upon
releasing the securing clips in removing the plate from the ship after the
test a sliglt permanent set appeared to have taken place though no measurements could be taken. Photographs serial numbers BACR 82-273-3 and
AACR 81-1667-7 on the APKANSAS and serial numbers BACR 148-272-2 and AORE
81-1668-2 on the PESACOLA show before ind after shots respectively of the
deflected plates.
The indicating paint stripes on scattered samples and plates
did not show any temperatures greater than 400 degrees.
It was noted that the class "A" armor plates which had impacts,
spalls and. cracks prior to the test showed no change after the tests
Supplementary information regarding any effect-, of the atomic
bomb will be furnished by Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, after ballistic
and metallurgicel examination and tests of the test samples and plates.
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AMIOR AND 14ALLURGY,
2.

(Continued)

A visual e•zaination of ships armor structures by the ship's

forces and b4 the metallurgical personnel after the test indicteto no apparent damage and all
armor intact.
Faint discoloration occurred in varyIng degrees depending on the distance of the armor from the explosion.
Some ships reported blistering of paint but upon examination it was revealed that this condition was due to the burning of Army Quartermaster
equipment nearby.
As a matter of interest it is noted that two large
loose spalls located b-tween the main and third deck on barbette number
one, U.S.S. ARLAN SAS, were unaffected.
No visual damage wes detected or observed on any cast armor
structures.
3.
Brinell hardness readings were taken with a portable telebrineller on the murzle end of the 120 guns of the U.S.S. ARKANSAS after
Test W and they indicated no change in the hardness and strength of
the gun steel.
4.
Observations of this unit together with ship's forces reports
indicate that armor and special treatment steel greater than 15 gauge
(3/8"), properly supported could withstand the air blast without distortion and provides excellent protection against air blast and flash heat.
An outstanding example of the above is the 50# gauge special treatment
steel conning tower on the U.S.S. SKZAE which remained unaffected.
5.
A considerable number of aluminum castings such as tearchlight parts, spotting glass supports, Mark 14 gun sight brackets, and
radar antenna brackets failed to withstand the shock and were broken*
6.
Photographs serial BACR 87-948-5,6 show shields aboard the
Japsuee cruiser SAKAWA.
Hardness tests taken on these shields indicated they were not armor but comparable to a mild steel.
Heavy damage
was sustained to the after shields which were nearer the explosion but
due to sinking of the vessel, no photographs could be taken nor was it
possible to conduct a visual examination to determine the extent of the
damage.

a

JIA2
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(a) Special Armor.
In accordance with decision by Commander Joint Task Force ONE,
no additional special arror test samples were exposed on the
decks of target vessels for Teat "BN* This decision was primarily based on the following:
(1)

Elimination of heat effect due to subsurface detonation
for Test OPN.

(2)

The armor test samples exposed for Test "Am showed no apparent visible damage and some Teat "All samples remained
on the target vessels.

Seven plates having sizes and weights as listed below, which
were exposed to Test 0A" aboard the U.S.S. NEVADA, were not
removed prior to Test "B" in view of inadequate handling and
lifting facilities available at Bikini and were therefore subjected to both tests:

l

PZLAENOa
UE804
10359
356556A2
TT415

Class
Class
Class
Class

12263
063895
65835-B

Class B
STS
STS

A
B
A
B

SIZE

WICIGHT (LS

19'4"xlOxl2N
19'xlO'xlO0.5"
19'xlO'x6"
1816"xlO'60

96,600
2,500
0.60
46,000

20'xlO'x3"
2l4'xl0•mx2"
20'X6'xO.5"

25,000
2,0000
2,400

Three metallurgical samples from each of the first four plates
listed above were subjected to Test "Am aboard the NEVADA, AnKANSAS, and PENSACOLA, and were returned to the Navel Proving
Grounds, Dahlgren, after the test for a comprehensive metallurgical examination in order to determine any effects caused by
Test "A". Visual examination of the seven special armor plates
aboard the NEVADA after Test "3" showed no apparent damage.
Paint on the plates was completely or partially removed by the
decontaminatA.on mixture, depending on the amount of mixture to
which they were subjected* Discoloration of plate surfaces
caused by Test *Am was also removed. These plates will remair
aboard the NZVAD until such time that the ship is available
it a Naval Shipyard or other establishment having adequate
handling and lifting facilities for their removal.
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(a)

Special Armor,

(Continued)

They will, when removed, be shipped to the Naval Proving
tests and metallurgical
Grounds, Dahlgren, for ballistic
examination to determine any possible effects incurred by
Tests "A" and "B".
(b)

Ship's Armor
were
The Ship's armored structures were inspected and all
found to be intact and not distorted* Direct visual inspection of battleship side belt armor was not possible,
but an examination of the backing-up-plates and armor belts
showed no distortion or bolt movement indicating that the
side belt armor was not damaged* There were indicatioas
of severe shock and stresses in the immediate area of some
artored structures but there was no ividence of joint failThis was esures or distortion of the armored structures.
pecially proven in the case of the 8"/55 caliber shields on
the PENSACOLA. Armored decks, splinter decks, gratings and
hatches were intact and not aistorted as revealed by the viePaint discoloration, scorching and blisual inspections,
tering reported after Test NA" was completely removed where
subjected to decontamination mixtures showing that the ou•er paint layers only were affected on Test WA".

(c)

Conclusions
Armor and special treatment steel is highly resistant to the
shock and stresses created by the 3ubsurface explosion of
the Atomic Bomb.

2.
The metallurgical aspects of the effect of the test were observed from
various fractures and cracked perts.
(a)

Inclosure

(D)

Two holding down clips in turret four on the U.S.S. NEW YORK
The clip at approximately 245 degrees relswere inspected.
tive when turret is trained 180 degrees relative showed eviA horisontal crack w&s propagated adence of heavy shock.
bout 6 inches from the bottom of the clip on the inboard side
This can be further located
for a length of about 6 inches.
as being at the end of the taper from the heavy bottom secThe crack appeared to have propagated from
tion of the clip,
the weakest structural point in the vicinity of the area
which was most highly stressed by the shock.
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(a)

Continued.
The adjusting screws ou this clip gouged the bearing surface and
edge of the shoulder to a height of about 1.5" thus indicating a
This is shown in phototal upward movement of at least 2 inches.
tographs ABCR 234-2207-1 and 2. The holding down clip at approximately 315 degrees relative, located at the positive buffer stop
whon the turret is trained 180 degrees, was fractured across the
entire length of the clip at the same relative location as described for the previous clip inspected. The fractured heavy section was resting on the positive buffer stop free from the upper
part of the clip. A visual examination of the fractured surface
revealed that the inboard edge of the fracture was heavily oxidized along the entire length of the clip on an area varying in
This would indicate that, prior to
width from .25 to .5 inches.
Tests "A" and "B" of this operation, this clip had been highly
This
stressed and a crack of the oxidized width had propagated.
crack acted as a notch effect in the clip structure for the shock
received in Test "B" and thereby aided in completely fracturing
the clip. The unoxidized portion of the fracture showed typical
fine-grained, shiny cact steel structure. This ts shown in photographs ABCR 234-4,5,6 and 7.

(b) The after center line holding down clip in turret two of the U.S.S.
NEVADA showed evidence of severe shovk. However, in this case the
entire clip was torn away fror its position by shearing of the holding down clip securing bolts. There was no evidence of fracture of
the clip itself.
(c) On "1368 caliber mount number two on the U.S.S. WUGRES evidence
of the shock was found in the elongation of the left cap square
bolts. Precise measurement of the amount of elongation could not
be made because necessary instruments were not ýt hand but it is
estimated that elongation was approximately 3 percent. This resulted in loosening of the cap square beyond the keeper screw and
made possible the removal of the bolts by hand.
(d) Aluminum alloy :.astings failed due to shock end corrosion. On one
Mark 14 sight bracicet aboard the U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY the evidence
of corrosion was prevalent in area where the steel bolts are used to
secure the bracket to the 20MM mount. The corrosion weakened the
bracket structure and with little
*hick the casting fractured in the
securing bolt areas.
Corrosion was due to electrolytic action between the aluminum and the steel bolts.
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(e)

Decontamination procedures used for this operation contained
lye which is known to have active corrosive effects on aluminum. When lye (Sodium-Hydroxide)'comes in contact with an
aluminum surface an aluminum hydroxide is formed which is not
a protective coating, but rather tends to further corrode the
aluminum. This corrosion will continue as long as any hydroxide is presents
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Defense Special Weapons Agency
6801 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3398

c'•

18 April 1997

TRC

MEMORANDUM FOR DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ATTENTION:
OMI/Mr. William Bush (Security)

SUBJECT:

Declassification of Reports

The Defense Special Weapons Agency has declassified the
following reports:
/VAD-366588it

XRD-203-Section 12P"

AD-36658910

XRD-200-Section 9

AD-3665906-

XRD-204-Section 13

AD-366591'-

XRD-183

'-

"

/V1AD-3665866

XRD-201-Section 10,'

iYAD-367487.tQ

XRD-131-Volume 2-

V',/AD-367516*

XRD-Sl43 -

v/VAD-3674933

XRD-142w-

i

AD-801410Lv"

XRD-138&V"

AD-376831L%/

XRD-83v

AD-366759L

XRD-80/

AD-376830L

XRD-79v

V-AD-376828L

XRD-76/

/VAD-367464.X
AD-801404LV
v/AD-367459X

XRD-106 '
XRD-105-Volume 11XRD-100/

18 April 1997

TRC
Subject:

Declassification of Reports
/VAD-3675174A

7

XRD-141

AD-366762V-

XRD-84

ýAD-366760,V

XRD- 81'

AD-366761V

XRD-82,--

'AD-3675O1ý,'

XRD-158-Volume 1&-

AD-367507L V

XRD-152-Volume 41'

-

v1Ar-367495 f

XRD-184-

,'V-AD - 3 6748 5 ~V

XRD-129v

w'VD -3 67 48 4)~
vA')D-367483

A

&'2kD-367482ýk
AD-367488V
V'AD-36748O0
AD-8O14O9LVA

XRD-128 V
XRD-127e
XRD-126&V
XRD-132
XRD-124-XRD-135-`

VýAD-367490Vý

XRD-136v

P/AD-367492V.

XRD-137v"

AD-801411LV'

VAD0-367518 ~(

XRD-139'-

XRD-140v'

AD-36751.5 V

XRD-144s/

AD-3675141(

XRD-145-"

VAD-367468 0(
AD-367513)'
/AD-367497ý(

XRD-l1O-Volume 2,"XRD- 14 6 -XRD-162'/,

TRC
Subject:

18 April 1997
Declassification of Reports
AD-801406L v'

XRD-1I4:

In addition, all of the cited reports are now approved for
public release; distribution statement "A" now applies.

ARDITH JARRETT

Chief,

Technical Resource Center

